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Abstract
SkePU (Skeleton Programming Framework for Multi-core CPU and Multi-GPU Systems)
is a parallel computing framework developed by Johan Enmyren and Christoph
Kessler at Linköpings Universitet. This library has been designed using C++ templates
and the skeletons of this library model commonly-used computational patterns in
many parallel applications. Furthermore, the interface of SkePU appears to be serial
to the programmer and is targeted to multiple backends e.g. for a sequential CPU,
parallel CPUs using OpenMP or GPUs using CUDA and OpenCL. SkePU is comprised of
seven data-parallel skeletons and one task-parallel skeleton and these skeletons use
two types of containers: vector and matrix to model real-life parallel applications.
In this thesis, we address the extension of the SkePU framework by extending
the matrix container (which stores 2-D data values) that can efficiently use the
existing skeletons to develop parallel scientific applications on large-scale clusters
using MPI. The earlier version of SkePU supported only the vector container for
clusters. This piece of work focuses on the distribution of matrix operands among the
participating processes which after receiving their share of data can execute the
skeleton computation in parallel. Static load balancing is one of the important
criteria that have been taken care of during the matrix partitioning and distribution.
It is achieved by assigning the almost same amount of matrix rows to each process
involved in the computation. This work covers all of the seven data-parallel
skeletons. Each skeleton has been tested with a small application program. In
addition to the measurement of the performance improvement in the application
program’s execution time, we have also done a communication cost analysis for all
skeletons with MPI using the LogGP model. Based on that, the computation time has
been estimated and finally we have compared the predicted execution time with the
experimental results.
In order to evaluate and test the operational efficiency of the extension, we
have considered a PDE solver application. The partial differential equation solver
uses an iterative algorithm that works on a matrix grid where the solution at one grid
point is computed from the values of its four neighboring grid points from the
previous iteration. Our computed solution converges towards the exact solution with
each iteration. Through this application, we have demonstrated the performance
gain and scalability of the extended framework. The performance improvement was
greater when computational load dominates the communication operations. The
results show that using the extension can serve as a viable approach while
implementing real-life parallel applications on MPI-based clusters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Performance has been one of the most important criteria to measure the efficiency
of a computer system right from the early days of computing. The advancement of
semiconductor industry resulted in a revolutionary idea of making powerful
microprocessors by accommodating a large number of transistors on one processor
chip. Until 2003, in parallel with the increase in density of transistors on a single
large core, the operating frequency of the processor could be increased significantly
which in turn leads to an increase in power consumption. In an attempt to reduce
power usage characteristics and heat dissipation, chip manufacturers since 2003 have
adopted the trend of manufacturing smaller sized, energy-efficient cores and placing
several of them on a single chip. Although such a configuration may not run faster
than an equivalent single powerful core, they can help to improve the overall
performance of an application by exploiting the potential parallelism through
simultaneous processing of multiple tasks on different cores (of the same chip).
In order to exploit the core-level parallelism offered by multi-core and manycore processors, applications should be redesigned so that the processor can run
them as multiple threads. When we have multiple threads to be executed on multicore processors, it is possible to execute some threads in parallel on separate
processors. So, now it is the programmer’s responsibility to break up the
applications, divide the work into roughly equal pieces that can run concurrently
(e.g. keeping in mind the data dependences) and determine the appropriate times
for the threads to communicate with one another. During the redesign of the
applications, it is also important to know and realize the speed of the core, its
memory accessing capabilities and the speed of inter-core communication.
Clusters are gaining popularity these days by providing a cost-effective
alternative to the conventional high-performance computing architecture. A cluster
of workstations is also chosen for parallel computing due to its wiring flexibility,
scalability and incremental expansion capability. Furthermore, such a system can
be programmed by using traditional imperative languages e.g. C, C++, FORTRAN
alongside communication libraries such as MPI that can carry out message passing
and synchronization among processes. In MPI programs, the programmer can use any
arbitrary number of MPI processes i.e. the number of MPI processes may be less than,
equal to or greater than the number of processors to be used. It is a good idea to
initiate the development of a parallel program on a single processor, using a smaller
number of processes, and when the program is stable, it can be tested on actual
clusters to verify the scalability and performance.
Parallel programming is a complex paradigm as opposed to its sequential
counterpart. Because, in case of the former, the programmer needs to consider the
number of processors at her disposal, divide the problem into chunks of almost equal
size (for proper load balancing) and keep in mind the aspects of communication and
synchronization. These requirements demand certain expertise by a programmer
which sequential programmers lack. In another perspective, manually coded parallel
programs (written by parallel programmers) may be efficient for a specific platform
but might lack portability across platforms. The programmability and portability
issues prompt the world of high-performance computing to introduce a new
approach: skeleton programming.

Due to the higher abstraction level offered by the algorithmic skeleton
approach, it becomes easier for non-parallel programmers to address the parallel
programming aspect of their applications. This is mainly due to the fact that the
interface appears to be serial to the programmer by hiding the complexity that
occurs in case of the parallel implementation. So, in this way, by using the skeletons,
the programmer can derive a platform-specific parallel program quite easily.
Furthermore, skeleton programming frameworks provide a unified interface
supporting multiple backends to address the portability issues. In a nutshell, the
selection and instantiation of parallel algorithmic skeletons replaces explicit parallel
programming.
Development of a skeleton programming framework requires a sophisticated
analysis of how data is stored and manipulated in typical real-life applications. Then,
keeping in view the data access and computation patterns in a wide variety of
applications, the data structures (e.g. STL vector in C++) and the skeletons are
designed accordingly so that the applications can be expressed well by using the
skeleton framework. One of the features of an efficient skeleton programming
framework is that it can model a wide variety of applications. For example, a large
number of parallel applications use matrix computations, i.e., they manipulate data
stored in a two dimensional fashion. Such a characteristic serves as an inspiration for
this thesis where we have implemented a distributed matrix container in the existing
SkePU framework for large scale clusters with MPI and OpenMP backend.

1.2 Project Goals
The goals of this master thesis are as follows:
 The primary objective is to extend the matrix container in SkePU [7] such
that it can be used by the pre-packaged skeletons to execute parallel
programs on large-scale clusters using MPI.


The implementation of the matrix container must ensure that the
performance and portability of the application has been retained.



Most importantly, the application should be scalable i.e. if a problem is solved
within a certain time using one process, then a bigger problem of the same
class should be solved using multiple processes within the same time frame.

1.3 Project Approach
In order to acquire a detailed understanding of the terminologies and mechanisms to
be used in this project, a thorough background study was required on skeleton
programming. It was also desired to know how the existing SkePU library works in
generating a problem-specific parallel program by using its current skeletons.
Moreover, it was also needed to go through some of the related work that has already
been done in the past in the area of skeleton programming libraries for multi-core
clusters using MPI.
Secondly, the given node-level implementations of the skeletons (e.g. map,
mapreduce, mapoverlap etc.) were studied to identify how the skeletons are
implemented and invoked. On that basis, as a third step, mechanisms needed to be
developed to partition a given matrix (of any size) and combine the subparts of the
result matrix (at root process) for each individual skeleton in SkePU. Finally, the
extended C++ template library with the adapted matrix distribution approach was to
be tested/evaluated by implementing small test application programs using each
skeleton and a real-world application (a partial differential equation solver) in
parallel.
2

1.4 Thesis Outline
The thesis report has been structured as follows:


Chapter 2 will give a description of the background related to this thesis
work. It will comprise of a short introduction to the parallel computing
aspects of multi-core clusters using MPI and the skeleton programming
approach with a brief description of widely used skeletons. Furthermore, it
will discuss the SkePU framework in a comparatively greater detail (that
involves the skeletons, containers, user functions and helper functions etc.).



After that we present our original work: extension of the matrix container
which is the main point of discussion in Chapter 3. Here, we have illustrated
our approach of implementation and testing strategies in detail.



Chapter 4 lists the results obtained from the evaluation of the newly
extended framework which includes the evaluation with a larger real-world
application.



There will be an overview of related work (skeleton programming libraries
using an object-oriented language such as C++ or Java) in Chapter 5.



Finally, we wrap up our discussion in Chapter 6 with a brief conclusion and
scope of possible future work corresponding to our implementation.



A Glossary can be found in Appendix A and a short SkePU API reference is
available in Appendix C and Appendix D. Appendix B shows the C++ program
used for measuring the round-trip communication time on the cluster used in
the evaluation.
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1 Parallel Computing on Clusters using MPI
A cluster [23] is a type of distributed-memory parallel computer system. It is an
interconnection of loosely-coupled computers that work together to accomplish a
common objective (e.g. computation of a bigger problem in a distributed manner) so
that the whole system can be perceived as a single computer.
From the architectural point of view, clusters constitute a set of autonomous
computer systems having their own processor and memory, running their own
instance of an operating system and being connected through a high-speed LAN
(Figure 2.1). A cluster does not demand the standalone machines to be equal, but for
asymmetric clusters, load balancing becomes a tedious task. The use of a cluster in
computing can improve performance and availability over a single computer. As an
example, a Beowulf cluster [24] may constitute multiple identical commercial offthe-shelf computers connected with a TCP/IP Ethernet local area network.
With a high-speed interconnect, the performance of clusters can be quite
close to MPP (Massively Parallel Processor) architectures [6], but they are much
cheaper than a traditional MPP system. According to [8], one of the important
advantages of a cluster computer is that it can be “scaled to a very large system”.
However, general-purpose “network hardware is not designed for parallel processing
although with certain exceptions”. So, the performance is limited by the network
capabilities which can be considered as a potential bottleneck.

Figure 2.1. A 4-Node PC/Workstation Cluster.
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Although there exist multiple ways for message passing in clusters, “the best
and easiest strategy is to use software libraries that are specifically designed for
message passing on parallel computers” [12]. One of the most widely used
approaches for communication among the nodes of a cluster is the message passing
interface (MPI). MPI is a communication library API used for parallel programming
using languages like C, C++, FORTRAN and Python [22]. The MPI standard defines a
message passing library with emphasis on portability and performance efficiency for
application, library and compiler developers. It leaves the task of “problem
decomposition, scheduling and mapping details and inter-processor communication
setup” to the programmer [6].
In the cluster environment, maximum efficiency is obtained for parallel
applications if “the work load is evenly distributed among the workstations, idle
waiting is avoided, and the overhead introduced in the parallelization process is
minimized e.g. communication and synchronization operations” [21]. MPI provides
several mechanisms to perform point-to-point and collective communication
operations along with other notable features such as derived data types, persistent
communication and group concept. However, in the absence of a careful MPI
implementation, the communication cost rises so significantly that the programs may
not receive any parallel processing advantage. MPI is only a standard with many
existing implementations. For our work, we have chosen Open MPI [20] which
represents mainly the merger among three well-known MPI implementations; FT-MPI,
LA-MPI and LAM-MPI.
The basic idea behind MPI is that “multiple parallel processes work
concurrently” towards achieving a common objective and during the work, the
communication among them occurs by sending and receiving messages [15]. The
infrastructure provided by MPI makes it possible for the multiple processes to run on
separate computers. As the programming interface, MPI offers a collection of
functions that is designed to handle the message-passing details on a specific
architecture. A set of MPI processes that need to communicate with each other are
grouped to form a communicator which is passed as an argument to an MPI function.
Each process in MPI bears a process identification number to distinguish itself in a
process group. Since all processes use the same code, the identification number also
helps in determining which part of the algorithm instructions are meant for it.
In the simplest terminology, parallel computing is a divide-and-conquer
strategy where a larger problem is divided into smaller workable sub-problems and
then each sub-problem is addressed by a separate processor. Efficient parallel
computing demands that the division should be done in such a way that all processors
will be busy and none of them will remain idle at any point of time. According to the
authors of [15], the biggest challenges here are, “how a specific problem can be
partitioned efficiently to be solved in parallel” and secondly, how the sub-problems
can be assigned to a computer to work in parallel.
The above problems can be addressed via Foster’s PCAM method [10] which
comprises of four distinct stages: partitioning, communication, agglomeration and
mapping. In the first two stages, “the focus is on concurrency and scalability”
whereas in the third and fourth stages, “attention is shifted to locality and other
performance-related issues”. In the first step, the problem is divided into smaller
sub-problems. In the second step it is required to identify the communication among
the sub-problems. Usually, we may not have enough resources (processors) to
execute each sub-problem on a separate processor. The third step merges subproblems that involve a huge amount of communication amongst each other and
forms comparatively larger sub-problems (which are of course smaller than the
original problem). In MPI analogy, these larger sub-problems can be thought of as MPI
5

processes. Finally, each MPI process can be assigned to a unique processor to carry
out the task. The third step mainly helps in reducing the inter-process
communication and scheduling overheads.

2.2 Basics of Skeleton Programming
In high-performance computer programming, hand-written code often encompasses
low-level, machine-specific details of a particular target-architecture. This property
poses a serious threat to the portability and maintainability of a program. A practical
solution to it is to use high-level abstractions that remain relevant across a wide
variety of machine architectures and different types of applications as well. The idea
of skeleton programming is conceived from this concept of higher level of abstraction
[4], where a performance loss (as compared to direct implementation at lower level)
may be experienced in exchange of some more useful and appropriate set of
features.
In the skeleton programming paradigm, a skeleton is a generic construct for
which “efficient parallel implementations are known to exist” [17]. The application
programmers (basically the end users of the framework) then use appropriate
skeletons and the expressive power of the programming language to generate their
problem-specific program. An important characteristic of skeletons is that they hide
the platform-dependent primitives through the abstraction mentioned in the
previous paragraph.
2.2.1 Skeleton Programming in Parallel Computing
A parallel program mainly has two parts: a computation part and a communication
part [11]. The computational part deals with “managing logic, arithmetic and control
flow” of the program whereas the communication part is responsible for “the
interaction, data exchange among processes, load balancing and synchronization
issues”. If some parallel applications share a common pattern of computation and
communication and those patterns can be realized in terms of skeletons then the
skeleton programming approach is expected to be a better choice for the application
programmers.
As conceptualized above, in parallel computing, skeletons [5, 8] model the
common computational and data flow patterns that recur in many (parallel)
applications, and most importantly they provide a sequential interface to the
application programmer to develop her own program. So, the application
programmer has less to bother about the internal details of parallelization of her
program. Given a skeleton programming framework and an application to develop,
the application programmer first needs to decompose her application into smaller
sub-problems and then has to express each sub-problem in terms of the available
skeletons. In that way, even a more complex sub-problem can be expressed by
choosing multiple skeletons appropriately. On some instances, it is not possible to
model a sub-problem by using any of the pre-packaged skeletons. In such a case, the
parallel code of the sub-problem has to be written manually.
2.2.2 Types of Skeletons
Depending upon the functionality provided, skeletons can be classified into the
following two types [11]:


Data-parallel skeletons: By principle, this kind of skeletons extract
parallelism from computations that involve larger data structures where many
elements are accessed and processed in the same manner e.g. in form of an
array, a vector or a matrix. Here, the same operation is performed on
6

different elements of the operand containers. For instance, if an addition
operation is to be performed on two vectors with equal number of elements,
then the first element of the result vector is the sum of first element of first
input vector and first element of second input vector, the second element of
the result vector is the sum of second element of first input vector and
second element of second input vector and so on. In such a case, a subset of
elements from each input vector can be assigned to separate processes for
increasing parallelism of the computation.


Task-parallel skeletons: A parallel application may consist of many smaller
tasks. Task-parallel skeletons extract parallelism by exploiting the level of
independence between several tasks. If the tasks do not depend on or
communicate with each other, then each of them can be executed by an
independent process concurrently. Thus, an application with no dependences
among its tasks is more parallelizable.

2.3 SkePU Overview
This section describes SkePU, the skeleton programming framework for multi-core
CPU and multi-GPU systems which provides the basis for our work. The backends
supported by SkePU are sequential CPU, MPI and OpenMP for CPUs and CUDA and
OpenCL for GPUs. There are seven data-parallel skeletons and one task-parallel
skeleton available in this framework to be used with two types of containers.
The first version of SkePU was released by Johan Enmyren and Christoph
Kessler [9] which comprised of only five data-parallel skeletons and only the onedimensional container (i.e. vector). Since then, the framework has been through
many extensions which include two new data-parallel skeletons, one task-parallel
skeleton and the support for a two-dimensional container.
2.3.1 Containers
For the prepackaged skeletons to be used, the SkePU library provides the following
two containers [7]:


Vector: This is a one dimensional data type that resembles an array and has
been modeled after the standard STL vector of C++. Its implementation
internally uses the STL vector and the interface is mostly compatible with the
latter. The declaration and instantiation of a vector object looks like,

skepu::Vector<float> new_vector(10, (float)1);
which creates a vector of size 10 with all element values initialized as 1.0.


Matrix: Conceptually, this container resembles a two-dimensional array and is
internally stored in contiguous memory locations in a row-major order. The
interface for it is quite similar to that of the vector container but is a little
more complex due to some additional functionality. The declaration and
instantiation of a matrix object for creating a matrix of size 10x10 with all
element values initialized as 5.0 takes the form,

skepu::Matrix<float> new_matrix(10, 10, (float)5);
2.3.2 User functions
SkePU provides some preprocessor macro implementations for defining functions to
be used with skeletons which are expanded to the appropriate structure depending
7

upon the selected backend. These macros expand to “a struct with member
functions for CPU and CUDA and strings for OpenCL” [9]. There are a total of 14
macros available in the current version of SkePU. Some of the notable ones are:






UNARY_FUNC(name, type1, param1, func)
BINARY_FUNC(name, type1, param1, param2, func)
TERNARY_FUNC(name, type1, param1, param2, param3, func)
OVERLAP_FUNC(name, type1, over, param1, func)
ARRAY_FUNC(name, type1, param1, param2, func)
An example of using a binary function macro looks like:

BINARY_FUNC(plus_f, double, a, b,
return a+b
)
2.3.3 Skeletons
There are seven data-parallel skeletons: Map, MapArray, Generate, Reduce,
MapReduce, Scan, MapOverlap and one task-parallel skeleton, Farm available in the
latest version of SkePU. For using the skeletons and containers from the SkePU
library, a program must include the SkePU header files.
As an object-oriented approach, skeleton functions in SkePU take the form of
an object. Overloading the parentheses operator, () makes them behave like regular
functions. All of the skeletons have member functions corresponding to each
implementation (CPU, OpenMP, CUDA and OpenCL). The skeleton can be called with
the whole container as an argument or a subpart of the container as argument by
using the iterators. In the following description of SkePU skeletons (adapted from
[9]), the ‘Example program’ section illustrates the syntactic interface to the
skeletons using the matrix containers.
Map
Map is the most commonly found data-parallel skeleton in a skeleton programming
framework with a relatively simple semantics. In SkePU,


For vector operands, every element in the result vector r is calculated as a
function f of the corresponding elements in one or more input vectors v1…vk.
Assuming that “the vectors have length N, a more formal way to describe this
operation is:

r[i] := f(v1[i],…., vk[i]) i  {1,……,N} ” [9]


For matrix operands, every element in the result matrix r is a function
f of the corresponding elements in one or more input matrices m1…mk. The
matrices are of size RxC, where R is the number of rows of the matrix and C is
the number of columns. The formal definition is as follows:

r[i, j] := f(m1[i, j],…., mk[i, j]) i  {1,……,R}, j  {1,…..,C}
In SkePU, the number of input operands (both vector and matrix) k that can
be used for map skeleton is limited to maximum of three (k3) as of now.
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Example program

Listing 2.1 represents a simple application program that shows a Map skeleton
instance with k = 3.

#include <iostream>
#include "skepu/matrix.h"
#include "skepu/map.h"
#define SIZE 7
TERNARY_FUNC(multiple_operations, float, a, b, c,
return a + b - c;
)
int main()
{
skepu::Map<multiple_operations> mul_op(new multiple_operations);
skepu::Matrix<float>
skepu::Matrix<float>
skepu::Matrix<float>
skepu::Matrix<float>

m0(SIZE, SIZE, (float)50);
m1(SIZE, SIZE, (float)20);
m2(SIZE, SIZE, (float)30);
result(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);

mul_op(m0, m1, m2, result);
skepu::cout << "Result " << result << "\n";
return 0;
}
//-------------Output---------------//
Result Matrix: (7 X 7)
40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40

Listing 2.1. A Map example.
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MapArray
MapArray is a variation of the Map skeleton which is defined below:


For two input vectors, the output vector r is produced where each element of
the result r[i] is calculated as “a function f of the corresponding element of
one of the input vectors v2[i] and any number of elements from the other
input vector v1” [9]. This functionality requires that at each call to the user
defined function f (done for each element in v2), the whole v1 vector needs to
be accessed, which is accomplished by a broadcast operation to all processes.
The formal definition is:

r[i] := f(v1, v2[i]) i  {1,……,N}


For one input vector and one input matrix, each element of the output
matrix r[i, j] is a function f of the corresponding element of the input matrix
m[i, j] and any number of elements from the input vector v. In this case also,
it is implied that at each call to the user defined function f (done for each
element in the matrix m), all elements from vector v can be accessed. The
formal definition is:

r[i, j] := f(v, m[i, j]) i  {1,……,N}, j  {1,……,M}
The example program in Listing 2.2 performs a MapArray operation that
reverses a matrix by using m1[i, j] as index to m0. The skeleton is instantiated and
called with m0 and m1 as inputs and mr as output. m0 will be corresponding to
parameter a in the user function arr_mat and m1 to b. Thus, when the skeleton is
applied, each element in m1 can be mapped to any number of elements in m0.
Generate
The Generate skeleton is used to fill up an operand (either of vector or matrix type)
with some values corresponding to each element. The values need to be generated
according to the user logic, so they may be constant values or randomly generated
values. In the example program shown in Listing 2.3, the user function computes a
random value within the range 1-10 for each position of an 8x8 matrix.

10

#include <iostream>
#include "skepu/matrix.h"
#include "skepu/maparray.h"
#define SIZE 8
ARRAY_FUNC_MATR(arr_mat, float, a, b,
int index = (int)b;
return a[index];
)
int main()
{
skepu::MapArray<arr_mat> reverse_mat(new arr_mat);
skepu::Matrix<float> m0(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);
skepu::Matrix<float> m1(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);
skepu::Matrix<float> mr(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);
for(int i = 0; (i < m0.size() && i < m1.size()); ++i)
{
m0(i) = (float)(i+1);
m1(i) = (float)((SIZE*SIZE)-i-1);
}
reverse_mat(m0, m1, mr);
skepu::cout << "Result " << mr << "\n";
return 0;
}
//-------------Output---------------//
Result Matrix: (8 X 8)
64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57
56 55 54 53 52 51 50 49
48 47 46 45 44 43 42 41
40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33
32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25
24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17
16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Listing 2.2. A MapArray example
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#include <iostream>
#include "skepu/matrix.h"
#include "skepu/generate.h"
#define SIZE 8
GENERATE_FUNC(lcg, int, index, seed,
unsigned int next = seed;
unsigned int i;
for(i = 0; i < index; ++i)
{
next = 1103515245*next + 12345;
}
return (next % 10) + 1;
)
int main()
{
skepu::Generate<lcg> rand(new lcg);
skepu::Matrix<int> m0(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);
rand.setConstant(time(0));
rand(SIZE, SIZE, m0);
skepu::cout << "Generated " << m0;
return 0;
}
//-------------Output---------------//
Generated Matrix: (8 X 8)
4 1 8 9 2 1 4 7
4 5 8 5 2 7 8 9
4 9 8 5 2 5 2 3
8 1 4 7 8 5 6 1
6 3 10 1 6 5 10 5
10 3 6 9 4 7 8 9
6 3 6 5 6 1 4 3
8 1 8 7 2 9 4 3

Listing 2.3. A Generate example.

Reduce
Reduce is another commonly used data-parallel skeleton with following definition in
SkePU:


For an input vector, the output is computed as a scalar value by applying an
associative binary operator  across all elements in the vector, v. The formal
definition for it is:

r := v[1]  v[2]  v[3] …. v[N]


For an input matrix, the result is similarly computed as a scalar value by
applying an associative binary operator  across all elements in the matrix,
m. Formally:
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r := m[1, 1]  m[1, 2]  m[1, 3] …. m[R, C-1]  m[R, C]
In the example at Listing 2.4, we consider the global summation of all
elements of an input matrix using the Reduce skeleton where reduction is applied
using the '+' operator. When the skeleton is called in the statement
“float r = globalSum(m0);”, “the scalar result is returned by the function rather
than returned in a parameter” [9].
MapReduce
The MapReduce skeleton is a combination of the two basic variants Map and Reduce
which is equivalent to performing a Map operation first on one or more operands to
produce a result operand and then doing a reduction on that result. The operands
can either be of vector or matrix type and the number of operands is limited to 3 as
stated for the Map skeleton. Formally, it can be defined as:


For vector operands,

r := f(v1[1],…, vk[1]) …. f(v1[N],…, vk[N])


For matrix operands,

r := f(m1[1, 1],…, mk[1, 1]) …. f(m1[R, C],…, mk[R, C])
MapReduce is useful in contrast to a separate Map operation followed by a
Reduction operation due to the fact that in case of the former, both operations are
performed on the same computation kernel and therefore better speedup is achieved
by avoiding some synchronization that is needed with separate operations. This
skeleton instantiation takes two user functions as arguments: one for mapping and
the other for reduction.
Listing 2.5 shows a small example program using MapReduce skeleton where
first a Map operation is performed by a user function 'square_f' with a ‘*’
operation and then the partial result sub-matrices are reduced by the second user
function 'plus_f' which is basically a '+' operation. As per the definition, the
result is a scalar value.
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#include <iostream>
#include "skepu/matrix.h"
#include "skepu/reduce.h"
#define SIZE 6
BINARY_FUNC(plus, float, a, b,
return a+b;
)
int main()
{
skepu::Reduce<plus> globalSum(new plus);
skepu::Matrix<float> m0(SIZE, SIZE, (float)4);
float r = globalSum(m0);
skepu::cout << "Result: " << r <<"\n";
return 0;
}
//-------------Output---------------//
Result: 144

Listing 2.4. A Reduce example.

#include <iostream>
#include "skepu/matrix.h"
#include "skepu/mapreduce.h"
#define SIZE 10
UNARY_FUNC(square_f, float, a,
return a*a;
)
BINARY_FUNC(plus_f, float, a, b,
return a+b;
)
int main()
{
skepu::MapReduce<square_f, plus_f> una_mat(new square_f, new plus_f);
skepu::Matrix<float> m0(SIZE, SIZE, (float)2);
float r = una_mat(m0);
skepu::cout << "Result: " << r <<"\n";
return 0;
}
//-------------Output---------------//
Result: 400
Listing 2.5. A MapReduce example.
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Scan
Scan (also known as Prefix Sum) is a kernel operation, mostly used in applications
such as sorting. In this skeleton,


For a given input vector, v with elements v[1], v[2], … , v[N], each element k
of the output vector is computed as v[1]  v[2]  v[3] …. v[k] for either
1kN (inclusive scan) or 0kN (exclusive scan) where  is a commutative
associative binary operator. For exclusive scan, an initial value is required to
be provided.



For an input matrix, scan is currently supported row-wise only by considering
each row in the matrix in the same way as a vector scan operation.

#include <iostream>
#include "skepu/matrix.h"
#include "skepu/scan.h"
#define SIZE 6
BINARY_FUNC(plus, float, a, b,
return a+b;
)
int main()
{
skepu::Scan<plus> prefix_sum(new plus);
skepu::Matrix<float> m0(SIZE, SIZE, (float)1);
skepu::Matrix<float> result(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);
prefix_sum(m0, result, skepu::INCLUSIVE, (float)10);
skepu::cout << "Result " << result <<"\n";
return 0;
}
//-------------Output---------------//
Result Matrix: (6 X 6)
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36

Listing 2.6. A Scan example.
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As an example program, we consider a prefix sum computation in Listing 2.6
using the + operator on an input matrix m0. A Scan skeleton with the name
prefix_sum is instantiated with a binary user function plus and is then applied to an
input matrix m0 while the result is stored in matrix result. The scan type is
inclusive, which has been specified using the skepu::INCLUSIVE parameter.
MapOverlap
The MapOverlap skeleton is a variation of the Map skeleton. Formally, it can be
defined as:


For vector operands, each element r[i] of the output vector r is a function of
several adjacent elements of one input vector v that appears within a certain
constant maximum distance d from i in the input vector. The number of these
elements is controlled by the parameter overlap (d). Formally,

r[i] := f(v[i-d], v[i-d+1], …, v[i+d]) i  {1,…,N}
A concept associated with this skeleton is the edge policy that
describes how the additional values are assumed when the computation
requires a value outside the array bounds. Edge policy may be constant (a
constant value is provided by the user), cyclic (the value is taken from other
side of the array within a maximum distance d) or duplicate (d values are
taken at the beginning that are the same as the first element and d values
are taken at the end that are the same as last element of the operand). The
default edge policy is constant with a value 0.


For matrix operands, this skeleton is a little more complex due to the
additional requirements because of the two-dimensional structure of the
container. This works conceptually in the same way as that of the vector
including the edge policy with addition of a new concept called overlap
policy. Since matrix is a two-dimensional data type, the structure is not
considered as a whole for padding the additional out-of-bound values.
The overlap policy may be one of the four categories: row-wise,
column-wise, row-column-wise and neighbor-wise. In row-wise policy, the
additional out-of-bound values are considered for each row only and after the
padding of additional values, the size of the matrix becomes (R+2dR)xC,
where R is number of rows in the original matrix, C is the number of columns
in the original matrix and dR is the overlap size. In column-wise policy, the
additional values are considered for each column only, so the size of the new
matrix becomes Rx(C+2dC) where dC is the overlap size. For the remaining two
policies, the additional values are included for both rows and columns and the
new matrix size becomes (R+2dR)x(C+2dC).

Example program

The MapOverlap skeleton example in Listing 2.7 implements the row-wise overlap
policy and duplicate edge policy with an overlap size of 2. The program accepts an
input matrix filled with random values in the range 1-10 that has been created by
the Generate skeleton. The idea behind using random values and not the same value
at all positions of the input matrix is that it helps in testing that appropriate values
are added to both ends of each row of the input matrix and correct result matrix is
produced. The user function is very simple which calculates the value at a specific
position of the result matrix as the sum of the value at the corresponding position of
the input matrix and two values at the left hand side and two values at the right16

hand side of that value in input matrix. For example, if we consider the first element
of the output matrix in Listing 2.7, we can compute the value as 8+8+8+5+8 = 37 (the
first 2 values being the same as the first value of the input matrix i.e. 8 since we use
duplicate edge policy with overlap size 2).
Farm Skeleton
Farm is the only task-parallel skeleton available in SkePU which allows concurrent
execution of multiple independent tasks that have no interaction among them during
runtime. The tasks may be executed on separate processes due to their
independency. This skeleton comprises of a farmer thread (also called the master)
and worker threads. The farmer receives all the incoming tasks and assigns them to
different workers that are available for execution. The additional overhead of
assigning tasks by the farmer needs to be negligible, otherwise the farmer can be a
bottleneck. The farmer is also responsible for synchronization (if required) and for
returning the control back to the caller when all tasks are completed. The worker’s
role is to execute the assigned tasks and inform the farmer once they complete the
execution. For tasks t1, t2,.. tK where K is the total number of tasks, farm could be
defined formally as:

farm(t1, t2,.. tK)
The Farm skeleton is not specific to the matrix container and considered out
of scope for this thesis.
2.3.4 Helper functions
Along with the containers, user functions and skeletons, SkePU also comprises of
some helper functions that are used by the library itself and users have little to
interact with them directly.
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#include <iostream>
#include "skepu/matrix.h"
#include "skepu/generate.h"
#include "skepu/mapoverlap.h"
#define SIZE 6
#define OVERLAP_SIZE 2
#define PAD 0
GENERATE_FUNC(lcg, int, index, seed,
unsigned int next = seed;
unsigned int i;
for(i = 0; i < index; ++i)
{
next = 1103515245*next + 12345;
}
return (float)(next % 10) + 1;
)
OVERLAP_FUNC(over, float, OVERLAP_SIZE, a,
float result = 0;
for(int i=(-OVERLAP_SIZE) ; i <= OVERLAP_SIZE ; i++)
result = result + a[i];
return result;
)
int main()
{
skepu::Generate<lcg> rand(new lcg);
skepu::MapOverlap<over> conv(new over);
skepu::Matrix<float> m0(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);
skepu::Matrix<float> r(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);
rand(SIZE, SIZE, m0);
skepu::cout << "Input: " << m0 ;
conv(m0, r, skepu::OVERLAP_ROW_WISE, skepu::DUPLICATE, (float)PAD);
skepu::cout << "Result: " << r ;
return 0;
}
//-------------Output---------------//
Input: Matrix: (6 X 6)
8 5 8 3 6 3
2 9 8 5 2 1
9 2 5 4 7 4
5 2 7 10 5 8
10 9 10 3 10 7
8 7 10 9 8 1
Result: Matrix: (6 X 6)
37 32 30 25 23 18
23 26 26 25 17 10
34 29 27 22 24 23
24 29 29 32 38 39
49 42 42 39 37 34
41 42 42 35 29 20

Listing 2.7. A MapOverlap example.
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Chapter 3

Our Work: Extension of the Matrix Container
This chapter precisely describes the current enhancements made to the SkePU
framework which involves extension of the matrix container for clusters to make it
suitable for using the skeletons efficiently for developing parallel applications. This
piece of work includes the development of the data-parallel skeletons in MPI and
testing each skeleton by means of a small application program. Each skeleton is
described in terms of a pseudocode of the implementation, theoretical
communication cost analysis and experimental performance evaluation results in the
following sections.
3.1 Problem Decomposition (Division of Matrix Operands)
Matrix is a data structure that stores values in a two-dimensional fashion. So, when it
comes to distribution of the matrix among the participating processes, it is desirable
to consider the division in terms of rows and columns instead of individual elements.
In this work we only consider row-wise distributions.
We have to divide the data carefully by keeping in mind the amount of load to
be processed by each process. In our case, load balancing is attempted by equally
dividing the work among the available processes. Irregular load distribution results in
load imbalance which cause some processes to finish their task earlier than others.
Load imbalance is one source of bad utilization, so the matrix data should be divided
as evenly as possible so that all processes finish computations in the same amount of
time to minimize the processors’ idle time. The basis of our work lies in how the data
is distributed among the participating processes. We will discuss two different
approaches in the following sections.
3.1.1 Approach-1

In parallel applications that involve matrices, the scenario is not uncommon where
we will have fewer processes at our disposal as compared to the number of rows in
the matrix. In such cases, it is required to assign multiple rows to each process. Let
us consider that an application has a matrix with n rows and p processes. In our first
approach, ⌊n/p⌋ rows are to be allocated to each of the first (n-1) processes and the
remaining rows are allocated to the last process. One noticeable thing here is that at
times, the last process is overloaded leading to poor load balancing.

(i) Approach-1
(ii) Approach-2
Figure 3.1. Load distribution of a Matrix.
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For instance, if we have a matrix of size 10x10 and 6 processes (as in
of Figure 3.1 (i)), then the first 5 processes receive 1 row each whereas
process gets a share of 5 rows. It is evident that the last process is
overburdened as compared to others. So, this approach was rejected
implementation.

the case
the last
5 times
for our

3.1.2 Approach-2

In this case, if the application has a matrix of n rows and p processes are available,
then we take the ceiling (rounded up integer value) of n/p and allocate that many
rows to each process starting from Process 0. Throughout the division process, we
keep track of the total number of rows that has already been assigned. A simple
check is performed for each process of whether the number of rows left to be
assigned is less than ceiling(n/p). If so, all of the remaining rows are assigned to the
current process. In this way, all rows are allocated and even after this if there are
more processes available then they are simply assigned 0 rows. Here, in some cases a
few processes may be lightly loaded whereas most of the available processes get an
exactly equal share of the matrix rows. This implies a better load balancing.
For example, Figure 3.1 (ii) shows the division of a matrix of size 10x10
among 6 processes, where the first 5 processes receive 2 rows each whereas the last
process gets nothing. So, this approach has been assumed as the suitable option for
our implementation and is applicable for all seven skeletons.
3.2 Testing Platform
We have tested all of the example programs for our skeletons and the PDE solver
application on an NSC (National Supercomputing Centre) cluster named Triolith [19].
Unless specified otherwise, it can be assumed that the experimental evaluation
results of this thesis come from testing on Triolith. Triolith is a capability cluster
comprised of 1200 HP SL230s compute nodes where each compute node is equipped
with two Intel E5-2660 (Sandybridge) processors clocked at 2.2 GHz and each
processor has 8 cores making a total of 16 cores available per node. “56 of the
compute nodes have 128 GiB memory each whereas the remaining 1144 have 32 GiB
each. It is equipped with the Infiniband interconnect from Mellanox (FDR IB, 56 Gb/s)
in a 2:1 blocking configuration” [19] for high performance of parallel applications.
The operating system for Triolith is CentOS 6.x x86_64. During the testing we have
used up to 10 compute nodes (one MPI process per node) with exclusive access (by
using the -–exclusive flag in the execution batch script) and up to 8 cores per
node (in case of OpenMP with MPI) for verifying the performance and scalability of
our programs. Our programs have been tested with gcc/4-centos6 and
openmpi/1.6.2-build1 (compilation with mpicc). For OpenMP testing, the programs
have been compiled with the –fopenmp flag.
3.3 Implementation Strategy
Our implementation follows a modular organization for the extension of the matrix
container for MPI-based clusters. The attributes and properties of the matrix
container that are common to all of the skeletons are kept in a header file and an
inline file named matrix.h and matrix.inl respectively. In addition to this, each
skeleton has a corresponding header file and an inline file; e.g. for the Map skeleton
they are map.h and map.inl. We also have two more inline files for each skeleton
corresponding to the platform to be used i.e. map_cpu.inl for using only MPI and
map_omp.inl for using MPI with OpenMP. The details of these program files can be
found in Appendix C and Appendix D.
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In general, our skeletons use a separate partition function to divide and
distribute the sub-matrices to the non-root processes and a separate combine
function to collect and combine the result sub-matrices at the root node. Both of
these functions need to determine the number of elements to be sent to each nonroot process or number of elements to be received at the root process and the
displacement (relative to the send/receive buffer) from/at which the data will be
sent/received. The values of the number of bytes to be sent/received and the
displacement are determined by the size of the data chunk for each available
process which in turn is calculated using the approach described in section 3.1.2.
In our extension for clusters, the matrix container is associated with two
Boolean variables: isPartitioned and isCombined (Let us call these two variables as
partition bit and combine bit respectively for any future references). So for all of
the skeletons, each instance of a matrix container possess a unique partition bit and
a unique combine bit both of which are set to FALSE before any skeleton call.
When a specific skeleton is called in an application program by using the
overloaded operator(), program control is transferred to the code in the
corresponding skeleton’s .inl file e.g. map.inl. Inside the () operator, only if the
partition bit of the input matrix operand is FALSE, the partition function is called for
the input matrix which distributes the sub-matrices to each non-root process. At the
end of the partition function definition, the partition bit of the input matrix operand
is set to TRUE indicating that the particular instance of the matrix container is now
partitioned. For further skeleton calls that use the same unchanged input matrix
operand, the partition bit is TRUE which indicates that the partition function do not
need to be called again and the control can move to the next step. This strategy (as
shown in the pseudocodes for all of the SkePU skeletons in subsequent sections)
mainly helps us to avoid calling the partition function on the same unchanged input
matrix again and again when a skeleton is called repetitively e.g. using a loop (as in
case of the PDE solver program in Listing 4.2). Nevertheless, memory coherence for
distributed input operands must currently be controlled manually by the SkePU
programmer. In particular, if the input matrix is changed after the first skeleton call
(subsequently the first call to the partition function), the user of the framework
needs to combine the matrix by using the refresh function (e.g. input.refresh()) and
call the partition function again. The full automatization of memory coherence for
distributed containers is left as an issue of future work.
Then according to the user’s choice a specific platform is chosen and the
program control moves to the corresponding platform’s inline file of the skeleton
e.g. map_cpu.inl and map_omp.inl for the actual computation. This step produces
the partial results at each participating process including the root process. Finally,
the combine function is called to gather and combine the partial results of each
process at the root to generate the final result matrix. At the end of the combine
function definition, the combine bit is set to TRUE and the partition bit is set to
FALSE. However, the point to be noted here is that the combine strategy for all
skeletons may not be the same. For instance, it is ideal to call the combine function
for Map, MapArray and MapOverlap skeleton only when the output matrix is needed
to be accessed at the root node. The final output matrix can be accessed at the root
in three different ways: printing the matrix or a part of it by overloaded cout
operator, accessing a specific element of the matrix by index operator [] and
refreshing a matrix (by calling the refresh() function defined in matrix.inl). So for
these three skeletons, the combine module is defined in the matrix.inl file and is
called only if the combine bit is FALSE and partition bit is TRUE. All of the other
skeletons have an individual combine function in their corresponding inline files (e.g.
scan.inl) and explicitly calls them inside the overloaded () operator. The detailed
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procedure can be understood better from the pseudocodes described in the
subsequent sections in this chapter.
Since for Map, MapArray and MapOverlap skeletons the partition function
resides in the skeleton’s .inl file and the combine function resides in matrix.inl, the
calculation of the chunk size (for each process) has been replicated. However, for
the Scan skeleton we have calculated the chunk size inside the overloaded operator()
only once and have accessed that value in both partition and combine function
(because for Scan, both functions reside in scan.inl). But, we noticed that the
redundant calculation of the chunk size does not produce a major performance
penalty during our experimental evaluation.

3.4 Cost Model for Communication Cost Analysis
In order to analyze the communication cost for all of the SkePU skeletons with
matrix implementation using MPI, we have chosen the LogGP cost model. The LogGP
[2] model is an extension to the original LogP [5] model that incorporates the
additional characteristic of communication bandwidth for longer messages. The
parameters of this model can be explained as below:
L – Latency experienced in each communication event (transmission time of a
message from sender to receiver).
o – Communication overhead; the total length of time that a processor is engaged
in the transmission and reception of each message.
g – Communication bandwidth; the minimum time interval between consecutive
sends or consecutive receives by a processor.
G – Gap per byte (when the message to-be-sent is of multiple bytes).
P – The number of processor/memory modules
3.4.1 General assumptions

Following general assumptions have been made for all of the SkePU skeletons:
 For simplification in our estimation, the overheads o at both the sender and
receiver is assumed to be much larger than g, so the gap constraint between
two consecutive message sends or recvs is ignored.
 For simplicity in our calculation, the overhead for sending and receiving
messages has been considered to be equal, i.e. os = or = o.
 The communication latencies comprising L and o can be considered as a single
unit.
3.4.2 Round-Trip Communication Time Measurement on Triolith

The program specified in Appendix B.1 has been used to measure the round-trip
communication time between two nodes on Triolith. In the program, there are two
nodes from which the root node sends a message of multiple bytes (ranging from 110000000 bytes) to the non-root node and then immediately receives the same
message back. The time has been measured just before the message-send and
immediately after the message-receive at the root, the difference of which gives us
the round-trip communication time. We have executed the program 20 times and
have taken the average of the round-trip time (RTT) from each instance of
execution. Table 3.1 shows the average round-trip time for specific message sizes
within the range of 1-10000000 bytes. The graph in Figure 3.2 has been plotted from
the obtained RTT values for behavioral study of communication in our case.
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Table 3.1: Average Round-Trip Communication Time
Size of Message (in bytes)
1
10
100
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000
30000
50000
80000
100000
200000
400000
600000
800000
1000000
3000000
5000000
8000000
10000000

Average Round-Trip Time (in us)
35.32
38.33
28.09
33.90
29.78
28.55
28.34
87.83
86.43
88.82
87.81
91.40
89.43
147.62
162.11
208.60
227.87
341.99
532.90
718.47
905.67
1092.16
2929.19
4961.53
7732.93
9630.67

Figure 3.2. Round-Trip Time Measurement for messages of size 1-10000000 bytes.
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3.4.3 Calibration of Gap-per-byte (‘G’ Parameter) and Latency (‘L+2o’ Parameter) on
Triolith

From Figure 3.2, it can be observed that the communication cost changes abruptly at
message size larger than 4 KB. However, we have not taken into account these small
messages since our implementation usually sends very large messages (data chunks
of the matrix) in the MPI operations. We also see another sharp rise in round-trip
communication time at message size of approximately 30000 bytes. So, for the
correct measurement of the ‘G’ and ‘L+2o’ parameters, we chose to measure ‘G’
separately for messages of size > 10000 bytes and <= 30000 bytes and messages of
size > 30000 bytes. For maintaining the precision, we have measured the
communication cost with regular intervals of message size in both the cases that is
shown in Table 3.2 and 3.3.

Table 3.2: Average Round-Trip Communication Time for Medium-Sized Messages
Size of Message (in bytes)
12000
14000
16000
18000
20000
22000
24000
26000
28000
30000

Average Round-Trip Time (in us)
101.46
108.66
115.41
118.46
123.55
133.13
138.82
145.40
152.32
147.26

Table 3.3: Average Round-Trip Communication Time for Large Messages
Size of Message (in bytes)
694667
1359334
2024001
2688668
3353335
4018002
4682669
5347336
6012003
6676670
7341337
8006004
8670671
9335338
10000005

Average Round-Trip Time (in us)
845.61
1540.91
2170.30
2877.65
3342.37
4189.94
4799.40
5507.74
5917.66
6838.21
7630.33
8181.76
8803.47
9367.71
10118.13
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According to the LogGP model and with our assumption from section 3.4.1
that the overhead at the sender and receiver are equal, the communication time
needed for a single send operation can be estimated as:

Using the linear regression technique (in Matlab), we have found the slope ‘G’ and
intercept ‘L+2o’ in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 for a given message size and measured
the communication time. This helps us in avoiding manual calculation of ‘G’ and
‘L+2o’ which might introduce inaccuracy in approximation. Please note that Table
3.2 and 3.3 specifies the round-trip time in second column. Since the round-trip time
is ideally 2*(L+2o+(Message size*G)), for accurate approximation of ‘G’ and ‘L+2o’
we have considered (round-trip time)/2 in the y-axis of Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
If we say the 2 different ‘G’ values as Ga, and Gb for 2 groups of message size
> 10000 and <=30000 and message size > 30000 respectively, then from Figure 3.3
and 3.4, we can find the parameters shown in Table 3.4.
For messages of size greater than 10000 bytes but less than or equal to 30000
bytes, the total communication time,

(3.1)
For messages of size greater than 30000 bytes, the total communication time,

(3.2)

Figure 3.3. Linear Regression for messages of size 12000-30000 bytes.
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Figure 3.4. Linear Regression for messages of size > 30000 bytes.

Table 3.4: Gap-per-byte for Medium-Sized and Large Messages
Ga (in us)
Gb (in us)

0.001422
0.00049845

Thus, the latency ‘L+2o’ for a message can be found (using equation (3.1),
(3.2) and the measured parameter from Table 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4) as,
2o + L + (message_size)*G = RTT/2
 2o + L = (RTT/2) – ((message_size)*G)
where G = Ga or Gb depending upon the message size and
2o = os + or according to our assumption in section 3.4.1

Table 3.5: Average Communication Latency for Different Message Sizes
Range of message size (in bytes)
1
> 10000 but <= 30000
> 30000
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Average latency (L+2o in us)
17.66
34.36
72.34

However, instead of calculating the value of ‘L+2o’ manually, we have
considered the intercept values from Figure 3.3 and 3.4 for better approximation.
Conceptually, in LogGP model the parameter ‘G’ does not exist for a one-byte
message. So from Table 3.1, we can calculate the communication latency for a onebyte message as,
2o + L = RTT/2 = 35.32/2 = 17.66 microseconds
The average latency for different ranges of message size is shown in Table
3.5.
3.5 Pseudocodes for the Skeletons
Along with the implementation strategy in section 3.3 i.e. use of separate partition
and combine functions, we have noticed that for some of the skeletons the partition
and combine function are same. So, we assume that it is a better idea to specify the
pseudocodes for both of these functions in Listing 3.1 and 3.2 and use them
appropriately in the pseudocodes of the corresponding skeletons in following
sections.
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(N = Number of rows of the input matrix, M = Number of columns of the
input matrix, P = Number of processes, T = Data type)
If(process == root_process)
Declare an array to calculate the number of bytes to be sent to
each process (in the MPI_Scatterv operation), sendcounts[P];
Declare an array to calculate the position of the input matrix from
which bytes need to be sent to each process (in the MPI_Scatterv
operation), displs[P];
chunk_size := ceiling(N/P)* M;
total_rows_assigned := chunk_size/ M;
index := 0;
sendcounts[0] := chunk_size*sizeof(T);
displs[0] := index*sizeof(T);
for each non-root process i from 1 to (P-1)
chunk_size := 0;
index := ((chunk_size/M)+total_rows_assigned)* M;
if total_rows_assigned == N
chunk_size := 0;
else if (N-total_rows_assigned) <= ceiling(N/P)
chunk_size := (N-total_rows_assigned)* M;
else
chunk_size := ceiling(N/P)*M;
total_rows_assigned := total_rows_assigned+(chunk_size/M);
Send the (integer) value of 'chunk_size' to process i using
MPI_Send for calculating the size of its receive buffer to
hold the chunk of data;
sendcounts[i] := chunk_size*sizeof(T);
displs[i] := index*sizeof(T);
Scatter the sub-matrices (chunk_size*sizeof(T) data bytes) from the
root process to each processes using the MPI_Scatterv routine; the
root process keeps its share in the original input matrix:
MPI_Scatterv((void*)&input.m_data[0], sendcounts, displs, MPI_CHAR,
(void*)&input.m_data[0], chunk_size*(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)),
MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
Resize the input matrix to ((chunk_size/M), M);
else
Receive the (integer) value of 'chunk_size' from the root processes
using MPI_Recv;
Resize the input matrix to ((chunk_size/M), M);
Receive chunk_size*sizeof(T) data bytes on the resized input matrix
from the root process's MPI_Scatterv operation,
MPI_Scatterv(NULL, NULL, NULL, MPI_CHAR, (void*)&input.m_data[0],
chunk_size*(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
(In the specific skeleton’s inline file e.g. reduce.inl)

Listing 3.1. Pseudocode for the Partition Function.
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(N = Number of rows of the output matrix, M = Number of columns of the
output matrix, P = Number of processes, T = Data type)
If(process == root_process)
Declare an array to calculate the number of bytes to be received
from each process (in the MPI_Gatherv operation), recvcounts[P];
Declare an array to calculate the position of the output matrix at
which bytes need to be received from each process (in the
MPI_Gatherv operation), displs[P];
Create a receive buffer of size (N, M) to hold the data bytes from
each process in the gather operation;
total_rows_assigned := 0;
for each process i from 1 to P
chunk_size := 0;
if total_rows_assigned == N
chunk_size := 0;
else if (N-total_rows_assigned) <= ceiling(N/P)
chunk_size := (N-total_rows_assigned)*M;
else
chunk_size := ceiling(N/P)*M;
total_rows_assigned := total_rows_assigned+(chunk_size/M);
recvcounts[i] := chunk_size*sizeof(T);
displs[i] := index*sizeof(T);
Gather the result sub-matrices (output.size()*sizeof(T) data bytes)
at the root process's receive buffer (of size (N, M) created above)
from each process using the MPI_Gatherv routine; Root process sends
its share as well;
Swap the result in receive buffer with the original output matrix
at the root process;
else
Send output.size()*sizeof(T) data bytes to the receive buffer as
part of the root process's MPI_Gatherv operation;
(In the Matrix container’s inline file i.e. matrix.inl)

Listing 3.2. Pseudocode for the Combine Function.

3.6 Map Skeleton
Listing 3.3 shows the algorithmic representation of the Map skeleton.
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(N = Number of rows of the matrix, M = Number of columns of the
matrix, P = Number of processes, T = Data type)
Step(1)-Input:
Accept the input matrices (the Map skeleton may use up to three
input matrices);
(In the application program)
Step(2)-Partition:
if the input matrices are not already partitioned
Repeat Listing 3.1 for all input matrices;
else
Continue to step (3);
(In Map skeleton's inline file)
Step(3)-Resizing the output matrix:
At each process, resize the output matrix i.e. make its size
equal to that of one of the input matrices;
(Inside the overloaded operator() of Map skeleton's inline file)
Step(4)-Selection of platform:
Select the platform for the computation i.e. CPU(using MPI) or
CPU(using MPI and OpenMP); If none is selected, default is
(Inside the overloaded operator() of Map skeleton's inline file)
Step(5)-Computation:(On the above selected platform)
if(number of elements in all input matrices is not same)
Notify through an error message (wrong input size);
else
for each element at index i
output[i] = mapFunction(input1[i],...);
(In the specific platform's inline file for Map skeleton)
Step(6)-Combining the partial Result:
Follow Listing 3.2;
(In Matrix container's inline file)
Step(7)-Output:
Display the final output matrix at the root process;
(In the application program)

Listing 3.3. Pseudocode for Map skeleton.

3.6.1 Communication Cost analysis

In the input matrix distribution phase, the matrix is divided first during which our
implementation determines the chunk size. This integer variable (chunk size) needs
to be sent to each non-root process from the root process. So, the time needed for
this communication is:

(3.3)
, where n = arity of map operation (e.g. for binary map operation, n=2)
P = number of processes
os = overhead at the sender (root process)
or = overhead at the receiver (non-root process)
After the division of the matrix takes place, we assume that the root process
sends the sub-matrices to (P-1) processes one by one. As per our division policy, the
maximum amount of data bytes that can be sent from the root process to a non-root
process is [N/P * M * sizeof(T)] and the minimum amount is 0. So, the worst case
communication time during the distribution phase can be estimated as:
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(3.4)
, where N = Number of rows
M = Number of columns
T = data type of matrix values
Similarly, during the result matrix combine phase, each of the (P-1) non-root
processes sends the sub-matrices to the root process one by one. The amount of data
bytes received is same as that of the distribution phase. So, the communication time
for this phase can be determined as:

(3.5)
Using the assumptions of 3.4.1 and considering sizeof(int) = 4 bytes,
equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) can be combined to obtain the total communication
time as:

(3.6)
3.6.2 Performance analysis

Table 3.6: A Map example using MPI (single thread per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of
Matrix

Type of operation

1620x1600

Ternary(a * b * c)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

224.57

228.11

157.16

120.92

99.04

84.50

76.36

68.62

61.05

71.37

1.00

0.98

1.43

1.86

2.27

2.66

2.94

3.27

3.68

3.15

Table 3.7: A Map example using MPI and OpenMP (2 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of
Matrix

Type of operation

1620x1600

Ternary(a * b * c)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

81.47

156.56

104.68

84.50

73.97

59.98

54.75

45.07

103.04

73.81

1.00

0.52

0.78

0.96

1.10

1.36

1.49

1.81

0.79

1.10
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For MPI with a single thread per node, the Map skeleton shows a linear
speedup before the relative speedup goes down for more than 9 processes (which
can be observed from Table 3.6 and Figure 3.5(i)). As shown in Table 3.7 and Figure
3.5(ii), when we use MPI with OpenMP and 2 threads per node, we observe a similar
behavior. However, since the number of threads grows by a factor of 2 in this case,
the granularity of work per thread is smaller while the communication overhead is
larger. So, the performance gain is considerably reduced here and goes below 1 for 9
processes. In order to generalize our testing, we have considered rectangular
matrices for both MPI and MPI with OpenMP which is applicable for the testing of all
of the skeletons.

(i)

(ii)
Figure 3.5. Speedup curves of the Map skeleton examples.
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Figure 3.6. Speedup curve of the Map skeleton example of a larger matrix.
Table 3.8: A Map example using MPI and OpenMP (8 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in
ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

6000x6100

Ternary(a * b * c)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

321.94

1880.
46

1343.
03

1153.
36

1075.
27

1034.
56

972.60

967.66

1116.
13

1182.
33

1.00

0.17

0.24

0.28

0.30

0.31

0.33

0.33

0.29

0.27

To see the behavior of the Map skeleton with a larger matrix, the example
program has been executed with MPI and OpenMP using 8 threads per node which
yielded the result shown in Figure 3.6 and Table 3.8. Since the user function chosen
for this testing is fairly simple, and the communication time is mostly due to the
engagement of root node in ‘scatter’ and ‘gather’ operation. Therefore, we do not
see any speedup here.
3.7 MapArray Skeleton
In line with the definition provided in section 2.3.3, a new variation has been added
to the MapArray skeleton where we consider two input matrices and a result matrix r
is produced such that r[i, j] is a function of the corresponding element of one of the
input matrices, m2[i, j] and any number of elements from the other input matrix m1.
This means that the user defined function f can use only one element of m2 but may
use all elements from m1 for the computation. The formal definition is as follows:

r[i, j] := f(m1, m2[i, j]) i  {1,……,N}, j  {1,……,M}
Implementation of the MapArray skeleton with the above variation is
demonstrated by Listing 3.4.
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(N = Number of rows of the matrix, M = Number of columns of the
matrix, P = Number of processes, T = Data type)
Step(1)-Input:
Accept both the input matrices i.e. input1 and input2 (first
input matrix is to be broadcasted and the second input matrix is
to be partitioned);
(In the application program)
Step(2)-Broadcast:
If(process == root_process)
Broadcast the input1 matrix to all processes using the
MPI_Bcast routine;
else
Receive the input1 matrix as part of the MPI_Bcast routine of
root process;
(In MapArray skeleton's inline file)
Step(3)-Partition:
if the input2 matrix is not already partitioned
Follow Listing 3.1 for input2 matrix;
else
Continue to step (4);
(In MapArray skeleton's inline file)
Step(4)-Resizing the output matrix:
At each process, resize the output matrix,
output.N := input2.N;
output.resize(output.N, output.M);
(Inside the overloaded operator() of MapArray skeleton's inline
file)
Step(5)-Selection of platform:
Select the platform for the computation i.e. CPU(using MPI) or
CPU(using MPI and OpenMP); If none is selected, default is
CPU(using MPI);
(Inside the overloaded operator() of MapArray skeleton's inline
file)
Step(6)-Computation:(On the above selected platform)
for each element at index i
output[i] = mapArrayFunction(input1[i], input2[i]);
(In the specific platform's inline file for MapArray skeleton)
Step(7)-Combining the partial Result:
Follow Listing 3.2;
(In Matrix container's inline file)
Step(8)-Output:
Display the final output matrix at the root process;
(In the application program)

Listing 3.4. Pseudocode for MapArray skeleton.
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3.7.1 Communication Cost analysis

MapArray uses two input matrices when the skeleton is called, from which the first
one is broadcasted to all non-root processes whereas the second one is divided and
each sub-matrix is sent to a different non-root process. So, in the distribution phase,
communication happens in three steps; broadcast operation on the first matrix,
division of the second matrix and a scatter operation on it. As part of the broadcast
operation, the amount of data bytes that can be sent to each non-root process is [N*
M*sizeof(T)]. So, the total estimated time for the broadcast operation will be:

(3.7)
The communication time for the division and scatter operation in the distribution
phase can be computed using equation (3.8) and (3.9) as below:

(3.8)

(3.9)
The communication delay during the distribution phase can be calculated by
adding up equation (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) as:
Tcomm(distribution of MapArray) = Tcomm(division in MapArray) + Tcomm(scatter of
MapArray) + Tcomm(broadcast of MapArray)
= (P-1) ){(os + (N/P * M * sizeof(T))*G + L + or)+ (os + (N * M * sizeof(T))*G + L + or) +
(os + sizeof(int)*G + L + or)}

(3.10)
In the combine phase, the root process collects the result sub-matrices from
each of the (P-1) non-root processes one after the other. The amount of data bytes
received is a maximum of (N/P * M * sizeof(T)) and a minimum of 0. It gives the
communication delay as:

(3.11)
The equations (3.10) and (3.11) are combined to produce the total
communication time of:

(3.12)
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3.7.2 Performance analysis

Table 3.9: A MapArray example using MPI (single thread per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

1720x1700

Reverse the input matrix

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

151.09

123.75

90.75

69.05

57.59

51.84

45.69

46.17

68.62

122.76

1.00

1.22

1.67

2.19

2.62

2.91

3.31

3.27

2.20

1.23

Table 3.10: A MapArray example using MPI and OpenMP (2 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

1720x1700

Reverse the input matrix

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

40.17

68.15

49.76

41.43

34.88

31.44

28.90

33.17

64.57

52.21

1.00

0.59

0.81

0.97

1.15

1.28

1.39

1.21

0.62

0.77

Table 3.9 and Figure 3.7(i) illustrates that the MapArray skeleton in case of MPI
shows a linear speedup till 7 processes and then the relative speedup decreases
sharply for 9 or more processes. When the same example program is tested with a
little larger matrix size using MPI and OpenMP, the speedup factor is less as compared
to the earlier test case and the speedup falls rapidly after 8 processes due to smaller
computational work load (found in Table 3.10 and Figure 3.7(ii)).
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(i)

(ii)
Figure 3.7. Speedup curves of the MapArray skeleton examples.
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Figure 3.8. Speedup curve of the MapArray skeleton example of a larger matrix.

Table 3.11: A MapArray example using MPI and OpenMP (8 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of
Matrix

Type of operation

6020x6000

Reverse the input matrix

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

141.59

694.2
7

545.9
0

546.9
2

558.3
0

568.0
9

660.27

718.47

680.1
3

857.4
1

1.00

0.20

0.26

0.26

0.25

0.25

0.21

0.20

0.21

0.17

Figure 3.8 and Table 3.11 correspond to the observations found from the
testing of MapArray skeleton with a larger matrix using MPI and 8 OpenMP threads
per node. We have considered a matrix of size 6020x6000, but the total computation
needed is not large enough (since the user function in Listing 2.2 is quite simple) to
achieve a higher performance improvement using up to 80 threads. So we receive no
speedup at all for varying number of processes. The skeleton becomes I/O bound
here since the root node consumes too much time on broadcasting the first matrix.
3.8 Generate Skeleton
The Generate skeleton is proved to be useful in applications which use matrices
where the values are filled in with specific pattern e.g. random values or values
same as that of the matrix index etc. So, this utility skeleton takes only an empty
output matrix as argument. The implementation approach for this skeleton can be
found in Listing 3.5.
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(N = Number of rows of the matrix, M = Number of columns of the
matrix, P = Number of processes, T = Data type)
Step(1)-Input:
Take an empty output matrix;
(In the application program)
Step(2)-Calculation of chunk_size:
If(process == root_process)
chunk_size := ceiling(N/P)*M;
total_rows_assigned := chunk_size/M;
for each non-root process i
chunk_size := 0;
if total_rows_assigned == N
chunk_size := 0;
else if (N-total_rows_assigned) <= ceiling(N/P)
chunk_size := (N-total_rows_assigned)*M;
else
chunk_size := ceiling(N/P)*M;
total_rows_assigned := total_rows_assigned +
(chunk_size/M);
Send the (integer) value of 'chunk_size' to process i using
MPI_Send for calculating the size of their output matrix to
hold the partial result;
output.N := chunk_size/M;
output.resize(output.N, output.M);
else
chunk_size := 0;
Receive the (integer) value of 'chunk_size' from the root
processes using MPI_Recv;
output.N := chunk_size/M;
output.resize(output.N, output.M);
(In Generate skeleton's inline file)
Step(3)-Selection of platform:
Select the platform for the computation i.e. CPU(using MPI) or
CPU(using MPI and OpenMP); If none is selected, default is
CPU(using MPI);
(Inside the overloaded operator() of Generate skeleton's inline
file)
Step(4)-Computation: (On the above selected platform)
index := process_id*ceiling(N/P)*M;
for each element at index i
output[i] = generateFunction(i+index);
(In the specific platform's inline file for Generate skeleton)
Step(5)-Combining the partial Result:
If(process == root_process)
Declare an array to calculate the number of bytes to be
received from each process (in the MPI_Gatherv operation),
recvcounts[P];
Declare an array to calculate the position of the output
matrix at which bytes need to be received from each process
(in the MPI_Gatherv operation), displs[P];
Create a receive buffer of size (N, M) for the root process;

(Continuing to Next Page……)
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(……Continuing from Previous Page)
total_rows_assigned := 0;
index := 0;
recvcounts[0] := output.size()*sizeof(T);
displs[0] := index*sizeof(T);
for each non-root processes i
total_rows_assigned := total_rows_assigned +
(output.size()/M);
if (N-total_rows_assigned <= output.size()/M)
chunk_size := (N-total_rows_assigned)*M;
else
chunk_size := output.size();
if (i >= P or displs[i-1]+recvcounts[i-1] == N*M*sizeof(T))
recvcounts[i] := 0;
else
recvcounts[i] := chunk_size*sizeof(T);
displs[i] := displs[i-1]+recvcounts[i-1];
Gather the result sub-matrices (chunk_size*sizeof(T) amount of
data) at the root process's receive buffer (of size (N, M)
created above) from each process using the MPI_Gatherv
routine; Root process sends its share as well;
Swap the result in receive buffer with the original output
matrix at the root process;
output.N := N;
else
Send the output.size()*sizeof(T) amount of data to the receive
buffer as part of the root process's MPI_Gatherv operation;
(In Generate skeleton's inline file)
Step(6)-Output:
Display the final output matrix at the root process;
(In the application program)

Listing 3.5. Pseudocode for Generate skeleton.

3.8.1 Communication Cost analysis

In the MPI implementation of the Generate skeleton, the output matrix is divided but
there are no values associated with it to be scattered to the non-root processes. In
other words, the distribution phase is absent here. The division mechanism is just to
allow the output sub-matrices at each process to hold the partial result. So, the
communication time needed for the division mechanism is:

(3.13)
For the result matrix to be combined at the root process, each of the (P-1)
non-root processes has to send their sub-matrices to the root process one after
another. The amount of data bytes received is (N/P * M * sizeof(T)). So, the
communication time for this phase can be determined as:
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(3.14)
Equations (3.11) and (3.12) produce the total communication time to be:

(3.15)
3.8.2 Performance analysis

In the performance analysis for Generate skeleton with MPI (single thread per node),
please note that the user function used in this case does not involve any arithmetic
operations. So, the computational load is very low and thus we obtain a peak relative
speedup of 2.20 while using 8 processes and then the speedup curve starts to move
down (as shown in Table 3.12 and Figure 3.9(i)). While using MPI and OpenMP (2
threads per node), the granularity (ratio of amount of computation to amount of
communication) gets worse. That is why the relative speedup continues to grow
slowly up to using 8 processes and reduces significantly for 10 processes (shown in
Table 3.13 and Figure 3.9(ii)).

Table 3.12: A Generate example using MPI (single thread per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

1700x1800

Generate elements same as index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

46.78

30.86

27.19

24.34

22.71

21.57

21.41

21.30

25.62

24.17

1.00

1.52

1.72

1.92

2.06

2.17

2.18

2.20

1.83

1.94

Table 3.13: A Generate example using MPI and OpenMP (2 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

1700x1800

Generate elements same as index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

31.21

23.37

22.71

19.82

19.56

19.33

19.27

19.09

28.13

69.29

1.00

1.34

1.37

1.57

1.60

1.62

1.62

1.63

1.11

0.45
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Table 3.14: A Generate example using MPI and OpenMP (8 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

7100x7000

Generate elements same as index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

311.
82

292.
52

356.
39

388.
57

470.
64

559.
92

627.
78

695.
46

707.
20

818.
63

1.00

1.07

0.87

0.80

0.66

0.56

0.50

0.45

0.44

0.38

(i)

(ii)
Figure 3.9. Speedup curves of the Generate skeleton examples.
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Figure 3.10. Speedup curve of the Generate skeleton example with more threads.

Due to the absence of any arithmetic computation involved in our Generate
skeleton example program, even if the matrix size is increased to 7100x7000, we
receive no speedup for using more than 2 processes (with 8 threads per node). This is
clearly observable from Figure 3.10 and Table 3.14.
3.9 Reduce Skeleton
Unlike the previously discussed skeletons, the Reduce skeleton produces a scalar
result from a given input matrix. Listing 3.6 represents the implementation approach
for this skeleton in form of pseudocode.
3.9.1 Cost analysis

The input matrix distribution phase in Reduce skeleton is similar to that of the Map
skeleton. So, the communication time required for the division task is:

(3.16)
The communication time during the distribution phase can be estimated as:

(3.17)
After the input matrix distribution, the Reduce skeleton calculates a scalar
result for the sub-matrix at each process. The partial scalar results at each non-root
process are then sent to the root process to combine and produce the final scalar
result. So, the amount of data bytes to be transferred from each non-root process is
sizeof(T). Thus, the communication time for this phase is equal to:
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(3.18)
The total communication time is calculated by adding up equations (3.16),
(3.17) and (3.18):

(3.19)

(N = Number of rows of the matrix, M = Number of columns of the
matrix, P = Number of processes, T = Data type)
Step(1)-Input:
Accept the values for the input matrix;
(In the application program)
Step(2)-Variable to hold the final scalar result:
T value;
(Inside the overloaded operator() of Reduce skeleton's inline file)
Step(3)-Partition:
if the input matrix is not already partitioned
Follow Listing 3.1 for the input matrix;
else
Continue to step (4);
(In Reduce skeleton's inline file)
Step(4)-Selection of platform:
Select the platform for the computation i.e. CPU(using MPI) or
CPU(using MPI and OpenMP); If none is selected, default is
CPU(using MPI);
(Inside the overloaded operator() of Reduce skeleton's inline file)
Step(5)-Computation: (On the above selected platform)
tempResult := input[0];
for each element at index i
tempResult = reduceFunction(tempResult , input[i]);
(In the specific platform's inline file for Reduce skeleton)
Step(6)-Combining the partial Result:
T result := tempResult;
If(process == root_process)
for each non-root process i
Receive the tempResult (of sizeof(T) bytes) from i at the
root process by using the MPI_Recv routine;
result := reduceFunction(result , tempResult);
else
Send the tempResult (of sizeof(T) bytes) to the root process
by MPI_Send;
(In Reduce skeleton's inline file)
Step(7)-Output:
Display the final scalar result at the root process;
(In the application program)

Listing 3.6. Pseudocode for Reduce skeleton.
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3.9.2 Performance analysis

Table 3.15 and Figure 3.11(i) shows the performance improvement of Reduce
skeleton with MPI where the relative speedup grows almost linearly with number of
processors until 8 processes and drastically goes down afterwards. The test results of
this skeleton with MPI and 2 OpenMP threads per node indicate poor speedup that
can again be attributed to insufficient computation as compared to the required
communication. Table 3.16 and Figure 3.11(ii) show that the highest relative speedup
is found with 8 processes which is 1.28.

Table 3.15: A Reduce example using MPI (single thread per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

1550x1500

Reduction on '+'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

82.81

76.27

52.52

40.48

33.65

29.33

25.84

23.35

27.82

39.75

1.00

1.09

1.58

2.05

2.46

2.82

3.20

3.55

2.98

2.08

Table 3.16: A Reduce example using MPI and OpenMP (2 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

1550x1500

Reduction on '+'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

19.20

45.31

31.27

24.09

20.80

18.03

16.34

15.01

33.74

26.10

1.00

0.42

0.61

0.80

0.92

1.07

1.17

1.28

0.57

0.74
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(i)

(ii)
Figure 3.11. Speedup curves of the Reduce skeleton examples.

Table 3.17: A Reduce example using MPI and OpenMP (8 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

6055x6011

Reduction on '+'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

650.
85
1.00

622.
43
1.05

442.
63
1.47

420.
74
1.55

426.
64
1.53

457.
42
1.42

499.
61
1.30

542.
95
1.20

658.
11
0.99

634.
25
1.03
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Figure 3.12. Speedup curve of the Reduce skeleton with a larger matrix.

The performance analysis of Reduce skeleton using MPI and OpenMP (with 8
threads per node) in Table 3.17 and Figure 3.12 suggest that the relative speedup
reaches the peak (1.55) for 4 processes and then decreases slowly due to more
communication overhead among the large number of threads.
3.10 MapReduce Skeleton
The MapReduce skeleton works in the same way as that of the Reduce skeleton with
the exception that in the computation phase, a Map operation is performed first on
the elements of the input sub-matrices followed by the Reduce operation. So, we
have mentioned only the computation phase in Listing 3.7 explicitly, all other steps
being the same.
3.10.1 Cost analysis

Our implementation uses the same number and same type of MPI operations for
MapReduce and Reduce skeleton. So, the total communication time in case of the
MapReduce skeleton is equal to that of the reduce skeleton which can be computed
as:

(3.20)
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(N = Number of rows of the matrix, M = Number of columns of the
matrix, P = Number of processes, T = Data type)
Step(1)-Input: Same as the Reduce skeleton in Listing 3.6.
(In the application program)
Step(2)-Variable to hold the final scalar result:
Same as the Reduce skeleton in Listing 3.6.
(Inside the overloaded operator() of MapReduce skeleton's inline
file)
Step(3)-Partition: Same as the Reduce skeleton in Listing 3.6.
(In MapReduce skeleton's inline file)
Step(4)-Selection of platform:
Same as the Reduce skeleton in Listing 3.6.
(Inside the overloaded operator() of MapReduce skeleton's inline
file)
Step(5)-Computation: (On the selected platform)
tempMap := mapFunction(input[0]);
tempReduce = tempMap;
for each element at index i
tempMap := mapFunction(input[i]);
tempReduce = reduceFunction(tempReduce, tempMap);
(In the specific platform's inline file for MapReduce skeleton)
Step(6)-Combining the partial Result:
Same as the Reduce skeleton in Listing 3.6.
(In MapReduce skeleton's inline file)
Step(7)-Output:
Same as the Reduce skeleton in Listing 3.6.
(In the application program)

Listing 3.7. Pseudocode for MapReduce skeleton.

3.10.2 Performance analysis
Table 3.18: A MapReduce example using MPI (single thread per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

1850x1811

Reduction on '*' followed by '+'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

131.94

117.54

80.79

61.97

52.03

44.70

39.28

35.78

40.36

56.41

1.00

1.12

1.63

2.13

2.54

2.95

3.36

3.69

3.27

2.34

Table 3.19: A MapReduce example using MPI and OpenMP (2 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

1850x1811

Reduction on '*' followed by '+'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

40.65

70.91

49.30

38.67

32.15

27.75

24.68

22.98

41.00

40.70

1.00

0.57

0.82

1.05

1.26

1.46

1.65

1.77

0.99

1.00
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(i)

(ii)
Figure 3.13. Speedup curves of the MapReduce skeleton examples.

Table 3.18 and Figure 3.13(i) illustrate the speedup achieved in case of
MapReduce skeleton using MPI (with one thread per node) where it can be observed
that we receive a linear speedup until 8 processes followed by a reduced
performance gain for 9 and 10 processes. For MPI with OpenMP platform, the best
speedup is achieved for 8 processes (shown in Table 3.19 and Figure 3.13(ii)). Here,
the performance gain in MapReduce skeleton is quite similar to that of the Reduce
skeleton (shown in Figure 3.11(ii)), but the small margin of better results in
MapReduce is contributed by the ‘*’ operation performed as part of the user function
(in Listing 2.5) for the first Map operation before reduce is performed.
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The performance analysis of MapReduce skeleton using MPI and OpenMP (with
8 threads per node) is shown in Table 3.20 and Figure 3.14. Here, no speedup is
obtained due to smaller computational load as compared to the context switching
among threads.

Table 3.20: A MapReduce example using MPI and OpenMP (8 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

7000x7010

Reduction on '*' followed by '+'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

172.
92
1.00

855.
04
0.20

595.
93
0.29

553.
76
0.31

558.
87
0.31

561.
74
0.31

599.
03
0.29

645.
91
0.27

690.
11
0.25

763.
77
0.23

Figure 3.14. Speedup curve of the MapReduce skeleton with a larger matrix.
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3.11 Scan Skeleton
Listing 3.6 shows the implementation approach of the Scan skeleton where the
computation method is a little tricky as compared to other skeletons.

(N = Number of rows of the matrix, M = Number of columns of the
matrix, P = Number of processes, T = Data type)
Step(1)-Input:
Accept the values for the input matrix;
(In the application program)
Step(2)-Calculation of chunk_size:
If(process == root_process)
chunk_size := ceiling(N/P)*M;
total_rows_assigned := chunk_size/M;
for each non-root process i
chunk_size := 0;
if total_rows_assigned == N
chunk_size := 0;
else if (N-total_rows_assigned) <= ceiling(N/P)
chunk_size := (N-total_rows_assigned)*M;
else
chunk_size := ceiling(N/P)*M;
total_rows_assigned := total_rows_assigned+(chunk_size/M);
Send the (integer) value of 'chunk_size' to process i using
MPI_Send for calculating the size of their output matrix to
hold the partial result;
input.N := chunk_size/input.M;
else
chunk_size := 0;
Receive the (integer) value of 'chunk_size' from the root
processes using MPI_Recv;
input.N := chunk_size/input.M;
(Inside the overloaded operator() of Scan skeleton's inline file)
Step(3)-Partition:
if the input matrix is not already partitioned
chunk_size := input.N*input.M;
If(process == root_process)
Declare an array to calculate the number of bytes to be
sent to each process (in the MPI_Scatterv operation),
sendcounts[P];
Declare an array to calculate the position of the input
matrix from which bytes need to be sent to each process (in
the MPI_Scatterv operation), displs[P];
total_rows_assigned := 0;
index := 0;
sendcounts[0] := chunk_size*sizeof(T);
displs[0] := index*sizeof(T);
(Continuing to Next Page……)
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(……Continuing from Previous Page)
for each non-root process i
total_rows_assigned := total_rows_assigned + input.N;
if (input.total_rows()-total_rows_assigned <= input.N)
chunk_size := (input.total_rows()total_rows_assigned)*input.M;
else
chunk_size := input.N*input.M;
if (input.total_rows()-total_rows_assigned <= input.N)
index := index+chunk_size;
else
chunk_size := i*chunk_size;
sendcounts[i] := chunk_size*sizeof(T);
displs[i] := index*sizeof(T);
Scatter the sub-matrices (chunk_size*sizeof(T) data bytes)
from the root process to each processes using the
MPI_Scatterv routine; Root process receives its share in
the original input matrix,
MPI_Scatterv((void*)&input.m_data[0], sendcounts, displs,
MPI_CHAR, (void*)&input.m_data[0], chunk_size*
(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
input.resize(input.N, input.M);
else
input.resize(input.N, input.M);
Receive chunk_size*sizeof(T) data bytes on the resized
input matrix from the root process's MPI_Scatterv
operation,
MPI_Scatterv(NULL, NULL, NULL, MPI_CHAR,
(void*)&input.m_data[0], chunk_size *
(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
else
Continue to step (4);
(In Scan skeleton's inline file)
Step(4)-Resizing the output matrix:
At each process, resize the output matrix as follows,
output.resize(input.size());
if (cluster.getMyRank() == 0)
output.nrows := output.total_rows();
else
output.nrows := input.N;
(Inside the overloaded operator() of Scan skeleton's inline file)
Step(5)-Selection of platform:
Select the platform for the computation i.e. CPU(using MPI) or
CPU(using MPI and OpenMP); If none is selected, default is
CPU(using MPI);
(Inside the overloaded operator() of Scan skeleton's inline file)
Step(6)-Computation: (On the above selected platform)
output[0] := inputBegin[0];
for each element at index i
output[i] = scanFunction(output[i-1], input[i]);
(In the specific platform's inline file for Scan skeleton)
(Continuing to Next Page……)
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Step(7)-Combining the partial Result:
chunk_size := input.N*input.M;
If(process == root_process)
value := output[output.size()-1];
Create an 1-D array, rbuf[P];
Declare an array to calculate the number of bytes to be
received from each process (in the MPI_Allgatherv and
MPI_Gatherv operation), recvcounts[P];
Declare an array to calculate the position of the output
matrix at which bytes need to be received from each process
(in the MPI_Allgatherv and MPI_Gatherv operation), displs[P];
for each process i
recvcounts[i] := sizeof(T);
displs[i] := i*sizeof(T);
Collect 'value' (at each process) by an MPI_Allgatherv
operation; 'value' is stored in the 0th index of 'rbuf' at
each process,
MPI_Allgatherv(&value, (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR,
rbuf, recvcounts, displs, MPI_CHAR, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
Create a receive buffer of size (N, M) for the root process;
total_rows_assigned := 0;
index := 0;
recvcounts[0] := chunk_size*sizeof(T);
displs[0] := index*sizeof(T);
for each non-root process i
total_rows_assigned := total_rows_assigned + input.N;
if (output.total_rows()-total_rows_assigned <= input.N)
chunk_size := (output.total_rows()- total_rows_assigned)
* input.M;
else if (N - total_rows_assigned) <= ceiling(N/P)
chunk_size := (N - total_rows_assigned)*M;
else
chunk_size := input.N*input.M;
if (i >= P or displs[i-1]+recvcounts[i-1] == N*M*sizeof(T))
recvcounts[i] := 0;
else
recvcounts[i] := chunk_size*sizeof(T);
displs[i] := displs[i-1]+recvcounts[i-1];
Gather the result sub-matrices (output.size()*sizeof(T) data
bytes) at the root process's receive buffer (of size (N, M)
created above) from each process using the MPI_Gatherv
routine:
MPI_Gatherv((void*)&output.m_data[0], (output.m_data.size()) *
(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, (void*)&recvbuf[0],
recvcounts, displs, MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
Swap the result in receive buffer with the original output
matrix at the root process;
else
if (output.N != 0)
value := output[output.N*output.M-1];
(Continuing to Next Page……)
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else
value := 0;
Create an 1-D array, rbuf[P];
Declare an array to calculate the number of bytes to be
received from each process (in the MPI_Allgatherv operation),
recvcounts[P];
Declare an array to calculate the position of the output
matrix at which bytes need to be received from each process
(in the MPI_Allgatherv operation), displs[P];
for each process i
recvcounts[i] := sizeof(T);
displs[i] := i*sizeof(T);
Collect 'value' (at each process) by an MPI_Allgatherv
operation; 'value' is stored in the corresponding index of
'rbuf' at each process e.g. 'value' of process-1 at rbuf[1],
'value' of process-2 at rbuf[2] and so on,
MPI_Allgatherv(&value, (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR,
rbuf, recvcounts, displs, MPI_CHAR, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
value := rbuf[0];
for each non-root process i whose id < current proces_id
value := scanFunction(value, rbuf[i]);
Create a new matrix, new_mat;
for each index i < output.size()
Perform scanFunction(output.[i], value) and push this value
to the end of new_mat;
Swap the value of new_mat with output;
Send output.size()*sizeof(T) data bytes to the receive buffer
as part of the root process's MPI_Gatherv operation:
MPI_Gatherv((void*)&output.m_data[0], (output.m_data.size()) *
(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, NULL, NULL, NULL,
MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
(In Scan skeleton's inline file)
Step(8)-Output: Display the final output matrix at the root process;
(In the application program)

Listing 3.8. Pseudocode for Scan skeleton.

3.11.1 Cost analysis

In the Scan skeleton, first we calculate the chunk size of the matrix and
subsequently use chunk size in the partition and combine functions. So, we require
sending the chunk size (an integer variable) to all of the non-root processes which
needs,

(3.21)
The communication time for the scatter operation can be expressed using
equation (3.22) as below:
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(3.22)
For this skeleton, the combine phase additionally performs an MPI_Allgatherv
operation where the last element value of the partial result sub-matrix from each
process is collected at every other process. This communication time can be
estimated as:

(3.23)
Along with this, the final result sub-matrices can be sent to the root process
with the expense of:

(3.24)
Now, it is possible to obtain the final communication time for the Scan
skeleton by summing up equations (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22), which is:

(3.25)
3.11.2 Performance analysis

The performance analysis for scan skeleton using MPI can be seen from Table 3.21
and Figure 3.15(i), where we have a consistence performance improvement until 8
processes and afterwards there is a steep slow-down in relative speedup. While using
MPI with OpenMP (2 threads per node), the relative speedup goes below 1 for 2
processes followed by a linear speedup until we use 8 processes which is evident
from Table 3.22 and Figure 3.15(ii).
In Table 3.23 and Figure 3.16, we have demonstrated the results of the Scan
skeleton with a comparatively larger matrix using MPI and OpenMP (8 threads per
node). Here, although the problem size goes bigger, the operation involved in the
user function of Listing 2.6 remains very simple and at the same time, the very large
number of threads contributes to a significant amount of communication overhead.
So, the relative speedup becomes less than 1.
Table 3.21: A Scan example using MPI (single thread per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

1911x1811

'+'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

217.49

223.89

156.88

119.29

101.80

85.65

76.95

70.31

79.04

100.22

1.00

0.97

1.39

1.82

2.14

2.54

2.83

3.09

2.75

2.17
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Table 3.22: A Scan example using MPI and OpenMP (2 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

1911x1811

'+'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

113.97

172.40

121.57

91.80

79.27

69.44

60.84

56.03

117.94

185.07

1.00

0.66

0.94

1.24

1.44

1.64

1.87

2.03

0.97

0.62

(i)

(ii)
Figure 3.15. Speedup curves of the Scan skeleton examples.
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Table 3.23: A Scan example using MPI and OpenMP (8 threads per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Size of Matrix

Type of operation

8000x8050

'+'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

804.05

2587.0
2
0.31

1859.9
9
0.43

1592.3
7
0.50

1479.1
5
0.54

1470.
49
0.55

1466.
32
0.55

1472.
92
0.55

1474.
30
0.55

1555.0
0
0.52

1.00

Figure 3.16. Speedup curve of the Scan skeleton with a larger matrix.

3.12 MapOverlap Skeleton
The MapOverlap skeleton has been implemented only for 'row-wise' overlap policy
with all of the edge policies mentioned in section 2.3.3; constant, cyclic and
duplicate. The algorithmic approach followed by this skeleton is mentioned in Listing
3.9.
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(N = Number of rows of the matrix, M = Number of columns of the
matrix, P = Number of processes, T = Data type, O = Overlap size, PA =
Pad value)
Step(1)-Input:
Accept the values for the input matrix;
(In the application program)
Step(2)-Partition:
if the input matrix is not already partitioned
Follow Listing 3.1 for the input matrix;
else
Continue to step (3);
(In MapOverlap skeleton's inline file)
Step(3)-Resizing the output matrix:
At each process, resize the output matrix,
output.resize(input.size());
(Inside the overloaded operator() of MapOverlap skeleton's inline
file)
Step(4)-Selection of platform:
Select the platform for the computation i.e. CPU(using MPI) or
CPU(using MPI and OpenMP); If none is selected, default is
CPU(using MPI);
(Inside the overloaded operator() of MapOverlap skeleton's inline
file)
Step(5)-Computation: (On the above selected platform)
if OVERLAP_POLICY == ROW_WISE
n := inputEnd-inputBegin;
rowWidth := input.M;
Create two arrays with filled-in zero values to store the
extra elements, startArray[3*O], endArray[3*O];
for each row i from 0 to n/rowWidth
inputEnd := inputBegin+rowWidth;
for each index i from 0 to (O-1)
if EDGE_POLICY == CONSTANT)
startArray[i] := PA;
endArray[3*overlap-i-1] := PA;
else if EDGE_POLICY == CYCLIC
startArray[i] := inputEnd(i-O);
endArray[3*O-i-1] := inputBegin(O-i-1);
else if EDGE_POLICY == DUPLICATE)
startArray[i] := inputBegin(0);
endArray[3*O-i-1] := inputEnd(-1);
Copy the extra values from startArray and endArray to input
matrix,
for each index i from O to (3*O-1) and j = 0
startArray[i] := inputBegin(j);
InputIterator it := inputEnd-2*O;
for each index i from 0 to (2*O-1) and j = 0
endArray[i] := it(j);
n := inputEnd-inputBegin;
for each index i from 0 to n
if i < O
outputBegin(i) :=
mapOverlapFunction(&startArray[i+O]);
else if (i+O) >= n
outputBegin(i) :=
mapOverlapFunction(&endArray[O+i-(n-O)]);
(Continuing to Next Page……)
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else
outputBegin(i) :=
mapOverlapFunction(&(inputBegin(i)));
inputBegin := inputBegin+rowWidth;
outputBegin := outputBegin+rowWidth;
(In the specific platform's inline file for MapOverlap skeleton)
Step(6)-Combining the partial Result:
Follow Listing 3.2;
(In Matrix container's inline file)
Step(7)-Output:
Display the final output matrix at the root process;
(In the application program)

Listing 3.9. Pseudocode for MapOverlap skeleton.

3.12.1 Cost analysis

MapOverlap skeleton is also similar to the Map skeleton in the input matrix division
and distribution phase, which gives us the following communication cost:

(3.26)

(3.27)
The combine phase consumes:

(3.28)
So, the total communication cost for the MapOverlap skeleton is:

(3.29)
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3.12.2 Performance analysis

With both of the approach for performance analysis i.e. using MPI and MPI with
OpenMP (2 threads per node), the MapOverlap skeleton example produces a
consistent linear speedup (as shown in Figure 3.17 and Table 3.24 and 3.25) with a
peak speedup factor between 5.1-6.1 until 8 processes are used. At last, the
performance starts decreasing sharply when 9 and 10 processes are used in case of
MPI with OpenMP.
Table 3.26 and Figure 3.18 illustrate the performance improvement received
by the MapOverlap skeleton for a larger matrix tested using MPI and OpenMP with 8
threads per node. In this case, the relative speedup falls drastically when more than
2 processes are used.
Table 3.24: A MapOverlap example using MPI (single thread per node)
Size of
Matrix

Type of operation

Overlap
size

Overlap
policy

Edge policy

1610x1600

Sum of the element and its neighbors

25

Row-wise

Cyclic

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

431.35

254.78

173.92

132.25

108.85

92.81

79.90

71.12

75.14

68.62

1.00

1.69

2.48

3.26

3.96

4.65

5.40

6.07

5.74

6.29

Table 3.25: A MapOverlap example using MPI and OpenMP (2 threads per node)
Size of
Matrix

Type of operation

Overlap
size

Overlap
policy

Edge policy

1610x1600

Sum of the element and its neighbors

25

Row-wise

Cyclic

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

231.70

155.46

109.34

81.90

67.21

57.13

51.37

45.18

127.47

196.47

1.00

1.49

2.12

2.83

3.45

4.06

4.51

5.13

1.82

1.18

Table 3.26: A MapOverlap example using MPI and OpenMP (8 threads per node)
Size of
Matrix

Type of operation

Overlap
size

Overlap
policy

Edge policy

8050x8000

Sum of the element and its neighbors

50

Row-wise

Constant

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2796.
19
1.00

2487.
26
1.12

13995
.86
0.20

66397
.83
0.04

74703
.70
0.04

67484
.13
0.04

68191
.33
0.04

65142
.67
0.04

62293
.03
0.04

61711
.47
0.05
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(i)

(ii)
Figure 3.17. Speedup curves of the MapOverlap skeleton examples.
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Figure 3.18. Speedup curve of the MapOverlap skeleton with a larger matrix.

3.13 A Comparative Study of the SkePU Skeletons
In order to compare the performance of all of the SkePU skeletons, we have
considered a matrix of size 6000x6100 as a standard and have tested the skeletons
using MPI and MPI with OpenMP (4 threads per node) as well.
Our performance analysis using MPI (single thread per node) for all skeletons
with a uniform matrix size gives us the relative speedups listed in Table 3.27 whereas
the speedup curves are shown in Figure 3.19. With clear distinction, the MapOverlap
skeleton achieves the highest speedup due to comparatively heavier computation
involved with the skeleton. Figure 3.19 also reflects that for a considerably larger
matrix, all of the skeletons achieve a consistently linear speedup until 8 MPI
processes. Although the performance gain is getting saturated for 9 or more
processes, except MapArray and MapReduce, all other skeletons are still showing
some performance improvement.
The behavior of speedup curves pertaining to all of the skeletons, tested
using MPI with OpenMP indicates that except MapOverlap, Scan and Generate no
other skeleton manages to get a relative speedup of more than one for any number
of processes (which can be noticed from Figure 3.20). This is mainly due to the
reason that the simpler user functions used in our experiments does not provide
enough computational load to the processes when 4 threads per node are used. So,
the communication overhead dominates throughout.
Table 3.27: Relative speedup of all skeletons for same matrix size using MPI
# of Processes

Map

MapArray

Generate

Reduce

MapReduce

Scan

MapOverlap

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1.00
0.97
1.43
1.86
2.27
2.64
2.96
3.32
3.67
4.03

1.00
1.20
1.72
2.20
2.56
3.03
3.15
3.43
3.77
3.52

1.00
1.52
1.81
2.06
2.21
2.29
2.33
2.39
2.44
2.45

1.00
1.08
1.57
2.07
2.52
2.95
3.36
3.74
3.69
4.57

1.00
1.13
1.64
2.15
2.62
3.06
3.50
3.92
4.30
3.64

1.00
0.95
1.41
1.81
2.24
2.54
2.97
3.22
3.46
3.90

1.00
1.82
2.71
3.60
4.38
5.23
6.02
6.80
7.34
8.27
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Table 3.28: Relative speedup of all skeletons for same matrix size using MPI with OpenMP (4
threads per node)
# of Processes

Map

MapArray

Generate

Reduce

MapReduce

Scan

MapOverlap

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1.00
0.31
0.47
0.57
0.67
0.74
0.85
0.85
0.88
0.85

1.00
0.34
0.47
0.55
0.62
0.61
0.63
0.62
0.53
0.45

1.00
1.18
1.18
1.27
1.27
1.16
0.91
0.78
0.79
0.66

1.00
0.25
0.36
0.45
0.54
0.56
0.59
0.64
0.51
0.54

1.00
0.34
0.49
0.62
0.73
0.73
0.74
0.79
0.78
0.70

1.00
0.43
0.63
0.80
0.88
0.93
0.95
0.94
1.11
1.20

1.00
1.41
2.04
2.62
1.78
1.07
0.83
0.59
0.34
0.28

Figure 3.19. Speedup curve of all skeletons with matrix size 5000x5000 using MPI.
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Figure 3.20. Speedup curve of all skeletons with matrix size 5000x5000 using MPI with
OpenMP (4 threads per node).

3.14 Comparison between Experimental and Predicted Execution Time
In this section, we will estimate the communication time for all skeletons using the
corresponding formula found according to LogGP model analysis and predict the
computation time for each skeleton. The sum of the estimated communication time
and the predicted computation time produces the predicted execution time for the
skeletons. For calculating the predicted execution time, we assume that there is no
overlap between the communication and computation time. Finally, we will compare
this predicted execution time with the experimental values obtained from Triolith.
For the prediction of execution time, we will consider the matrix of same size as
that of section 3.13 i.e. 6000x6100.
3.14.1 Estimation of Communication Time according to LogGP Model Analysis

In our implementation, the data chunks sent via MPI_Scatterv and MPI_Gatherv
routines are very large. So, for the estimation of communication time, the value of
‘G’ has been assumed to be same as ‘Gb’ in Table 3.4 and the (L+2o) has been taken
from Table 3.5 assuming that the message size > 30000. These two values have been
substituted appropriately in Equations 3.6, 3.12, 3.15, 3.19, 3.20, 3.25 and 3.29 to
estimate the communication time for Map, MapOverlap, Generate, Reduce,
MapReduce, Scan and MapOverlap skeletons respectively. The estimated
communication time is shown in Table 3.29.
3.14.2 Prediction of Computation Time for the Skeletons

For all of the skeletons, in the experimental execution time measurement when a
single node is used, there is no communication involved with another node. So, the
total execution time measured is the computation time alone. In theory, when we
have ‘P’ processing nodes, the computation time using ‘P’ processes can be found as:
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Tcomp(P) = Tcomp(1)/P
We have calculated the computation time, Tcomp for the skeletons while using
multiple processes with the above formula and have summarized it in Table 3.30.

Table 3.29: Estimated communication time (in ms) of all the skeletons for matrix size
6000x6100
# of Processes

Map

MapArray

Generate

Reduce

MapReduce

Scan

MapOverla
p

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.00
146.48
195.65
220.51
235.63
245.89
253.62
259.11
263.82
267.47

0.00
146.25
243.85
329.29
409.86
488.00
564.87
640.63
716.00
790.83

0.00
36.64
48.95
55.18
58.98
61.57
63.52
64.91
66.11
67.04

0.00
36.71
49.10
55.41
59.29
61.95
63.97
65.44
66.71
67.72

0.00
36.71
49.10
55.41
59.29
61.95
63.97
65.44
66.71
67.72

0.00
73.35
98.20
111.05
119.18
125.02
129.76
133.52
137.05
140.20

0.00
73.20
97.75
110.14
117.66
122.76
126.58
129.29
131.61
133.39

Table 3.30: Predicted computation time (in ms) of all the skeletons for matrix size 6000x6100
# of Processes

Map

MapArray

Generat
e

Reduce

MapReduce

Scan

MapOverlap

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3163.46
1581.73
1054.49
790.87
632.69
527.24
451.92
395.43
351.50
316.35

1922.06
961.03
640.69
480.52
384.41
320.34
274.58
240.26
213.56
192.21

570.73
285.36
190.24
142.68
114.15
95.12
81.53
71.34
63.41
57.07

1313.12
656.56
437.71
328.28
262.62
218.85
187.59
164.14
145.90
131.31

1448.33
724.16
482.78
362.08
289.67
241.39
206.90
181.04
160.93
144.83

2300.58
1150.29
766.86
575.15
460.12
383.43
328.65
287.57
255.62
230.06

11571.97
5785.98
3857.32
2892.99
2314.39
1928.66
1653.14
1446.50
1285.77
1157.20

3.14.3 Comparison

Table 3.31: Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the Map Skeleton
# of Processes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Experimental Execution Time (in ms)
3163.46
3263.31
2215.79
1698.80
1393.44
1199.50
1067.76
954.28
862.82
784.64
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Predicted Execution Time (in ms)
3163.46
1728.18
1250.10
1011.30
868.23
773.02
705.41
654.38
615.14
583.61

Figure 3.21. Comparison of Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the Map skeleton.

Following list of tables and figures shows the comparison of experimental and
predicted execution times for the SkePU skeletons:








Map skeleton – Table 3.31 and Figure 3.21
MapArray skeleton – Table 3.32 and Figure 3.22
Generate skeleton – Table 3.33 and Figure 3.23
Reduce skeleton – Table 3.34 and Figure 3.24
MapReduce skeleton – Table 3.35 and Figure 3.25
Scan skeleton – Table 3.36 and Figure 3.26
MapOverlap skeleton – Table 3.37 and Figure 3.27

Table 3.32: Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the MapArray Skeleton
# of Processes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Experimental Execution Time (in ms)
1922.06
1596.89
1114.78
871.82
750.79
634.55
610.39
560.45
509.18
546.60
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Predicted Execution Time (in ms)
1922.06
1107.27
884.51
809.76
794.22
808.28
839.38
880.80
929.46
982.92

Figure 3.22. Comparison of Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the MapArray
skeleton.

Table 3.33: Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the Generate Skeleton
# of Processes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Experimental Execution Time (in ms)
570.73
374.91
314.82
276.78
257.80
249.64
245.13
238.46
233.46
232.53

Predicted Execution Time (in ms)
570.73
322.00
239.18
197.85
173.10
156.66
145.01
136.21
129.47
124.05

Figure 3.23. Comparison of Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the Generate
skeleton.
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Table 3.34: Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the Reduce Skeleton
# of Processes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Experimental Execution Time (in ms)
1313.12
1218.17
833.82
634.13
520.13
445.36
390.87
351.54
356.21
287.06

Predicted Execution Time (in ms)
1313.12
693.26
486.79
383.66
321.87
280.75
251.50
229.51
212.54
198.94

Figure 3.24. Comparison of Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the Reduce
skeleton.

Table 3.35: Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the MapReduce Skeleton
# of Processes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Experimental Execution Time (in ms)
1448.33
1286.61
882.16
675.02
553.08
473.52
414.31
369.09
336.99
397.36
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Predicted Execution Time (in ms)
1448.33
760.87
531.86
417.46
348.91
303.28
270.82
246.41
227.56
212.46

Figure 3.25. Comparison of Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the MapReduce
skeleton.

Table 3.36: Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the Scan Skeleton
# of Processes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Experimental Execution Time (in ms)
2300.58
2420.33
1632.90
1267.79
1026.59
906.61
775.41
714.80
664.52
590.64

Predicted Execution Time (in ms)
2300.58
1223.63
865.03
686.12
579.19
508.31
458.22
420.85
392.36
369.87

Figure 3.26. Comparison of Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the Scan skeleton.
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Table 3.37: Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the MapOverlap Skeleton
# of Processes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Experimental Execution Time (in ms)
11571.97
6350.13
4262.47
3210.44
2644.19
2211.47
1922.55
1702.66
1575.72
1399.66

Predicted Execution Time (in ms)
11571.97
5859.17
3955.05
3003.10
2432.02
2051.37
1779.66
1575.72
1417.31
1290.50

Figure 3.27. Comparison of Experimental vs. Predicted Execution Time for the MapOverlap
skeleton.

From the comparison of experimental and predicted execution time for all of
the SkePU skeletons we observe that our prediction accuracy is best for MapOverlap
skeleton. We believe that the comparatively larger amount of computation for this
skeleton compensates the error in estimation of communication time. Furthermore,
we could see that for all other skeletons the experimental value is at most 90% more
than the predicted execution time. So, LogGP model fits into our implementation.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation of the Framework
In this chapter, the extension of the matrix container in SkePU has been evaluated by
implementing the partial differential equation (PDE) solver application. We have
considered two different partial differential equations and tested them with both
the MPI and OpenMP backend.

4.1 Partial Differential Equation
In contrast to an ordinary differential equation which contains functions of a single
variable and their derivatives, a partial differential equation [18] comprises of
unknown multivariable functions and their partial derivatives. Many of the
foundational theories of physics and engineering are expressed by means of systems
of partial differential equations e.g. fluid mechanics formulated by the Euler
equations of motion.

4.2 Example of a Partial Differential Equation
Consider the following partial differential equation (PDE):

∂2u(x, y)/∂x2 + ∂2u(x, y)/∂y2 = ƒ(x, y)
For our application program, ƒ(x, y) is an input and we have to find out u(x,
y). We will also have the actual value of u(x, y) (let's say it uact(x, y)). Then, we will
compare the value of uact(x, y) with our computed u(x, y) to observe the accuracy.
Since, ∂2u(x, y)/∂x2 can be denoted as uxx and ∂2u(x, y)/∂y2 can be denoted
as uyy, equation (1) can be rewritten as:

uxx + uyy = ƒ(x, y)
4.2.1 Boundary values

Figure 4.1. Boundary values for the PDE.
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Let's assume that

(4.1)
(4.2)
Now, from equation (4.2) and Figure 4.1, it is evident that the boundary
values are 0 as follows:





uact(0, y) = (0 – 02)(y – y2) = 0 * (y – y2) = 0
uact(1, y) = (1 – 12)(y – y2) = (1 - 1) * (y – y2) = 0 * (y – y2) = 0
uact(x, 0) = (x – x2)(0 – 02) = (x – x2) * 0 = 0
uact(x, 1) = (x – x2)(1 – 12) = (x – x2) * (1 - 1) = (x – x2) * 0 = 0

4.2.2 Solution of the partial differential equation (4.2)
Equation (4.2) can be partially differentiated with respect to x as:
∂2uact(x, y)/∂x2 = ∂2[(x – x2)(y – y2)]/∂x2
= ∂/∂x[∂(x – x2)(y – y2)/∂x]
= ∂/∂x[(y – y2) * ∂(x – x2)/∂x] (since 'y' is a constant term it was taken outside)
= ∂/∂x[(y – y2) * (∂x/∂x - ∂x2/∂x)]
= ∂/∂x[(y – y2) * (1 – 2x)]
(differentiation of xn = nx(n-1))
2
= (y – y )[∂(1 – 2x)/∂x]
('y' terms were again taken to outside)
2
= (y – y )[(∂(1)/∂x - ∂(2x)/∂x)]
= (y – y2)[0 – 2 * ∂x/∂x]
(differentiation of a constant value is '0')
= (y – y2)(-2)

(4.3)
In a similar fashion, we can partially differentiate uact(x, y) with respect to y
to produce:

(4.4)
Now, substituting the values from equations (4.3) and (4.4), we can get

(4.5)
4.3 The PDE Solver from a Programmer's Perspective
We have designed our algorithm by modeling the PDE solver as a multi-grid matrix
where each grid point represents the solution u(x, y). The solution at each grid point
can be calculated by the following formula,

(4.6)
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In Figure 4.2, the points demonstrate that the step value 'h' has been assumed
to be '0.1'. The values for u(x, y) are known at each point on the boundaries,
whereas we need to compute the values of u(x, y) at each point inside the box-like
structure. For our application program, we have to use a matrix of size (n+1, n+1)
where

(4.7)
In equation (4.7), 'a' and 'b' can be thought of as boundary limits and 'h' is the
step size. For example, the grid of Figure 4.2 should be represented in a matrix of
size,
([(b – a)/h]+1, [(b – a)/h]+1)
= ([(1 – 0)/0.1]+1, [(1 – 0)/0.1]+1)
= (10+1, 10+1)
= (11, 11)
We have chosen the Generate skeleton and the MapArray skeleton from our
extended framework to implement the PDE solver application. The Generate
skeleton fills one matrix with values same as its index position. Then, this matrix is
used as the second (to-be-partitioned) matrix for the MapArray skeleton. Please note
that as per the semantics of the MapArray skeleton, only one value of the second
argument (to-be-partitioned matrix) is accessible in each call to the skeleton. So, in
the user function a single index expression has to be used to access the elements of
the first argument (broadcast matrix) i.e. in form of matrix[i] (possible since the
matrix container internally uses the STL vector) and not matrix[i,j]. Another
observation here is that the MapOverlap skeleton with both row-wise and columnwise overlap policy could have been a better fit for this application. However, our
current implementation for MapOverlap skeleton is limited to row-wise policy only.

Figure 4.2. Multi-grid approach of solving the PDE.
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4.4 The PDE Solver Program-1
The program in Listing 4.1 and 4.2 implements an iterative algorithm. So, with each
iterative progression (a new call to the MapArray skeleton) our computed result
converges towards the manually computed solution. Thus, with the use of more
iteration, our computed solution becomes more accurate. From equation (4.6), it is
clear that the solution at one grid point is dependent upon the solutions at four of its
neighboring grid points in the previous iteration and the value of ƒ(x, y) which is the
core logic of our MapArray user function in Listing 4.2. The differential equation
considered for this program is the one in equation (4.5).

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<iostream>
"math.h"
<time.h>
"skepu/matrix.h"
"skepu/maparray.h"
"skepu/generate.h"

using namespace std;
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

U_ACT(x, y)
((x*y) * (1 - x) * (1 - y))
F(x, y)
(-2*((x + y) - (pow(x, 2) + pow(y, 2))))
H
0.00025
// step size of the matrix grid
A 0
// lower limit of the matrix boundary
B 1
// upper limit of the matrix boundary
SIZE (((B - A)/H)+1) // calculate the number of rows/columns
// of the matrix
// variable declarations
float x=0.0005, y=0.00075;
int itr=50;
// number of iterations
bool debug = false;
// this flag is used to print useful information
// for debugging purposes

Listing 4.1. pde_solver.h.
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#include "pde_solver.h"
GENERATE_FUNC(fill_up_index, int, index, seed,
return index;
)
ARRAY_FUNC_MATR(arr_mat, float, a, b,
int index = (int)b;
int i = index % (int)SIZE;
int j = ((index-i)/(int)SIZE) % (int)SIZE;
if(i == 0 || j == 0 || i == (int)SIZE-1 || j == (int)SIZE-1)
return a[index];
else
return ((a[index-1] + a[index+1] + a[index-((int)SIZE)] +
a[index+((int)SIZE)] - (H*H*F(i*H, j*H)))/4);
)
int main(void)
{
struct timespec stime, etime;
skepu::Init(NULL,NULL);
skepu::cout <<
<<
skepu::cout <<
<<
<<
<<
skepu::cout <<
<<

"\nYour solution will iterate for " << itr
" times.\n";
"\nThe actual 'u' function value, U_ACT(" << x
", " << y << ") is: " << U_ACT(x, y)
" and the 'f' function value, F(" << x << ", " << y
") is: "<< F(x, y) << ".\n";
"\nThe matrix is supposed to be of size: "
(int)SIZE << " X " << (int)SIZE << "\n";

// initialize the PDE matrix, index matrix and the result matrix
skepu::Matrix<float> pde_matrix(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);
skepu::Matrix<float> index_matrix(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);
skepu::Matrix<float> result_matrix(SIZE, SIZE, (float)0);
// generate the index values in the index matrix
skepu::Generate<fill_up_index> value(new fill_up_index);
value(SIZE, SIZE, index_matrix);
// compute the result matrix
skepu::MapArray<arr_mat> solve_pde(new arr_mat);
clock_gettime(CLOCK_REALTIME, &stime);
for(int i = 0; i < itr; ++i)
{
solve_pde(pde_matrix, index_matrix, result_matrix);
result_matrix.refresh();
pde_matrix = result_matrix;
}
clock_gettime(CLOCK_REALTIME, &etime);
skepu::cout << "Result " << result_matrix << "\n";
skepu::Finalize();
return 0;
}

Listing 4.2. pde_solver.cpp.
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4.4.1 Performance Analysis
The performance analysis in case of the PDE solver program-1 is illustrated by Table
4.1, Table 4.2 and Figure 4.3 where it is clear that we receive an almost linear
relative speedup for MPI until 10 processes and for MPI with OpenMP until 4
processes. For MPI with OpenMP the speedup starts declining while using 5 and more
processes, because we use 4 threads per node and equation (4.5) is very simple.

Table 4.1: PDE solver program-1 using MPI (single thread per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Step size (h)

Matrix size

# of Iterations

U_ACT(0.0015, 0.002)

0.00025

4001x4001

50

0.000000374531

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

84851.
17
1.00

47085.
30
1.80

34048.
43
2.49

27433.
13
3.09

24128.
53
3.52

21990.
60
3.86

19775.
27
4.29

18789.
80
4.52

17932.
50
4.73

16986.
43
5.00

Table 4.2: PDE solver program-1 using MPI and OpenMP (4 threads per node)
# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

19599.
47
1.00

14055.
50
1.39

12436.
43
1.58

11572.
70
1.69

14221.
03
1.38

16820.
57
1.17

18995.
43
1.03

21515.
10
0.91

23780.
50
0.82

26947.
90
0.73
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(i)

(ii) (with 4 OpenMP threads per node)
Figure 4.3. Speedup curves of PDE solver program-1.

4.5 The PDE Solver Program-2
In order to verify our algorithmic approach for the PDE solver, we have tested
another program as shown in Listing 4.3 (the corresponding .cpp program remains
the same as Listing 4.2) with the following differential equation with

(4.8)
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<iostream>
"math.h"
<time.h>
"skepu/matrix.h"
"skepu/maparray.h"
"skepu/generate.h"

using namespace std;
#define U_ACT(x, y)

(((3*pow(x, 3)) - pow(x, 2) - (2*x)) *
((2*pow(y, 3)) - pow(y, 2) - (y)))
#define F(x, y)
((((3*pow(x, 3)) - pow(x, 2) - (2*x))*(12*y-2)) +
(((2*pow(y, 3)) - pow(y, 2) - (y)) * (18*x-2)))
#define H
0.00025
// step size of the matrix grid
#define A 0
// lower limit of the matrix boundary
#define B 1
// upper limit of the matrix boundary
#define SIZE (((B - A)/H)+1) // calculate the number of rows/columns
// of the matrix
// variable declarations
float x=0.00075, y=0.00075;
int itr=50;
// number of iterations
bool debug = false;
// this flag is used to print useful information
// for debugging purposes

Listing 4.3. pde_solver2.h.

4.5.1 Performance Analysis
Table 4.3, Table 4.4 and Figure 4.4 illustrates the relative speedup gained while
computing the solution of equation 4.8 by using our PDE solver program. For MPI, the
speedup curve is linear until 10 processes. For MPI with 4 OpenMP threads per node,
the relative speedup is achieved linearly till 4th process and starts to go down for 5
processes and beyond. However, when compared with Figure 4.3(ii) it can be
observed that the speedup is always greater than 1. Because equation (4.8) imparts
more computational load in comparison with equation (4.5).
Table 4.3: PDE solver program-2 using MPI (single thread per node)

# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

Step size (h)

Matrix size

# of Iterations

U_ACT(0.0015, 0.002)

0.00025

4001x4001

50

0.00447861

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

231952
.33
1.00

119637
.00
1.94

82075.
37
2.83

63749.
47
3.64

53684.
37
4.32

47796.
20
4.85

41360.
73
5.61

37295.
10
6.22

35656.
63
6.51

32517.
30
7.13

Table 4.4: PDE solver program-2 using MPI and OpenMP (4 threads per node)
# of
Processes
Execution
time (in ms)
Relative
speedup

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

54139.
70
1.00

31102.
13
1.74

24367.
23
2.22

20792.
07
2.60

26838.
50
2.02

28720.
73
1.89

30348.
87
1.78

32319.
80
1.68

34827.
03
1.55

37317.
50
1.45
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(i)

(ii) (with 4 OpenMP threads per node)
Figure 4.4. Speedup curves of PDE solver program-2.
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Chapter 5

Survey of Related Work
A lot of work has been done in the area of skeleton programming for parallel
computing till date. We will discuss some of the most significant works (specifically
the ones that use object-oriented programming paradigm and have built-in
containers) related to this thesis in the following sections.
Part of SkePU is inspired from a C library, known as BlockLib [1], developed by
Markus Ålind at Linköpings Universitet. However, BlockLib was intended to be used
only for the IBM Cell BE (Broadband Engine) processors whereas SkePU is more
generic and can be used for CUDA and OpenCL backends in GPUs as well as for MPI
and OpenMP backends in multi-core CPUs. Most of the functionalities of BlockLib are
dedicated to memory management, SIMD optimization and parallelization.
BlockLib contains four skeletons, namely, Map, Reduce, MapReduce and
MapOverlap. The skeleton function Map applies a function on the corresponding
elements of one or several arrays and stores the results in an output array. One of
the input arrays can serve as the output array for this skeleton. The Reduce skeleton
applies a reduction function on one element of the input array and the reduced
result of rest of the elements of that array recursively to produce a scalar result. The
MapReduce skeleton is a combinational feature where the Map operation is
performed followed by the Reduce operation. The MapOverlap skeleton is a utility
where the computational patterns are structurally similar to a Map, but the
computation for an element is performed not only from the corresponding element
from the argument array, but also from the elements from the neighborhood.
BlockLib also contains additional functionalities in form of memory management
helpers, message passing primitives etc. Unlike SkePU, it has no containers.
As in SkePU, skeleton programming frameworks can also be designed by an
object-oriented approach (using programming languages like Java or C++). Intel's TBB
(Threading building blocks) [13] is such a C++ template library designed for parallel
programming of multi-core architectures. TBB constitutes parallel patterns like for,
reduce, scan, pipeline etc. to be used with three concurrent containers: hashmap,
vector and queue for efficient parallel processing. Unlike the standard C++ STL
containers, in case of a concurrent container, individual elements can be accessed
and manipulated by multiple threads concurrently. However, concurrent containers
have a limitation of higher overheads as compared to regular STL containers. The
TBB container queue allows multiple threads to push and pop elements from the
queue simultaneously.
SkeTo [17] is a C++ library which has been implemented using standard C++
and MPI, and the optimization mechanism for it has been implemented using
OpenC++. This framework uses the concept of constructive algorithmics where an
efficient final program is derived from initial specifications in an iterative
progression. Like SkePU, it focuses on serialization of the interface which allows the
programmers with limited knowledge of parallel programming to develop their
parallel applications with much ease. It also presents a meta-programming
mechanism to create new skeletons from the existing simple ones.
SkeTo is dissimilar as compared to other skeleton frameworks in the sense
that instead of providing nestable parallelism patterns, it offers operations for
regular data structures like lists and matrices and irregular data structures like trees
[11]. For each data structure, there are two C++ classes; one for the definition of the
parallel data structure whereas another for use with the parallel skeletons
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[17]. The implementation of the parallel data structures hides the data distribution
details from the user so that non-parallel programmers can use it efficiently. The
data structures can invoke the basic skeletons (implemented using MPI) like map,
reduce or scan defined in SkeTo. In order to make the skeletal programs look like
sequential code, the SkeTo library also provides some wrapper functions. In general,
when a problem-specific parallel program is produced by using a skeleton
programming library, the overall performance is reduced as compared to equivalent
hand-written code. In order to address this issue, the SkeTo library provides an
optimization mechanism that optimizes skeletal programs automatically.
The Münster Skeleton Library Muesli [3] is a program library implemented in
C++ on top of MPI. It provides three distributed data structures (the so called
containers); DistributedArray, DistributedMatrix and DistributedSparseMatrix.
DistributedMatrix can be partitioned as blocks where each block is a full matrix and
the number of blocks has to be equal to the number of processors being used. A
limitation with this data structure is that the number of processors to be used must
be a power of 2. The sparse matrix allows arbitrarily partitioning into sub-matrices
along with the row-wise or column-wise partitioning as in case of regular matrices.
There are both data-parallel skeletons and task-parallel skeletons available in this
library. The distributed data structures support data parallel skeletons such as fold,
map, scan, zip and their variants. The data-parallel skeletons are broadly classified
into three types: computation (e.g. map, fold, scan), communication (e.g. rotate,
broadcast, permute, gather) and combined skeletons. The coordinated
communication in this framework prevents the occurrence of deadlocks.
HPC++ [14] is a C++ language extension framework developed by the HPC++
consortium for parallel programming using C++. The parallel extension of the C++
standard template library, PSTL (Parallel Standard Template Library) provides
distributed versions of the STL container, parallel algorithms and parallel iterators. It
also constitutes a special container which is a multidimensional distributed array.
The new container allows access of elements via array index as well as parallel
random access of elements using parallel iterators. The PSTL provides two types of
containers; sequence containers storing the elements in a sequential order
(distributed_vector, distributed_deque, distributed_list) and associative containers
storing the elements ordered by a key (distributed_set, distributed_multiset,
distributed_map, distributed_multimap). The PSTL containers are dynamic in nature
i.e. their size is not statically fixed. The containers are not passed to the parallel
algorithms; rather, they receive iterators as arguments which access container
elements.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
According to the requirement of this thesis, the matrix container has been
successfully extended for clusters using MPI. The main goal was to ensure scalability
of the implementation while maintaining the performance and portability at the
same time. This report presented the implementation of all data-parallel skeletons
in SkePU using the matrix container. By using C++ with templates, the interface has
been made general enough to support multiple back ends among which MPI and MPI
with OpenMP were thoroughly tested. C++ was chosen as the language of
implementation since the vector container was implemented in SkePU also in C++.
Another reason of using C++ was the generic approach offered by templates for
extending the development work for different back ends.
In order to test our enhancement to the SkePU framework, each skeleton was
tested individually by means of a small application program. The output delivered by
them produced accurate results with both MPI and OpenMP backend for multi-core
CPUs. The testing was conducted using up to 10 nodes on a real cluster in National
Supercomputing Centre at Linköping University. We found performance improvements
for all of the skeletons in terms of reduction in execution time. In spite of using very
simple operations in the user functions, for very large problem sizes we received
noticeable performance improvement for MPI backend. This confirms that if more
complex operations will be used for the user functions, the computational load will
increase which will contribute to significant speedup in parallel applications.
The PDE solver application was modeled using the ‘Generate’ and ‘MapArray’
skeleton from our SkePU library. In order to test the correctness of our
implementation, the results of PDE solver application were demonstrated by two
different partial differential equations using different step sizes. Also, one variant
was tested with 2 OpenMP threads per node whereas the second variant was tested
with 4 OpenMP threads per node. We observed that the result for both differential
equations is quite close to the manually computed solution and more accuracy was
achieved with more iterations (in the same way as that of sequential
implementation) i.e. the number of times we call the skeletons repetitively. Similar
to the small applications discussed earlier, the PDE solver also delivered better
performance for a larger problem size. For instance, the second variant used a larger
matrix grid with comparatively more amount of computation and the speedup never
looked to be saturated until with 10 processes. As evident from chapter 5, the
problem size could be controlled by manipulating the step size of the matrix grid.
Our implementation was also found to be scalable as it was successfully executed
using up to 10 processes.

6.2 Future Work
During our work, we have identified some possible future work for the matrix
implementation of SkePU. One of them is for the reduce skeleton. After our
implementation, when a reduction operation is being performed on a matrix, it
produces a single scalar value for the whole data structure. Since matrix is a twodimensional data structure (with size RxC), another idea is to produce an output
vector of size ‘R’ for row-wise reduction and a vector of size ‘C’ for column-wise
reduction.
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A second prospective extension could be to the scan skeleton where a
column-wise scan operation can be performed. Currently, we have the row-wise
facility only. Also, there may be an implementation for the exclusive scan technique.
Another idea is to implement the mapoverlap skeleton with a column-wise overlap
policy which may be a little tricky as compared to our current row-wise
implementation, since the matrix is stored in a row-major order.
From both the experimental evaluation results and our predicted execution
time, we noticed that for very large matrices the root node is overloaded with the
communication task. “While the non-root nodes have little communication work once
they receive their sub-matrices from the root node, the latter is mostly busy with
the scatter/gather activities. There might be instances when the result sub-matrices
will be already arriving at the root node but the root node will still be working on
scattering to some nodes or doing its own local computations. This effect can get
stronger for large number of participating processes”. In order to balance the
computation and communication time at the root node, it might be a better
approach [16] to assign the root node much less than ceiling(n/p) rows to process.
This may be done by reversing the approach mentioned in section 3.1.2 where nonroot nodes will start receiving ceiling(n/p) rows and the root will get only the last
remaining rows. In that way, for some cases, the root may get nothing.
Because the matrix implementation in SkePU is expected to be continuing in
near future, more and more applications may be tested to prove the high expressive
power of this skeleton library.
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Appendix A

Glossary
A.1 Words and Abbreviations
BlockLib A skeleton library for the Cell BE processor programming developed by
Markus Ålind based on which SkePU was originally designed.
Cell BE Cell Broadband Engine. A multi-core processor developed by IBM, Sony and
Toshiba. A heterogeneous processor built of a normal PowerPC core and eight small
vector RISC processors interconnected with a very powerful bus.
CPU Central Processing Unit. The main processing element inside a computer that
executes the instructions of a computer program. More of a general-purpose entity
than a GPU in terms of programmability.
CUDA Compute Unified Device Architecture. A parallel computing platform and
programming model developed by NVIDIA that increases computing performance of
GPUs.
Fermi Code name for the previous (~2010) generation CUDA architecture that
delivers supercomputing features and performance at 1/10th of the cost and with
power consumption at 1/20th of traditional CPU-only servers.
GPU Graphics Processing Unit. An application-specific microprocessor that offers
better performance in applications that involve image processing. Also more
effective for other data-parallel applications.
LAN Local Area Network. A computer network comprising of computers spread across
a small area e.g. a computer laboratory, an office building.
MPI Message Passing Interface. A standard and portable message-passing framework
for parallel computers.
MPP Massively Parallel Processor. Collection of a large number of processors to
perform a set of coordinated computations in parallel.
NOW Network of Workstations. Another name for a cluster which is a computer
infrastructure with several workstations connected to a high-speed LAN to serve
supercomputing requirements.
OpenCL Open Computing Language. An open standard for cross-platform, parallel
programming of heterogeneous processing platforms.
OpenMP Open Multi Processing. An application programming interface used to
program shared-memory multiprocessors.
PDE Partial Differential Equation. A type of differential equation containing unknown
multivariable functions and their partial derivatives.
PSTL Parallel Standard Template Library. An addition to the C++ standard template
library for supporting parallel programming.
PVM Parallel Virtual Machine. A software package that allows a collection of
heterogeneous computer systems to be used as a single large parallel computer.
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STL Standard Template Library. A generic C++ library of container classes, algorithms
and iterators.
TBB Threading Building Blocks. A C++ template library for task-parallelism developed
by Intel that allows writing parallel C++ programs taking advantage of multicore
performance.
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. The networking model and a
set of communication protocols used for connecting hosts to the Internet and similar
networks.
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Appendix B

Communication Cost Analysis
This appendix contains the C++ source code that has been used for
measurement of the round-trip communication time on Triolith for
calibration of the parameters G and (L+2o).

B.1 Program for Round-Trip Time Measurement
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<iostream>
<cstdlib>
<time.h>
<mpi.h>
<stdint.h>

using namespace std;
#define TAG_NUMBER1 777
#define
#define
#define
#define

// For sending the data from root process to the non-root
// process
TAG_NUMBER2 787
// For sending the data from non-root process back to the
// root process
DEFAULT_SIZE 10000005 // Size of the character string in absence of the command
//line parameter
ITERATIONS 1
// Number of times the ping-pong mechanism is repeated
DEBUG 1

int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
double start_time, end_time;
long int string_size;
int i;
int rank, size;
const char alphanum[] =
"0123456789"
"ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"
"abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz";
MPI_Status status;
MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);
MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &size);
// This test assumes two processes in MPI_COMM_WORLD
// --------------------------------------------------------------------------if (size != 2)
{
if (rank == 0) // only rank 0 prints
{
cout << "\nPlease run with exactly 2 processes.\n";
}
MPI_Finalize();
return 1;
}
//
//
//
if
{

Collect from the command line the number of bytes in the message to be sent,
default to DEFAULT_SIZE.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------(rank == 0)
if (argc > 1)
{
string_size = atoi(argv[1]);
}
else
{
string_size = DEFAULT_SIZE;
}
cout << "\nNumber of bytes in the message to send = " << string_size;

}
// Make sure everyone has the same string_size.
MPI_Bcast(&string_size, 1, MPI_LONG, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
char *sendbuffer = new char[string_size];
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char *recvbuffer = new char[string_size];
// Fill up the sendbuffer with random alphanumeric values
if (rank == 0)
{
for (i=0; i < string_size; i++)
{
sendbuffer[i] = alphanum[rand() % (sizeof(alphanum) - 1)];
}
if(DEBUG && (string_size < 1000))
{
cout << "\nSend buffer: ";
for (i=0; i < string_size; i++)
{
cout << sendbuffer[i] << " ";
}
cout << "\n\n";
cout << "\nReceive buffer before MPI_Recv: ";
for (i=0; i < string_size; i++)
{
cout << recvbuffer[i] << " ";
}
cout << "\n\n";
}
}
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Here we have ranks 1 and 2 exchange string_size messages via MPI_Send and
// MPI_Recv.
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------//for (i=0; i < ITERATIONS ; i++)
{
if (rank == 0)
{
start_time = MPI_Wtime();
MPI_Send(sendbuffer, string_size, MPI_BYTE, 1, TAG_NUMBER1,
MPI_COMM_WORLD);
MPI_Recv(recvbuffer, string_size, MPI_BYTE, 1, TAG_NUMBER2,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);
end_time = MPI_Wtime();
}
else
{
MPI_Recv(sendbuffer, string_size, MPI_BYTE, 0, TAG_NUMBER1,
MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);
MPI_Send(sendbuffer, string_size, MPI_BYTE, 0, TAG_NUMBER2,
MPI_COMM_WORLD);
}
}
if(DEBUG && (string_size < 1000))
{
if (rank == 0)
{
cout << "\nReceive buffer after MPI_Recv: ";
for (i=0; i < string_size; i++)
{
cout << recvbuffer[i] << " ";
}
cout << "\n\n";
}
}
if (rank == 0)
cout << " Time taken for the round trip:: " << (end_time
1000000 <<" micro seconds.\n";
MPI_Finalize();
delete[] sendbuffer;
delete[] recvbuffer;
return 0;
}
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- start_time) *

Appendix C

Code for the Matrix Container
This appendix contains the source code for the matrix container which
is based on the earlier SkePU source code for single-node systems and
the vector container code using MPI from the work described in [7] and
[9]. The code comprises of several files:
matrix.h Contains the class declarations for the matrix container.
matrix.inl Contains the definitions
functions for the matrix container.

of

matrix_cl.inl Contains the definitions
functions for the matrix container.

non-backend

specific

member

of

specific

member

OpenCL

matrix_col_iterator.inl Contains the class definitions for column-wise
iterator for the matrix data-type.
matrix_cu.inl Contains the definitions
functions for the matrix container.

of

matrix_iterator.inl Contains the
iterator for the matrix data-type.

definitions

class

matrix_proxy.inl
Contains
the
definitions
representing one element of matrix.

CUDA

for

specific

a

for

member
row-wise

proxy

class

Since, the extension has been made only to the header file and
non-backend specific inline file, only those codes have been provided
below:

C.1 matrix.h
/*! \file matrix.h
* \brief Contains a class declaration for the Matrix container.
*/
#ifndef MATRIX_H
#define MATRIX_H
// Includes all the header files for using the cluster backend
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
#include "src/cluster.h"
#include <math.h>
#endif
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
#include <iostream>
#include <cstdlib>
#include <vector>
#include <map>
#include "skepu/src/malloc_allocator.h"
#include "skepu/src/environment.h"
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
#ifdef USE_MAC_OPENCL
#include <OpenCL/opencl.h>
#else
#include <CL/cl.h>
#endif
#include "src/device_mem_pointer_matrix_cl.h"
#endif
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#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
#include "src/device_mem_pointer_matrix_cu.h"
#endif
#include "globals.h"
#include "skepu/vector.h"
namespace skepu
{
/*!
* \brief Can be used to specify whether the access is row-wise or column-wise
*
* Used in some cases to mention type of access required in a certain operation.
*/
enum AccessType
{
ROW_WISE,
// C style iterating from rows
COL_WISE
// FORTRAN style iterating from columns
};
/*!
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

\class Matrix
\author Usman Dastgeer
\version 0.7
\brief A matrix container class (2D matrix), internally uses 1D container
(std::vector) to store elements in a contiguous memory allocations.
A \p skepu::Matrix is a 2D container that internally stores in a 1D \p
std::vector to store elements in a contiguous memory allocations.
Its interface and behaviour is largely compatible with \p skepu::Vector and \p
std::vector but with some additions and variations.
Instead of the regular element, it sometimes returns a proxy element so it can
distinguish between reads
and writes. It also keeps track of which parts of it are currently allocated and
uploaded to the GPU.
If a computation is done, changing the matrix in the GPU memory, it is not
directly transferred back to the
host memory. Instead, the Matrix waits until an element is accessed before any
copying is done.
It also implements support for allocating and de-allocating page-locked memory
using cudaMallocHost and cudaFreeHost.
This could help is running asynchronous operations especially when using multiple
CUDA devices.
It can be enabled by defining USE_PINNED_MEMORY flag in the skeleton program.

*
*
*
*/
template<typename T>
class Matrix
{
public: //-- Typedefs --//

#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
typedef DeviceMemPointer_CU<T>* device_pointer_type_cu;
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
typedef DeviceMemPointer_CL<T>* device_pointer_type_cl;
#endif
#ifdef USE_PINNED_MEMORY
typedef std::vector<T, malloc_allocator<T> > container_type;
typedef typename std::vector<T, malloc_allocator<T> >::iterator vector_iterator;
typedef typename std::vector<T, malloc_allocator<T> >::size_type size_type;
typedef typename std::vector<T, malloc_allocator<T> >::value_type value_type;
typedef
typename
std::vector<T,
malloc_allocator<T>
>::difference_type
difference_type;
typedef typename std::vector<T, malloc_allocator<T> >::pointer pointer;
typedef typename std::vector<T, malloc_allocator<T> >::reference reference;
typedef
typename
std::vector<T,
malloc_allocator<T>
>::const_reference
const_reference;
typedef
typename
std::vector<T,
malloc_allocator<T>
>::const_iterator
const_iterator;
typedef typename std::vector<T, malloc_allocator<T> >::const_reverse_iterator
const_reverse_iterator;
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#else
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
#endif

std::vector<T> container_type;
typename std::vector<T>::iterator vector_iterator;
typename std::vector<T>::size_type size_type;
typename std::vector<T>::value_type value_type;
typename std::vector<T>::difference_type difference_type;
typename std::vector<T>::pointer pointer;
typename std::vector<T>::reference reference;
typename std::vector<T>::const_reference const_reference;
typename std::vector<T>::const_iterator const_iterator;
typename std::vector<T>::const_reverse_iterator const_reverse_iterator;

public: //-- For Testing --//
/*!
* Get array representation
*/
T* GetArrayRep()
{
return &m_data[0];
}
/*!
* \brief Overloaded stream operator, for testing purposes.
*
* Outputs the matrix rowwise having one row on each line.
*/
friend std::ostream& operator<<(std::ostream &os, Matrix<T>& matrix)
{
os << "Matrix: (" << matrix.total_rows() << " X " << matrix.total_cols()
<< ")\n";
for(int i=0 ; i<matrix.size() ; i++)
{
os << (matrix(i)) << " ";
if((i+1)%(matrix.total_cols())==0)
os << "\n";
}
os << "\n";
return os;
}
/*!
* \brief Randomizes the Matrix.
*
* Sets each element of the Matrix to a random number between \p min and \p max.
* The numbers are generated as \p integers but are cast to the type of the
* matrix.
* \param min The smallest number an element can become.
* \param max The largest number an element can become.
*/
void randomize(int min = 0, int max = RAND_MAX)
{
invalidateDevice();
for(unsigned int i = 0; i < size(); i++)
{
m_data.at(i) = (T)( rand() % max + min);
}
}
/*!
* \brief Saves content of Matrix to a file.
*
* Outputs the matrix as text on one line with space between elements to the
specified file.
* Mainly for testing purposes.
*
* \param filename Name of file to save to.
*/
void save(const std::string& filename)
{
std::ofstream file(filename.c_str());
if (file.is_open())
{
for(unsigned int i = 0; i < m_data.size(); ++i)
{
file << m_data.at(i) << " ";
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}
file.close();
}
else
{
std::cout << "Unable to open file\n";
}
}
/*!
* \brief Loads the Matrix from a file.
*
* Reads a variable number of elements from a file. In the file, all elemets
should be in ASCII
* on one line with whitespace between each element. Mainly for testing purposes.
*
* \param filename Name of file to save to.
* \param rowWidth The width of a row. All rows get same amount of width.
* \param numRows The number of rows to be loaded. Default value 0 means all
rows.
*/
void load(const std::string& filename, int rowWidth, int numRows = 0)
{
std::ifstream file(filename.c_str());
if (file.is_open())
{
std::string line;
getline (file,line);
std::istringstream ss(line);
T num;
clear();
//Load all elements
if(numRows == 0)
{
while(ss >> num)
{
push_back(num);
}
}
// Load only numElements elements
else
{
for(int i = 0; i < (numRows*rowWidth); ++i)
{
ss >> num;
push_back(num);
}
}
m_cols = rowWidth;
m_rows = (size()/rowWidth);
file.close();
}
else
{
std::cout<<"Unable to open file\n";
}
}
public: //-- Constructors, destructors --//
// No argument constructor (needs some more work since it's not working)
Matrix();
// Copy constructor
Matrix(const Matrix<T>& copy);
// Constructor created with number of rows and number of columns without initial
// value
Matrix(size_type _rows, size_type _cols);
// Constructor initialized with value alongside number of rows and number of
// columns
Matrix(size_type _rows, size_type _cols, const T& val=T());
template<typename input_iterator>
Matrix(input_iterator start, input_iterator end);
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// Destructor
~Matrix();
public: //-- External classes --//
//template <AccessType accessType=ROW_WISE>
class iterator;
class col_iterator;
class proxy_elem;
public: //-- Operators --//
T& operator[](const size_type index);
Matrix<T>& operator=(Matrix<T>& other);
Matrix<T>& operator=(const T& elem);
bool
bool
bool
bool
bool
bool

operator==(const Matrix<T>& c1);
operator!=(const Matrix<T>& c1);
operator<(const Matrix<T>& c1);
operator>(const Matrix<T>& c1);
operator<=(const Matrix<T>& c1);
operator>=(const Matrix<T>& c1);

Matrix<T>& subsection(size_type row, size_type col, size_type rowWidth, size_type
colWidth);
const Matrix<T>& operator+=(const Matrix<T>& rhs);
const Matrix<T>& operator+=(const T& rhs);
const Matrix<T>& operator-=(const Matrix<T>& rhs);
const Matrix<T>& operator-=(const T& rhs);
const Matrix<T>& operator*=(const Matrix<T>& rhs);
const Matrix<T>& operator*=(const T& rhs);
const Matrix<T>& operator/=(const Matrix<T>& rhs);
const Matrix<T>& operator/=(const T& rhs);
const Matrix<T>& operator%=(const Matrix<T>& rhs);
const Matrix<T>& operator%=(const T& rhs);
public: //-- STL vector regular interface --//
//Iterators
iterator begin();
const_iterator begin() const;
iterator begin(unsigned row);
const_iterator begin(unsigned row) const;
iterator end();
const_iterator end() const;
iterator end(unsigned row);
const_iterator end(unsigned row) const;
// Column Iterators, taking transpose and using its iterator, work only for
// const_iterators
std::pair<const_iterator, const_iterator> col_iterator_range();
col_iterator col_begin();
// iterator col_end();
col_iterator col_end();
public: //-- Capacity --//
size_type capacity() const;
/*!
* Returns total size of Matrix.
* \return size of the Matrix.
*/
size_type size() const { return m_data.size();}
/*!
* Returns total number of rows in the Matrix.
* \return rows in the Matrix.
*/
size_type total_rows() const {return m_rows; }
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/*!
* Returns total number of columns in the Matrix.
* \return columns in the Matrix.
*/
size_type total_cols() const {return m_cols; }
void resize(size_type _rows, size_type _cols, T val = T());
bool empty() const;
/*!
* A small utility to change rows and columns numbers with each other. A Matrix
* (4x7) will become (7x4) after this function call without
* changing the actual values. Not similar to transpose where you actually change
* the values.
*/
void change_layout()
{
int tmp = m_rows;
m_rows = m_cols;
m_cols = tmp;
}
//Element access
proxy_elem at(size_type row, size_type col);
const T& at(size_type row, size_type col) const;
size_type row_back(size_type row);
const T& row_back(size_type row) const;
size_type row_front(size_type row);
const T& row_front(size_type row) const;
proxy_elem col_back(size_type col);
const T& col_back(size_type col) const;
proxy_elem col_front(size_type col);
const T& col_front(size_type col) const;
//Modifiers
void assign( size_type nrows, size_type ncols, const T& val );
template <typename input_iterator>
void assign( input_iterator start, input_iterator end );
void insert( iterator loc, size_type nrows, size_type ncols, const T& val );
void clear();
iterator erase( iterator loc );
iterator erase( iterator start, iterator end );
void swap(Matrix<T>& from);
public: //-- Additions to interface --//
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
device_pointer_type_cl updateDevice_CL(T* start, size_type rows, size_type cols,
Device_CL* device, bool copy);
device_pointer_type_cl updateDevice_CL(T* start, size_type cols, Device_CL*
device, bool copy);
void flush_CL();
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
device_pointer_type_cu updateDevice_CU(T* start, size_type rows, size_type cols,
int deviceID, bool copy, bool usePitch=false);
device_pointer_type_cu updateDevice_CU(T* start, size_type cols, int deviceID,
bool copy);
void flush_CU();
#endif
void flush();
// Does care about device data
const T& operator()(const size_type row, const size_type col) const;
// Does care about device data
T& operator()(const size_type row, const size_type col);
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// Does not care about device data, use with care
T& operator()(const size_type index);
// unary transpose operator
inline Matrix<T> operator~()
{
//Matrix<T> temp(total_cols(),total_rows());
Matrix<T> temp(total_cols(), total_rows(), (T)0);
for (size_t i=0 ; i < total_rows() ; i++)
for (size_t j=0 ; j < total_cols() ; j++)
{
T x = (*this)(i,j);
temp(j,i) = x;
}
return temp;
}
Matrix<T>& get_transpose_matrix(bool updated = false)
{
if(transpose_matrix==0 || updated)
{
//transpose_matrix = new Matrix<T>(total_cols(),total_rows());
transpose_matrix = new Matrix<T>(total_cols(), total_rows(), (T)0);
for (size_t i=0 ; i < total_rows() ; i++)
for (size_t j=0 ; j < total_cols() ; j++)
{
T x = (*this)(i,j);
(*transpose_matrix)(j,i) = x;
}
}
return (*transpose_matrix);
}
// To be able to explicitly force updates without flushing entire matrix.
// Could be used with operator () above to avoid unneccesary function calls due to
// implicit synch.
void updateHost() const;
void invalidateDevice();
void updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
public: //-- Data --//
#ifdef USE_PINNED_MEMORY
mutable std::vector<T, malloc_allocator<T> > m_data;
#else
mutable std::vector<T> m_data;
#endif
public: //-- Methods for Cluster backend --//
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
size_type nrows, ncols;
mutable bool isPartitioned;
mutable bool isCombined;
void combine(void);
#endif
void refresh(void);
private: //-- Data --//
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
std::map<std::pair< cl_device_id, std::pair< T*, size_type > >,
device_pointer_type_cl > m_deviceMemPointers_CL;
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
std::map<std::pair< int, std::pair< T*, size_type > >, device_pointer_type_cu >
m_deviceMemPointers_CU;
#endif
size_type m_rows, m_cols;
// for col_iterator,
mutable Matrix<T> *transpose_matrix;
template<typename Type>
void item_swap(Type &t1, Type &t2);
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//-- Private helpers --//
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
void updateHost_CL() const;
void invalidateDeviceData_CL();
void releaseDeviceAllocations_CL();
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
void updateHost_CU() const;
void invalidateDeviceData_CU();
void releaseDeviceAllocations_CU();
#endif
//#ifdef USE_PINNED_MEMORY
// mutable std::vector<T, malloc_allocator<T> > m_data;
//#else
// mutable std::vector<T> m_data;
//#endif
};

// Matrix class ends here

// Overloading of the "std::cout" operator as per SkePU requirement
class m_cout : public std::ostream
{
public:
template <typename P>
m_cout& operator << (P val)
{
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
if(skepu::cluster.getMyRank()==0)
{
std::cout << val;
}
return *this;
#else
std::cout << val;
return *this;
#endif
}
template <typename T>
m_cout& operator << (skepu::Matrix<T>& mat)
{
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
mat.refresh();
if(skepu::cluster.getMyRank()==0)
{
std::cout << "Matrix: (" << mat.total_rows() << " X " << mat.total_cols()
<< ")\n";
for(unsigned int i=0 ; i < mat.total_rows()*mat.total_cols() ; i++)
{
std::cout << mat(i) << " ";
if((i+1)%(mat.total_cols())==0)
std::cout << "\n";
}
std::cout << "\n";
}
return *this;
#else
std::cout << "Matrix: ("<< mat.total_rows() <<" X "<< mat.total_cols()
<< ")\n";
for(unsigned int i=0 ; i < mat.total_rows()*mat.total_cols() ; i++)
{
std::cout << (mat(i)) << " ";
if((i+1)%(mat.total_cols())==0)
std::cout << "\n";
}
std::cout << "\n";
return *this;
#endif
}
} cout;
}

// skepu namespace ends here

#include "src/matrix_iterator.inl"
#include "src/matrix_col_iterator.inl"
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#include "src/matrix_proxy.inl"
#include "src/matrix.inl"
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
#include "src/matrix_cl.inl"
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
#include "src/matrix_cu.inl"
#endif
#endif

C.2 matrix.inl
namespace skepu
{
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Constructors START
///////////////////////////////////////////////
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
* This is the empty constructor.
*/
template <typename T>
Matrix<T>::Matrix() : m_data()
{
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
isPartitioned = false;
isCombined = false;
#endif
m_rows = 1;
m_cols = 1;
nrows = m_rows;
ncols = m_cols;
}
/*!
* Copy Constructor, used to assign copy of another matrix.
* \param copy Matrix that is being assigned.
*
* Update the matrix before assigning it to assign latest copy.
*/
template <typename T>
Matrix<T>::Matrix(const Matrix<T>& copy)
{
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
isPartitioned = false;
isCombined = false;
#endif
copy.updateHost();
this->m_rows = copy.total_rows();
this->m_cols = copy.total_cols();
this->m_data= copy.m_data;
this->transpose_matrix = copy.transpose_matrix;
}
/*!
* Constructor, used to allocate memory ($_rows * _cols$). Without a initialized
* value.
* \param _rows Number of rows in the matrix.
* \param _cols Number of columns in the matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
#ifndef SKEPU_CLUSTER
Matrix<T>::Matrix(size_type _rows, size_type _cols) : m_rows(_rows),
m_cols(_cols), m_data(m_rows*m_cols, (T)0), transpose_matrix(0)
{ }
#else
Matrix<T>::Matrix(size_type _rows, size_type _cols)
{
isPartitioned = false;
if(cluster.getMyRank() == 0)
{
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assign(_rows, _cols, (T)0);
}
else
{
if(size() < 1)
assign(_rows, _cols, (T)0);
}
m_rows = _rows;
m_cols = _cols;
nrows = m_rows;
ncols = m_cols;
}
#endif
/*!
* Constructor, used to allocate memory ($_rows * _cols$). With a value to
* initialize all elements.
* \param _rows Number of rows in the matrix.
* \param _cols Number of columns in the matrix.
* \param val A value to initialize all elements.
*/
template <typename T>
#ifndef SKEPU_CLUSTER
Matrix<T>::Matrix(size_type _rows, size_type _cols, const T& val) : m_rows(_rows),
m_cols(_cols), m_data(m_rows*m_cols, val), transpose_matrix(0)
{}
#else
Matrix<T>::Matrix(size_type _rows, size_type _cols, const T& val)
{
isPartitioned = false;
if(cluster.getMyRank() == 0)
{
assign(_rows, _cols, val);
}
else
{
if(size() < 1)
assign(_rows, _cols, val);
}
m_rows = _rows;
m_cols = _cols;
nrows = m_rows;
ncols = m_cols;
}
#endif
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*/
template<typename T>
template<typename input_iterator>
Matrix<T>::Matrix(input_iterator start, input_iterator end) : m_data(start, end) {}
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Constructors END
///////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Destructor START
///////////////////////////////////////////////
/*!
* Destructor, used to deallocate memory mainly, device memory.
*/
template <typename T>
Matrix<T>::~Matrix()
{
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
releaseDeviceAllocations_CL();
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
releaseDeviceAllocations_CU();
#endif
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Destructor END
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///////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Public Helpers START
///////////////////////////////////////////////
/*!
* Updates the matrix from its device allocations.
*/
template <typename T>
inline void Matrix<T>::updateHost() const
{
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
updateHost_CL();
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
updateHost_CU();
#endif
}
/*!
* Invalidates all device data that this matrix has allocated.
*/
template <typename T>
inline void Matrix<T>::invalidateDevice()
{
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
invalidateDeviceData_CL();
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
invalidateDeviceData_CU();
#endif
}
/*!
* First updates the matrix from its device allocations. Then invalidates the data
* allocated on devices.
*/
template <typename T>
inline void Matrix<T>::updateHostAndInvalidateDevice()
{
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
updateHost_CL();
invalidateDeviceData_CL();
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
updateHost_CU();
invalidateDeviceData_CU();
#endif
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Public Helpers END
///////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Operators START
///////////////////////////////////////////////
/*! This operator returns the value at a particular index of the matrix
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*/
template <typename T>
T& Matrix<T>::operator[](const size_type index)
{
#ifndef SKEPU_CLUSTER
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
// updateHost();
return m_data[index];
#else
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
if((isPartitioned == true) && !isCombined)
{
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combine();
}
if(cluster.getMyRank() == 0)
{
return m_data[index];
}
else
{
return m_data[index];
}
#endif
}
/*!
* copy matrix... copy row and column count as well along with data
*/
template <typename T>
Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator=(Matrix<T>& other)
{
other.updateHost();
invalidateDevice();
m_data = other.m_data;
m_rows = other.m_rows;
m_cols = other.m_cols;
return *this;
}
/*!
* To initialize a matrix with some scalar value.
*
* \param elem The element you want to assign to all matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator=(const T& elem)
{
for(int i=0;i<size();i++)
{
m_data[i]= elem;
}
return *this;
}
/*!
* To get a subsection of matrix. This will creat a separate copy.
* \param row Index of row to get.
* \param rowWidth Width of the row of new Matrix.
* \param col Index of column to get.
* \param colWidth Width of column of new Matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::subsection(typename Matrix<T>::size_type row, typename
Matrix<T>::size_type col,typename Matrix<T>::size_type rowWidth, typename
Matrix<T>::size_type colWidth)
{
updateHost();
if(row+rowWidth>= total_rows())
throw "ERROR! row index and width is larger than total rows!\n";
if(col+colWidth>= total_cols())
throw "ERROR! column index and column width is larger than total columns!\n";
Matrix<T> *submat=new Matrix<T>(rowWidth, colWidth);
std::cout<<submat->total_rows()<<"
"<<submat->total_cols();
for(typename Matrix<T>::size_type r=row, rsub=0; rsub<rowWidth; r++, rsub++)
{
for(typename Matrix<T>::size_type c=col, csub=0; csub<colWidth; c++, csub++)
{
submat->at(rsub,csub)= this->at(r,c);
}
}
return *submat;
}
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/*!
* Add \p rhs matrix operation element wise to current matrix. Two matrices must be
* of same size.
* \param rhs The matrix which is used in addition to current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator+=(const Matrix<T>& rhs)
{
if(m_rows != rhs.m_rows || m_cols != rhs.m_cols)
throw skepu_error("ERROR: Matrix should be of same size for this operation!");
rhs.updateHost();
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
for(int r=0;r<m_rows; r++)
for(int c=0;c<m_cols;c++)
{
m_data[r*m_cols+c] += rhs.m_data[r*m_cols+c];
}
return *this;
}
/*!
* Adds a scalar value to all elements in the current matrix.
* \param rhs The value which is used in addition to current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator+=(const T& rhs)
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
for(int r=0;r<m_rows; r++)
for(int c=0;c<m_cols;c++)
{
m_data[r*m_cols+c] += rhs;
}
return *this;
}
/*!
* Subtract \p rhs matrix operation element wise to current matrix. Two matrices
* must be of same size.
* \param rhs The matrix which is used in subtraction to current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator-=(const Matrix<T>& rhs)
{
rhs.updateHost();
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
if(m_rows != rhs.m_rows || m_cols != rhs.m_cols)
throw skepu_error("ERROR: Matrix should be of same size for this operation!");
for(int r=0;r<m_rows; r++)
for(int c=0;c<m_cols;c++)
{
m_data[r*m_cols+c] -= rhs.m_data[r*m_cols+c];
}
return *this;
}
/*!
* Subtracts a scalar value to all elements in the current matrix.
* \param rhs The value which is used in subtraction to current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator-=(const T& rhs)
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
for(int r=0;r<m_rows; r++)
for(int c=0;c<m_cols;c++)
{
m_data[r*m_cols+c] -= rhs;
}
return *this;
}
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/*!
* Multiplies \p rhs matrix operation element wise to current matrix. Two matrices
* must be of same size. NB it is not matrix multiplication
* \param rhs The matrix which is used in multiplication to current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator*=(const Matrix<T>& rhs)
{
rhs.updateHost();
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
if(m_rows != rhs.m_rows || m_cols != rhs.m_cols)
throw skepu_error("ERROR: Matrix should be of same size for this operation!");
for(int r=0;r<m_rows; r++)
for(int c=0;c<m_cols;c++)
{
m_data[r*m_cols+c] *= rhs.m_data[r*m_cols+c];
}
return *this;
}
/*!
* Multiplies a scalar value to all elements in the current matrix.
* \param rhs The value which is used in multiplication to current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator*=(const T& rhs)
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
for(int r=0;r<m_rows; r++)
for(int c=0;c<m_cols;c++)
{
m_data[r*m_cols+c] *= rhs;
}
return *this;
}
/*!
* Divides \p rhs matrix operation element wise to current matrix. Two matrices must
* be of same size. NB it is not matrix multiplication
* \param rhs The matrix which is used in division to current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator/=(const Matrix<T>& rhs)
{
rhs.updateHost();
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
if(m_rows != rhs.m_rows || m_cols != rhs.m_cols)
throw skepu_error("ERROR: Matrix should be of same size for this operation!");
for(int r=0;r<m_rows; r++)
for(int c=0;c<m_cols;c++)
{
m_data[r*m_cols+c] /= rhs.m_data[r*m_cols+c];
}
return *this;
}
/*!
* Divides a scalar value to all elements in the current matrix.
* \param rhs The value which is used in division to current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator/=(const T& rhs)
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
for(int r=0;r<m_rows; r++)
for(int c=0;c<m_cols;c++)
{
m_data[r*m_cols+c] /= rhs;
}
return *this;
}
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/*!
* Taking Mod with \p rhs matrix, element wise to current matrix. Two matrices must
* be of same size.
* \param rhs The value which is used in taking mod to current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator%=(const Matrix<T>& rhs)
{
rhs.updateHost();
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
if(m_rows != rhs.m_rows || m_cols != rhs.m_cols)
throw skepu_error("ERROR: Matrix should be of same size for this operation!");
for(int r=0;r<m_rows; r++)
for(int c=0;c<m_cols;c++)
{
m_data[r*m_cols+c] %= rhs.m_data[r*m_cols+c];
}
return *this;
}
/*!
* Taking Mod with a scalar value to all elements in the current matrix.
* \param rhs The value which is used in taking mod to current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const Matrix<T>& Matrix<T>::operator%=(const T& rhs)
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
for(int r=0;r<m_rows; r++)
for(int c=0;c<m_cols;c++)
{
m_data[r*m_cols+c] %= rhs;
}
return *this;
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Operators END
///////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Regular interface functions START
///////////////////////////////////////////////
//Iterators
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector and \p
* skepu::Matrix::iterator.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::iterator Matrix<T>::begin()
{
return iterator(this, m_data.begin());
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector and \p
* skepu::Matrix::iterator. Uses \p row to get an iterator for that row.
* \param row The index of row from where to start iterator.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::iterator Matrix<T>::begin(unsigned row)
{
if(row>=total_rows())
{
std::cerr<<"ERROR! Row index is out of bound!\n";
throw;
}
return iterator(this, m_data.begin()+(row*total_cols()));
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector and \p
* skepu::Matrix::iterator.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::const_iterator Matrix<T>::begin() const
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{

return m_data.begin();

}

/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector and \p
* skepu::Matrix::iterator. Uses \p row to get an iterator for that row.
* \param row The index of row from where to start iterator.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::const_iterator Matrix<T>::begin(unsigned row) const
{
if(row>=total_rows())
{
std::cerr<<"ERROR! Row index is out of bound!\n";
throw;
}
return iterator(this, m_data.begin()+(row*total_cols()));
}
/*!
* This works by taking a transpose of current matrix. Returns begin and end iterator
* as \p std::pair. Can be used to make read-onkly traversal.
*/
template <typename T>
std::pair<typename Matrix<T>::const_iterator, typename Matrix<T>::const_iterator>
Matrix<T>::col_iterator_range()
{
if(transpose_matrix==0)
{
const Matrix<T> m= ~(*this);
transpose_matrix = new Matrix<T>(m);
}
return std::make_pair(transpose_matrix->m_data.begin(),
transpose_matrix->m_data.end());
}
/*!
* This works by taking a transpose of current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::col_iterator Matrix<T>::col_begin()
{
//
if(transpose_matrix==0)
//
{
//
const Matrix<T> m= ~(*this);
//
transpose_matrix = new Matrix<T>(m);
//
}
//
//
return transpose_matrix->m_data.begin();
return col_iterator(this, m_data.begin());
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector and \p
* skepu::Matrix::iterator.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::iterator Matrix<T>::end()
{
return iterator(this, m_data.end());
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector and \p
* skepu::Matrix::iterator. Get iterator to last element of \p row.
* \param row Index of row the iterator will point to the last element.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::iterator Matrix<T>::end(unsigned row)
{
if(row>=total_rows())
{
std::cerr<<"ERROR! Row index is out of bound!\n";
throw;
}
return iterator(this, m_data.end()-((total_rows()-(row+1))*total_cols()));
}
/*
template <typename T>
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typename Matrix<T>::iterator Matrix<T>::col_end()
{
if(transpose_matrix==0)
transpose_matrix = new Matrix<T>(~(*this));
return iterator(transpose_matrix, transpose_matrix->m_data.end());
}
*/
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector and \p
* skepu::Matrix::iterator.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::const_iterator Matrix<T>::end() const
{
return m_data.end();
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector and \p
* skepu::Matrix::iterator. Get iterator to last element of \p row.
* \param row Index of row the iterator will point to the last element.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::const_iterator Matrix<T>::end(unsigned row) const
{
if(row>=total_rows())
{
std::cerr<<"ERROR! Row index is out of bound!\n";
throw;
}
return iterator(this, m_data.end()-((total_rows()-(row+1))*total_cols()));
}
/*!
* This works by taking a transpose of current matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::col_iterator Matrix<T>::col_end()
{
//
if(transpose_matrix==0)
//
transpose_matrix = new Matrix<T>(~(*this));
//
//
return transpose_matrix->m_data.end();
return col_iterator(this, m_data.end());
}
//Capacity
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::size_type Matrix<T>::capacity() const
{
return m_data.capacity();
}
/*!
* resize matrix,,, invalidates all copies before resizing.
*/
template <typename T>
void Matrix<T>::resize(typename Matrix<T>::size_type _rows, typename
Matrix<T>::size_type _cols, T val)
{
if (_rows == m_rows && _cols == m_cols)
{
return;
}
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
typename Matrix<T>::container_type m( _rows*_cols, val);
typename Matrix<T>::size_type colSize = std::min(m_cols,_cols) * sizeof(T);
typename Matrix<T>::size_type minRow = std::min(m_rows,_rows);
for (int r=0; r < _rows; r++)
{
for(int c=0; c < _cols; c++)
{
if(r < m_rows && c < m_cols)
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m[(r * _cols + c)]= m_data[(r * m_cols + c)];
else
m[(r * _cols + c)]= val;
}
}
m_data = m;
m_rows = _rows;
m_cols = _cols;
nrows = m_rows;
ncols = m_cols;
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*/
template <typename T>
bool Matrix<T>::empty() const
{
return m_data.empty();
}
//Element access
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*
* Returns a \p proxy_elem instead of an ordinary element. The \p proxy_elem usually
* behaves like an ordinary, but there might be exceptions.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::proxy_elem Matrix<T>::at(typename Matrix<T>::size_type row,
typename Matrix<T>::size_type col)
{
return proxy_elem(*this, row*m_cols+col);
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector. Uses \p row and \p col
* instead of single index.
* \param row Index of row to get.
* \param col Index of column to get.
*/
template <typename T>
const T& Matrix<T>::at(typename Matrix<T>::size_type row, typename
Matrix<T>::size_type col ) const
{
updateHost();
if(row >= this->total_rows() || col >= this->total_cols())
throw "ERROR! Row or Column index is out of bound!";
return m_data.at(row*m_cols+col);
}
/*!
* Return index of last element of \p row.
*
* \param row Index of the row.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::size_type Matrix<T>::row_back(typename Matrix<T>::size_type row)
{
if(row>=m_rows)
throw "Row index out of bound exception";
updateHost();
typename Matrix<T>::size_type index= ((row+1) * m_cols)-1;
return index;
}
/*!
* Return last element of \p row.
*
* \param row Index of the row.
*/
template <typename T>
const T& Matrix<T>::row_back(typename Matrix<T>::size_type row) const
{
if(row>=m_rows)
throw "Row index out of bound exception";
updateHost();
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typename Matrix<T>::size_type index= ((row+1) * m_cols)-1;
return m_data[index];}
/*!
* Return index of first element of \p row in 1D container.
*
* \param row Index of the row.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::size_type Matrix<T>::row_front(typename Matrix<T>::size_type row)
{
if(row>=m_rows)
throw "Row index out of bound exception";
updateHost();
return (row * m_cols);
}
/*!
* Return first element of \p row.
*
* \param row Index of the row.
*/
template <typename T>
const T& Matrix<T>::row_front(typename Matrix<T>::size_type row) const
{
if(row>=m_rows)
throw skepu_error("Row index out of bound exception");
updateHost();
return m_data[(row * m_cols)];
}
/*!
* Returns proxy of last element in \p column.
*
* Returns a \p proxy_elem instead of an ordinary element. The \p proxy_elem usually
* behaves like an ordinary, but there might be exceptions.
* \p col Index of the column.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::proxy_elem Matrix<T>::col_back(typename Matrix<T>::size_type col)
{
if(col>=m_cols)
throw "Column index out of bound exception";
typename Matrix<T>::size_type index= ((m_rows-1)*m_cols)+col;
return proxy_elem(*this, index);
}
/*!
* Returns last element in \p column.
*
* \p col Index of the column.
*/
template <typename T>
const T& Matrix<T>::col_back(typename Matrix<T>::size_type col) const
{
if(col>=m_cols)
throw "Column index out of bound exception";
updateHost();
typename Matrix<T>::size_type index= ((m_rows-1)*m_cols)+col;
return m_data[index];
}
/*!
* Returns proxy of first element in \p column.
*
* Returns a \p proxy_elem instead of an ordinary element. The \p proxy_elem usually
* behaves like an ordinary, but there might be exceptions.
* \p col Index of the column.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::proxy_elem Matrix<T>::col_front(typename Matrix<T>::size_type col)
{
if(col>=m_cols)
throw "Column index out of bound exception";
return proxy_elem(*this, col);
}
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/*!
* Returns last element in \p column.
*
* \p col Index of the column.
*/
template <typename T>
const T& Matrix<T>::col_front(typename Matrix<T>::size_type col) const
{
if(col>=m_cols)
throw "Column index out of bound exception";
updateHost();
return m_data[col];
}
//Modifiers
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
* For using the cluster backend, assign the values to the matrix (through the
* constructor).
*/
template <typename T>
void Matrix<T>::assign(size_type nrows, size_type ncols, const T& val)
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
size_type num = (nrows * ncols);
m_data.assign(num, val);
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*/
template <typename T>
template<typename input_iterator>
void Matrix<T>::assign( input_iterator start, input_iterator end )
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
m_data.assign(start, end);
}
/*!
* Insert a value to a particular location in a matrix.
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*/
template <typename T>
#ifndef SKEPU_CLUSTER
void Matrix<T>::insert( typename Matrix<T>::iterator loc, size_type nrows, size_type
ncols, const T& val )
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
size_type num = (nrows * ncols);
return iterator(m_data.insert(loc, num, val), *this);
}
#else
void Matrix<T>::insert( typename Matrix<T>::iterator loc, size_type nrows, size_type
ncols, const T& val )
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
size_type num = (nrows * ncols);
m_data.insert(loc, num, val);
}
#endif
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
* Invalidates all copies before clear.
*/
template <typename T>
void Matrix<T>::clear()
{
invalidateDevice();
m_data.clear();
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
* Updates and invalidate the Matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::iterator Matrix<T>::erase( typename Matrix<T>::iterator loc )
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{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
return iterator(m_data.erase(loc), *this);
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
* Erases a certain number of elements pointed by \p start and \p end. Updates and
* Invalidates all copies before.
*/
template <typename T>
typename Matrix<T>::iterator Matrix<T>::erase( typename Matrix<T>::iterator start,
typename Matrix<T>::iterator end )
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
return iterator(m_data.erase(start, end), *this);
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
* Updates and invalidate both Matrices before swapping.
*/
template <typename T>
void Matrix<T>::swap(Matrix<T>& from)
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
from.updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
item_swap<typename Matrix<T>::size_type>(m_rows, from.m_rows);
item_swap<typename Matrix<T>::size_type>(m_cols, from.m_cols);
item_swap<typename Matrix::container_type>(m_data, from.m_data);
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Regular interface functions END
///////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Additions to interface START
///////////////////////////////////////////////
/*!
* Flushes the matrix, synchronizing it with the device then release all device
* allocations.
*/
template <typename T>
void Matrix<T>::flush()
{
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
flush_CL();
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
flush_CU();
#endif
}
///*!
// * Behaves like \p operator[] and unlike \p skepu::Vector, it cares about
* synchronizing with device.
// * Can be used when accessing to access elements row and column wise.
// *
// * \param row Index to a specific row of the Matrix.
// * \param col Index to a specific column of the Matrix.
// */
//template <typename T>
//typename Matrix<T>::proxy_elem Matrix<T>::operator()(const typename
//Matrix<T>::size_type row, const typename Matrix<T>::size_type col) const
//{
//
if(row >= this->total_rows() || col >= this->total_cols())
//
throw "ERROR! Row or Column index is out of bound!";
//
return proxy_elem(*this, row, col);
//}
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/*!
* Behaves like \p operator[] and unlike \p skepu::Vector, it cares about
* synchronizing with device.
* Can be used when accessing to access elements row and column wise.
*
* \param row Index to a specific row of the Matrix.
* \param col Index to a specific column of the Matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
const T& Matrix<T>::operator()(const typename Matrix<T>::size_type row, const
typename Matrix<T>::size_type col) const
{
updateHost();
if(row >= this->total_rows() || col >= this->total_cols())
throw "ERROR! Row or Column index is out of bound!";
return m_data[row * m_cols + col];
}
/*!
* Behaves like \p operator[] and unlike \p skepu::Vector, it cares about
* synchronizing with device.
* Can be used when accessing to access elements row and column wise.
*
* \param row Index to a specific row of the Matrix.
* \param col Index to a specific column of the Matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
T& Matrix<T>::operator()(const typename Matrix<T>::size_type row, const typename
Matrix<T>::size_type col)
{
updateHostAndInvalidateDevice();
if(row >= this->total_rows() || col >= this->total_cols())
throw "ERROR! Row or Column index is out of bound!";
return m_data[row * m_cols + col];
}
/*!
* Behaves like \p operator[] but does not care about synchronizing with device.
* Can be used when accessing many elements quickly so that no synchronization
* overhead effects performance. Make sure to properly synch with device by calling
* updateHost etc before use.
*
* \param index Index of element assuming continuous Matrix row-wise storage. To
* facilitate access using single indexing
*/
template <typename T>
T& Matrix<T>::operator()(const typename Matrix<T>::size_type index)
{
updateHost();
if(index >= (this->total_rows() * this->total_cols()))
throw "ERROR! Index is out of bound!";
return m_data[index];
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Additions to interface END
///////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Comparison operators START
///////////////////////////////////////////////
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*
*/
template <typename T>
bool Matrix<T>::operator==(const Matrix<T>& c1)
{
c1.updateHost();
updateHost();
return (c1.m_data == m_data);
}
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/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*
*/
template <typename T>
bool Matrix<T>::operator!=(const Matrix<T>& c1)
{
c1.updateHost();
updateHost();
return (c1.m_data != m_data);
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*
*/
template <typename T>
bool Matrix<T>::operator<(const Matrix<T>& c1)
{
c1.updateHost();
updateHost();
return (c1.m_data < m_data);
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*
*/
template <typename T>
bool Matrix<T>::operator>(const Matrix<T>& c1)
{
c1.updateHost();
updateHost();
return (c1.m_data > m_data);
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*
*/
template <typename T>
bool Matrix<T>::operator<=(const Matrix<T>& c1)
{
c1.updateHost();
updateHost();
return (c1.m_data <= m_data);
}
/*!
* Please refer to the documentation of \p std::vector.
*
*/
template <typename T>
bool Matrix<T>::operator>=(const Matrix<T>& c1)
{
c1.updateHost();
updateHost();
return (c1.m_data >= m_data);
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Comparison operators END
///////////////////////////////////////////////
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///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Private Helpers START
///////////////////////////////////////////////
/*!
* Private helper to swap any two elements of same type
*/
template<typename T>
template<typename Type>
void Matrix<T>::item_swap(Type &t1, Type &t2)
{
Type temp= t1;
t1=t2;
t2=temp;
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// Private Helpers END
///////////////////////////////////////////////
/*!
* Refresh a matrix.
*/
template <typename T>
void Matrix<T>::refresh(void)
{
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
if((isPartitioned==true) && !isCombined)
{
combine();
}
#endif
}
/****************************************************/
/*
Module : ceiling(x)
*/
/*
Description : Calculates the ceiling value.
*/
/*
Input : a float variable 'x'
*/
/*
Conditions : None
*/
/*
Output : the ceiling value
*/
/*
*/
/****************************************************/
float ceiling(float x)
{
return ( (x - (int)(x)) > 0 ? (int)(x + 1) : (int)(x));
}
/*!
* Combine the matrix values.
*/
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
template <typename T>
void Matrix<T>::combine(void)
{
isCombined = true;
isPartitioned = false;
int rows, cols;
int cluster_size = cluster.getSize();
if(cluster.getMyRank() == 0)
{
T tmp = (*this)[0];
rows = m_rows;
cols = m_cols;
int *recvcounts = new int[cluster_size];
int *displs = new int[cluster_size];
Matrix<T> recvbuf(rows, cols, (T)0.0);
int total_rows_assigned = 0;
for(int i=0 ; i < cluster_size ; i++)
{
int chunk_size = 0;
int index = ((chunk_size/cols) + total_rows_assigned) * cols;
if(total_rows_assigned == rows)
chunk_size = 0;
else if((rows-total_rows_assigned) <= ceiling((float)rows/cluster_size))
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chunk_size = (rows-total_rows_assigned) * cols;
else
chunk_size = ((ceiling((float)(rows) / (cluster_size))) * cols);
total_rows_assigned += chunk_size/cols;
recvcounts[i] = (i < cluster_size) ? chunk_size * (sizeof(T) /
sizeof(char)): 0;
displs[i] = (i < cluster_size) ? (index) * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char)): 0;
}
MPI_Gatherv((void*)&m_data[0], m_data.size()*(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)),
MPI_CHAR, (void*)&recvbuf[0], recvcounts, displs, MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
m_data.clear();
m_data.swap(recvbuf.m_data);
delete(recvcounts);
delete(displs);
}
else
{
T tmp = (*this)[0];
MPI_Gatherv((void*)&m_data[0], m_data.size()*(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)),
MPI_CHAR, NULL, NULL, NULL, MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
}
}
#endif
} // end namespace skepu
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Appendix D

Code for the Scan Skeleton
This appendix contains the code for the Scan skeleton class and the
kernels used by it. The code is divided into several files:
scan_kernels.h Contains the OpenCL and CUDA kernels for the Scan
skeleton.
scan.h Contains a class declaration for the Scan skeleton.
scan.inl Contains the definitions of non-backend specific member
functions for the Scan skeleton.
scan_cpu.inl Contains the definitions of CPU specific member functions
for the Scan skeleton.
scan_omp.inl Contains the definitions of OpenMP specific member
functions for the Scan skeleton.
scan_cl.inl Contains the definitions of OpenCL specific member
functions for the Scan skeleton.
scan_cu.inl Contains the definitions of CUDA specific member functions
for the Scan skeleton.
As part of our work, the extension has been made only to the
header file, non-backend specific inline file and the backend specific
inline files for CPU and OpenMP. So, only those codes have been
provided below:

D.1 scan.h
/*! \file scan.h
* \brief Contains a class declaration for the Scan skeleton.
*/
#ifndef SCAN_H
#define SCAN_H
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
#include <string>
#include <vector>
#ifdef USE_MAC_OPENCL
#include <OpenCL/opencl.h>
#else
#include <CL/cl.h>
#endif
#include "src/device_cl.h"
#endif
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"src/environment.h"
"skepu/vector.h"
"skepu/matrix.h"
"src/operator_macros.h"
"src/exec_plan.h"

namespace skepu
{
/*!
* Enumeration of the two types of Scan that can be performed: Inclusive and Exclusive.
*/
enum ScanType
{
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INCLUSIVE,
EXCLUSIVE
};
/*!
* \ingroup skeletons
*/
/*!
* \class Scan
* \author Johan Enmyren, Usman Dastgeer
* \version 0.7
*
* \brief A class representing the Scan skeleton.
*
* This class defines the Scan skeleton, also known as prefix sum. It is related to the
Reduce operation
* but instead of producing a single scalar result it produces an output vector of the
same length as the
* input with its elements being the reduction of itself all elements preceding it in
the input. For example the
* input vector [4 3 7 6 9] would produce the result vector [4 7 14 20 29]. The Scan
operation can either include
* or exclude the current element. It can be either inclusive or exclusive. In the
previous example a inclusive
* scan was performed, the exclusive result would be [0 4 7 14 20]. Exclusive scan is
sometimes called prescan.
* This Scan skeleton supports both variants by adding a parameter to the function
calls, default is inclusive.
*
* Once instantiated, it is meant to be used as a function and therefore overloading
* \p operator(). There are a few overloaded variants of this operator depending on if
a seperate output vector is provided
* or if vectors or iterators are used as parameters.
*
* If a certain backend is to be used, functions with the same interface as \p
operator() but by the names \p CPU, \p CU,
* \p CL, \p OMP exists for CPU, CUDA, OpenCL and OpenMP respectively.
*
* The Scan skeleton also includes a pointer to an Environment which, in turn, includes
the devices available to execute on.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
class Scan
{
public:
Scan(ScanFunc* scanFunc);
~Scan();
void finishAll() {m_environment->finishAll();}
void setExecPlan(ExecPlan& plan) {m_execPlan = plan;}
private:
Environment<int>* m_environment;
ScanFunc* m_scanFunc;
ExecPlan m_execPlan;
public:
template <typename T>
void operator()(Vector<T>& input, ScanType type, T init = T());
template <typename T>
void operator()(Matrix<T>& input, ScanType type, T init = T());
template <typename InputIterator>
void operator()(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType type,
typename InputIterator::value_type init = typename InputIterator::value_type());
template <typename T>
void operator()(Vector<T>& input, Vector<T>& output, ScanType type, T init = T());
template <typename T>
void operator()(Matrix<T>& input, Matrix<T>& output, ScanType type, T init = T());
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void operator()(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, OutputIterator
outputBegin, ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init = typename
InputIterator::value_type());
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public:
template <typename T>
void CPU(Vector<T>& input, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init = T());
template <typename T>
void CPU(Matrix<T>& input, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init = T());
template <typename InputIterator>
void CPU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType type =
INCLUSIVE, typename InputIterator::value_type init = typename
InputIterator::value_type());
template <typename T>
void CPU(Vector<T>& input, Vector<T>& output, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init =
T());
template <typename T>
void CPU(Matrix<T>& input, Matrix<T>& output, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init =
T());
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void CPU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, OutputIterator
outputBegin, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, typename InputIterator::value_type init =
typename InputIterator::value_type());
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENMP
public:
template <typename T>
void OMP(Vector<T>& input, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init = T());
template <typename T>
void OMP(Matrix<T>& input, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init = T());
template <typename InputIterator>
void OMP(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType type =
INCLUSIVE, typename InputIterator::value_type init = typename
InputIterator::value_type());
template <typename T>
void OMP(Vector<T>& input, Vector<T>& output, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init =
T());
template <typename T>
void OMP(Matrix<T>& input, Matrix<T>& output, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init =
T());
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void OMP(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, OutputIterator
outputBegin, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, typename InputIterator::value_type init =
typename InputIterator::value_type());
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
public:
template <typename T>
void CU(Vector<T>& input, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init = T(), int useNumGPU =
1);
template <typename T>
void CU(Matrix<T>& input, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init = T(), int useNumGPU =
1);
template <typename InputIterator>
void CU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE,
typename InputIterator::value_type init = typename InputIterator::value_type(), int
useNumGPU = 1);
template <typename T>
void CU(Vector<T>& input, Vector<T>& output, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init =
T(), int useNumGPU = 1);
template <typename T>
void CU(Matrix<T>& input, Matrix<T>& output, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init =
T(), int useNumGPU = 1);
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void CU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, OutputIterator
outputBegin, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, typename InputIterator::value_type init =
typename InputIterator::value_type(), int useNumGPU = 1);
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private:
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void scanSingleThread_CU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd,
OutputIterator outputBegin, ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init, int
deviceID);
template <typename T>
T scanLargeVectorRecursively_CU(DeviceMemPointer_CU<T>* input,
DeviceMemPointer_CU<T>* output, std::vector<DeviceMemPointer_CU<T>*>& blockSums,
unsigned int numElements, int level, ScanType type, T init, int deviceID);
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
public:
template <typename T>
void CL(Vector<T>& input, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init = T(), int useNumGPU =
1);
template <typename InputIterator>
void CL(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE,
typename InputIterator::value_type init = typename InputIterator::value_type(), int
useNumGPU = 1);
template <typename T>
void CL(Vector<T>& input, Vector<T>& output, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, T init =
T(), int useNumGPU = 1);
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void CL(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, OutputIterator
outputBegin, ScanType type = INCLUSIVE, typename InputIterator::value_type init =
typename InputIterator::value_type(), int useNumGPU = 1);
private:
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void scanSingle_CL(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, OutputIterator
outputBegin, ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init, int deviceID);
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void scanNumDevices_CL(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd,
OutputIterator outputBegin, ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init, int
numDevices);
template <typename T>
T scanLargeVectorRecursively_CL(DeviceMemPointer_CL<T>* input,
DeviceMemPointer_CL<T>* output, std::vector<DeviceMemPointer_CL<T>*>& blockSums,
unsigned int numElements, int level, ScanType type, T init, int deviceID);
private:
std::vector<std::pair<cl_kernel, Device_CL*> > m_scanKernels_CL;
std::vector<std::pair<cl_kernel, Device_CL*> > m_scanUpdateKernels_CL;
std::vector<std::pair<cl_kernel, Device_CL*> > m_scanAddKernels_CL;
void replaceText(std::string& text, std::string find, std::string replace);
void createOpenCLProgram();
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
private:
template <typename T>
Vector<T>& partition(Vector<T>& input);
template <typename T>
Vector<T>& combine(Vector<T>& input, Vector<T>& output, int size, ScanType type, T
init);
template <typename T>
Matrix<T>& partition(Matrix<T>& input);
template <typename T>
Matrix<T>& combine(Matrix<T>& input, Matrix<T>& output, int nrows, int ncols,
ScanType type, T init);
#endif
};
}

// end of Scan class

// end of skepu namespace

#include "src/scan.inl"
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#include "src/scan_cpu.inl"
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENMP
#include "src/scan_omp.inl"
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
#include "src/scan_cl.inl"
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
#include "src/scan_cu.inl"
#endif
#endif

D.2 scan.inl
/*! \file scan.inl
* \brief Contains the definitions of non-backend specific member functions for the
Scan skeleton.
*/
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENMP
#include <omp.h>
#endif
namespace skepu
{
/*!
* When creating an instance of the Scan skeleton, a pointer to a binary user function
must be provided.
* Also the environment is set and if \p SKEPU_OPENCL is defined, the appropriate
OpenCL program
* and kernel are created. Also creates a default execution plan which the skeleton
will use if no other is
* specified.
*
* \param scanFunc A pointer to a valid binary user function. Will be deleted in the
destructor.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
Scan<ScanFunc>::Scan(ScanFunc* scanFunc)
{
BackEndParams bp;
m_scanFunc = scanFunc;
m_environment = Environment<int>::getInstance();
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL) && !defined(SKEPU_CUDA) && SKEPU_NUMGPU == 1
bp.backend = CL_BACKEND;
#elif defined(SKEPU_OPENCL) && !defined(SKEPU_CUDA) && SKEPU_NUMGPU != 1
bp.backend = CLM_BACKEND;
#elif !defined(SKEPU_OPENCL) && defined(SKEPU_CUDA) && SKEPU_NUMGPU == 1
bp.backend = CU_BACKEND;
#elif !defined(SKEPU_OPENCL) && defined(SKEPU_CUDA) && SKEPU_NUMGPU != 1
bp.backend = CUM_BACKEND;
#elif defined(SKEPU_OPENCL) && defined(SKEPU_CUDA) && SKEPU_NUMGPU == 1
bp.backend = CL_BACKEND;
#elif defined(SKEPU_OPENCL) && defined(SKEPU_CUDA) && SKEPU_NUMGPU != 1
bp.backend = CLM_BACKEND;
#elif !defined(SKEPU_OPENCL) && !defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENMP)
bp.backend = OMP_BACKEND;
#else
bp.backend = CPU_BACKEND;
#endif
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
bp.maxThreads = m_environment->m_devices_CL.at(0)->getMaxThreads();
bp.maxBlocks = m_environment->m_devices_CL.at(0)->getMaxBlocks();
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_CUDA
bp.maxThreads = m_environment->m_devices_CU.at(0)->getMaxThreads();
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bp.maxBlocks = m_environment->m_devices_CU.at(0)->getMaxBlocks();
#endif
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENMP
bp.numOmpThreads = omp_get_max_threads();
#endif
m_execPlan.add(1, 100000000, bp);
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENCL
createOpenCLProgram();
#endif
}
/*!
* When the Scan skeleton is destroyed, it deletes the user function it was created
with.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
Scan<ScanFunc>::~Scan()
{
delete m_scanFunc;
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Vector. With itself as output.
*
* Depending on which backend was used, different versions of the skeleton is called.
* If \p SKEPU_CUDA is defined, the CUDA backend is used, similarly if \p SKEPU_OPENCL
* or \p SKEPU_OPENMP are defined then the OpenCL or OpenMP backend is used. As a
fallback
* there is always a CPU version.
*
* \param input A vector which will be scanned. It will be overwritten with the result.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::operator()(Vector<T>& input, ScanType type, T init)
{
int size = input.size();
BackEnd backEnd = m_execPlan.find(size);
switch(backEnd)
{
case CUM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
return CU(input, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
#endif
case CU_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
return CU(input, type, init, 1);
#endif
case CLM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
return CL(input, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
#endif
case CL_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
return CL(input, type, init, 1);
#endif
case OMP_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENMP)
return OMP(input, type, init);
#endif
case CPU_BACKEND:
return CPU(input, type, init);
default:
return CPU(input, type, init);
}
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Matrix. With itself as output.
*
* Depending on which backend was used, different versions of the skeleton is called.
* If \p SKEPU_CUDA is defined, the CUDA backend is used, similarly if \p SKEPU_OPENCL
* or \p SKEPU_OPENMP are defined then the OpenCL or OpenMP backend is used. As a
fallback
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* there is always a CPU version.
*
* \param input A matrix which will be scanned. It will be overwritten with the result.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::operator()(Matrix<T>& input, ScanType type, T init)
{
int size = input.size();
BackEnd backEnd = m_execPlan.find(size);
switch(backEnd)
{
case CUM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
return CU(input, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
#endif
case CU_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
return CU(input, type, init, 1);
#endif
case CLM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
return CL(input, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
#endif
case CL_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
return CL(input, type, init, 1);
#endif
case OMP_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENMP)
return OMP(input, type, init);
#endif
case CPU_BACKEND:
return CPU(input, type, init);
default:
return CPU(input, type, init);
}
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a range of elements. With the same range as output.
*
* Depending on which backend was used, different versions of the skeleton is called.
* If \p SKEPU_CUDA is defined, the CUDA backend is used, similarly if \p SKEPU_OPENCL
* or \p SKEPU_OPENMP are defined then the OpenCL or OpenMP backend is used. As a
fallback
* there is always a CPU version.
*
* \param inputBegin A Vector::iterator to the first element in the range.
* \param inputEnd A Vector::iterator to the last element of the range.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename InputIterator>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::operator()(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd,
ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init)
{
int size = inputEnd - inputBegin;
BackEnd backEnd = m_execPlan.find(size);
switch(backEnd)
{
case CUM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
return CU(inputBegin, inputEnd, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
#endif
case CU_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
return CU(inputBegin, inputEnd, type, init, 1);
#endif
case CLM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
return CL(inputBegin, inputEnd, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
#endif
case CL_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
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return CL(inputBegin, inputEnd, type, init, 1);
#endif
case OMP_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENMP)
return OMP(inputBegin, inputEnd, type, init);
#endif
case CPU_BACKEND:
return CPU(inputBegin, inputEnd, type, init);
default:
return CPU(inputBegin, inputEnd, type, init);
}
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Vector. With a seperate Vector as output.
*
* Depending on which backend was used, different versions of the skeleton is called.
* If \p SKEPU_CUDA is defined, the CUDA backend is used, similarly if \p SKEPU_OPENCL
* or \p SKEPU_OPENMP are defined then the OpenCL or OpenMP backend is used. As a
fallback
* there is always a CPU version.
*
* \param input A vector which will be scanned.
* \param output The result vector, will be overwritten with the result and resized if
needed.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::operator()(Vector<T>& input, Vector<T>& output, ScanType type, T
init)
{
int size = input.size();
BackEnd backEnd = m_execPlan.find(size);
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
input = partition(input);
output.resize(input.size());
#endif
switch(backEnd)
{
case CUM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
CU(input, output, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
break;
#endif
case CU_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
CU(input, output, type, init, 1);
break;
#endif
case CLM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
CL(input, output, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
break;
#endif
case CL_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
CL(input, output, type, init, 1);
break;
#endif
case OMP_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENMP)
OMP(input, output, type, init);
break;
#endif
case CPU_BACKEND:
CPU(input, output, type, init);
break;
default:
CPU(input, output, type, init);
break;
}
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
output = combine(input, output, input.placeholder_size, type, init);
#endif
}
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/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Matrix. With a seperate Matrix as output.
*
* Depending on which backend was used, different versions of the skeleton is called.
* If \p SKEPU_CUDA is defined, the CUDA backend is used, similarly if \p SKEPU_OPENCL
* or \p SKEPU_OPENMP are defined then the OpenCL or OpenMP backend is used. As a
* fallback there is always a CPU version.
*
* \param input A Matrix which will be scanned.
* \param output The result matrix, will be overwritten with the result and resized if
* needed.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::operator()(Matrix<T>& input, Matrix<T>& output, ScanType type, T
init)
{
int size = input.size();
BackEnd backEnd = m_execPlan.find(size);
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
if(skepu::cluster.getMyRank() == 0)
{
int cluster_size = skepu::cluster.getSize();
//-------------------------- FOR ROOT RANK --------------------------//
int chunk_size = ((ceiling((float)(input.nrows) / (cluster_size)))*input.ncols);
int total_rows_assigned = chunk_size/input.ncols;
//-------------------------- FOR EACH NON-ROOT RANK --------------------------//
for(int i=0 ; i < (cluster_size-1) ; i++)
{
int chunk_size = 0;
if(total_rows_assigned == input.nrows)
chunk_size = 0;
else if((input.nrows-total_rows_assigned) <=
ceiling((float)input.nrows/cluster_size))
chunk_size = (input.nrows-total_rows_assigned) * input.ncols;
else
chunk_size = ((ceiling((float)(input.nrows) /
(cluster_size)))*input.ncols);
total_rows_assigned += chunk_size/input.ncols;
if(i < (cluster_size-1))
MPI_Send(&chunk_size, 1, MPI_INT, (i+1), 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
}
input.nrows = (chunk_size/input.ncols);
}
else
{
MPI_Status status;
int chunk_size = 0;
MPI_Recv(&chunk_size, 1, MPI_INT, 0, 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);
input.nrows = (chunk_size/input.ncols);
}
if(!input.isPartitioned)
input = partition(input);
output.m_data.resize(input.m_data.size());
output.nrows = (cluster.getMyRank() == 0) ? output.total_rows() : input.nrows;
output.isPartitioned = 1;
output.isCombined = 0;
#endif
switch(backEnd)
{
case CUM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
CU(input, output, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
break;
#endif
case CU_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
CU(input, output, type, init, 1);
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break;
#endif
case CLM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
CL(input, output, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
break;
#endif
case CL_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
CL(input, output, type, init, 1);
break;
#endif
case OMP_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENMP)
OMP(input, output, type, init);
break;
#endif
case CPU_BACKEND:
CPU(input, output, type, init);
break;
default:
CPU(input, output, type, init);
break;
}
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
output = combine(input, output, output.nrows, output.ncols, type, init);
#endif
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a range of elements. With a seperate output range.
*
* Depending on which backend was used, different versions of the skeleton is called.
* If \p SKEPU_CUDA is defined, the CUDA backend is used, similarly if \p SKEPU_OPENCL
* or \p SKEPU_OPENMP are defined then the OpenCL or OpenMP backend is used. As a
fallback
* there is always a CPU version.
*
* \param inputBegin A Vector::iterator to the first element in the range.
* \param inputEnd A Vector::iterator to the last element of the range.
* \param outputBegin A Vector::iterator to the first element of the output range.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::operator()(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd,
OutputIterator outputBegin, ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init)
{
int size = inputEnd - inputBegin;
BackEnd backEnd = m_execPlan.find(size);
switch(backEnd)
{
case CUM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
return CU(inputBegin, inputEnd, outputBegin, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
#endif
case CU_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_CUDA)
return CU(inputBegin, inputEnd, outputBegin, type, init, 1);
#endif
case CLM_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
return CL(inputBegin, inputEnd, outputBegin, type, init, SKEPU_NUMGPU);
#endif
case CL_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENCL)
return CL(inputBegin, inputEnd, outputBegin, type, init, 1);
#endif
case OMP_BACKEND:
#if defined(SKEPU_OPENMP)
return OMP(inputBegin, inputEnd, outputBegin, type, init);
#endif
case CPU_BACKEND:
return CPU(inputBegin, inputEnd, outputBegin, type, init);
default:
return CPU(inputBegin, inputEnd, outputBegin, type, init);
}
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}
#ifdef SKEPU_CLUSTER
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
Vector<T>& Scan<ScanFunc>::partition(Vector<T>& input)
{
int size = input.placeholder_size;
if(cluster.getMyRank() == 0)
{
int cluster_size = cluster.getSize();
int *sendcounts = new int[cluster_size];
int *displs = new int[cluster_size];
Vector<T> recvbuf;
recvbuf.resize(size/cluster_size);
for(int i=0;i<cluster_size;i++)
{
int chunk_size = ((i == (cluster_size-1)) ?
(size / cluster_size + size % cluster_size) :
(size / cluster_size));
int index = i*(size/cluster_size);
sendcounts[i] = (i < cluster_size) ? chunk_size * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char)):
0;
displs[i] = (i < cluster_size) ? (index) * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char)): 0;
}
T combine(T value);
MPI_Scatterv((void*)&input[0],sendcounts,displs,MPI_CHAR,(void*)&recvbuf[0],
(size/cluster_size)*(sizeof(T) / sizeof(char)),MPI_CHAR,0,MPI_COMM_WORLD);
input.clear();
input.swap(recvbuf);
}
else
{
MPI_Status status;
int cluster_size = cluster.getSize();
int chunk_size = 0;
input.resize(1);
chunk_size = (((cluster.getMyRank() == (cluster_size-1)) ?
(size / cluster_size + size % cluster_size) :
(size / cluster_size)));
input.resize(chunk_size);
MPI_Scatterv(NULL,NULL,NULL,MPI_CHAR,(void*)&input[0],chunk_size*(sizeof(T) /
sizeof(char)),MPI_CHAR,0,MPI_COMM_WORLD);
}
return input;
}
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
Vector<T>& Scan<ScanFunc>::combine(Vector<T>& input, Vector<T>& output, int size,
ScanType type, T init)
{
int cluster_size = cluster.getSize();
if(cluster.getMyRank() == 0)
{
T value = output.at(output.size()-1);
T* rbuf = new T[cluster_size];
int *recvcounts = new int[cluster_size];
int *displs = new int[cluster_size];
for(int i=0; i<cluster_size; i++)
{
recvcounts[i] = (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char));
displs[i] = i * (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char));
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}
MPI_Allgatherv(&value, (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, rbuf, recvcounts,
displs, MPI_CHAR, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
// Final data gathering
Vector<T> recvbuf;
for(int i=0;i<cluster_size;i++)
{
int chunk_size = ((i == (cluster_size-1)) ? (size / cluster_size + size %
cluster_size) : (size / cluster_size));
int index = i*(size/cluster_size);
recvcounts[i] = (i < cluster_size) ? chunk_size * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char)):
0;
displs[i] = (i < cluster_size) ? (index * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char))): 0;
}
recvbuf.resize(size);
MPI_Gatherv((void*)&output[0], output.size()*(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR,
(void*)&recvbuf[0], recvcounts, displs, MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
output.clear();
output.swap(recvbuf);
}
else
{
T value = output.at(size-1);
T* rbuf = new T[cluster_size];
int *recvcounts = new int[cluster_size];
int *displs = new int[cluster_size];
for(int i=0; i<cluster_size; i++)
{
recvcounts[i] = (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char));
displs[i] = i * (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char));
}
MPI_Allgatherv(&value, (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, rbuf, recvcounts,
displs, MPI_CHAR, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
value = rbuf[0];
for(int i=1; i<cluster.getMyRank(); i++)
{
value = m_scanFunc->CPU(value, rbuf[i]);
}
Vector<T> newvect;
int s = output.size();
for(int i=0;i<s;i++)
{
newvect.push_back(m_scanFunc->CPU(output.at(i), value));
}
output.swap(newvect);
// Final data gathering
if(cluster.getMyRank() >= cluster_size)
output.clear();
MPI_Gatherv((void*)&output[0], output.size()*(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR,
NULL, NULL, NULL, MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
}
return output;
}
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
Matrix<T>& Scan<ScanFunc>::partition(Matrix<T>& input)
{
int chunk_size = input.nrows*input.ncols;
if(cluster.getMyRank() == 0)
{
int cluster_size = cluster.getSize();
int *sendcounts = new int[cluster_size];
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int *displs = new int[cluster_size];
//-------------------------- FOR ROOT RANK --------------------------//
int total_rows_assigned = 0;
int index = 0;
sendcounts[0] = chunk_size * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char));
displs[0] = index * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char));
//-------------------------- FOR EACH NON-ROOT RANK --------------------------//
for(int i=1 ; i < cluster_size ; i++)
{
total_rows_assigned += input.nrows;
int chunk_size = (input.total_rows()-total_rows_assigned <= input.nrows) ?
(input.total_rows()-total_rows_assigned)*input.ncols :
input.nrows*input.ncols ;
index = (input.total_rows()-total_rows_assigned <= input.nrows) ?
(index+chunk_size) : (i*chunk_size);
sendcounts[i] = (i < cluster_size) ? chunk_size * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char)):
0;
displs[i] = (i < cluster_size) ? (index) * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char)): 0;
}
MPI_Scatterv((void*)&input.m_data[0], sendcounts, displs, MPI_CHAR,
(void*)&input.m_data[0], chunk_size * (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, 0,
MPI_COMM_WORLD);
input.resize(input.nrows, input.ncols);
/*std::cout << "\nInput sub-matrix after MPI Scatterv and after swap at rank "
<< cluster.getMyRank() << " (" << (chunk_size/input.ncols) << " X "
<< input.ncols << "): \n";
for(int i=0 ; i < input.m_data.size() ; ++i)
{
std::cout << input.m_data[i] << " ";
if((i+1)%(input.ncols)==0)
std::cout << "\n";
}
std::cout << "\n";*/
}
else
{
input.resize(input.nrows, input.ncols);
MPI_Scatterv(NULL, NULL, NULL, MPI_CHAR, (void*)&input.m_data[0],
chunk_size*(sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
/*std::cout << "\nInput sub-matrix after MPI Scatterv and after swap at rank " <<
cluster.getMyRank() << " (" << input.nrows << " X " << input.ncols << "): \n";
for(int i=0 ; i < input.m_data.size() ; ++i)
{
std::cout << input.m_data[i] << " ";
if((i+1)%(input.ncols)==0)
std::cout << "\n";
}
std::cout << "\n";*/
}
input.isPartitioned = 1;
input.isCombined = 0;
return input;
}
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
Matrix<T>& Scan<ScanFunc>::combine(Matrix<T>& input, Matrix<T>& output, int nrows, int
ncols, ScanType type, T init)
{
int cluster_size = cluster.getSize();
int chunk_size = input.nrows*input.ncols;
if(cluster.getMyRank() == 0)
{
T value = output.m_data.at(output.size()-1);
T* rbuf = new T[cluster_size];
int *recvcounts = new int[cluster_size];
int *displs = new int[cluster_size];
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for(int i=0; i<cluster_size; i++)
{
recvcounts[i] = (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char));
displs[i] = i * (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char));
}
MPI_Allgatherv(&value, (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, rbuf, recvcounts,
displs, MPI_CHAR, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
// Final data gathering
Matrix<T> recvbuf(nrows, ncols, (T)0.0);
//-------------------------- FOR ROOT RANK --------------------------//
int total_rows_assigned = 0;
int index = 0;
recvcounts[0] = chunk_size * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char));
displs[0] = index * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char));
//-------------------------- FOR EACH NON-ROOT RANK --------------------------//
for(int i=1 ; i < cluster_size ; i++)
{
total_rows_assigned += input.nrows;
int chunk_size = (output.total_rows()-total_rows_assigned <= input.nrows) ?
(output.total_rows()-total_rows_assigned)*input.ncols :
input.nrows*input.ncols ;
recvcounts[i] = (i >= cluster_size || displs[i-1]+recvcounts[i-1] ==
output.total_rows()*output.total_cols()*(sizeof(T) /
sizeof(char))) ? 0 : chunk_size * (sizeof(T) / sizeof(char));
displs[i] = displs[i-1]+recvcounts[i-1];
}
MPI_Gatherv((void*)&output.m_data[0], (output.m_data.size())*(sizeof(T) /
sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, (void*)&recvbuf[0], recvcounts, displs, MPI_CHAR, 0,
MPI_COMM_WORLD);
output.m_data.clear();
output.m_data.swap(recvbuf.m_data);
delete(recvcounts);
delete(displs);
}
else
{
T value = (nrows != 0) ? output.m_data.at((nrows*ncols)-1) : 0;
T* rbuf = new T[cluster_size];
int *recvcounts = new int[cluster_size];
int *displs = new int[cluster_size];
for(int i=0; i<cluster_size; i++)
{
recvcounts[i] = (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char));
displs[i] = i * (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char));
}
MPI_Allgatherv(&value, (sizeof(T)/sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, rbuf, recvcounts,
displs, MPI_CHAR, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
value = rbuf[0];
for(int i=1; i<cluster.getMyRank(); i++)
{
value = m_scanFunc->CPU(value, rbuf[i]);
}
Matrix<T> newmatr;
int s = output.size();
for(int i=0;i<s;i++)
{
newmatr.m_data.push_back(m_scanFunc->CPU(output.m_data.at(i), value));
}
output.swap(newmatr);
// Final data gathering
if(cluster.getMyRank() >= cluster_size)
output.clear();
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MPI_Gatherv((void*)&output.m_data[0], (output.m_data.size())*(sizeof(T) /
sizeof(char)), MPI_CHAR, NULL, NULL, NULL, MPI_CHAR, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
}
output.isPartitioned = 0;
output.isCombined = 1;
return output;
}
#endif
}

D.3 scan_cpu.inl
/*! \file scan_cpu.inl
* \brief Contains the definitions of CPU specific member functions for the Scan
skeleton.
*/
#include <iostream>
#include "debug.h"
#include "operator_type.h"
namespace skepu
{
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Vector on the \em CPU with itself as output. A wrapper
for
* CPU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType type, typename
InputIterator::value_type init).
*
* \param input A vector which will be scanned. It will be overwritten with the result.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::CPU(Vector<T>& input, ScanType type, T init)
{
CPU(input.begin(), input.end(), type, init);
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Matrix on the \em CPU with itself as output. A wrapper
for
* CPU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType type, typename
InputIterator::value_type init).
*
* \param input A matrix which will be scanned. It will be overwritten with the result.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::CPU(Matrix<T>& input, ScanType type, T init)
{
CPU(input.begin(), input.end(), type, init);
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a range of elements on the \em CPU with the same range as
output.
*
* \param inputBegin A Vector::iterator to the first element in the range.
* \param inputEnd A Vector::iterator to the last element of the range.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename InputIterator>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::CPU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType
type, typename InputIterator::value_type init)
{
DEBUG_TEXT_LEVEL1("SCAN CPU\n")
if(m_scanFunc->funcType != BINARY)
{
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std::cerr<<"Wrong operator type!\n";
return;
}
//Make sure we are properly synched with device data
inputBegin.getParent().invalidateDevice();
// Uses operator() below instead of * or [] to avoid implicit synchronization and
// unnecessary function calls.
if(type == INCLUSIVE)
{
for(++inputBegin; inputBegin != inputEnd; ++inputBegin)
{
inputBegin(0) = m_scanFunc->CPU(inputBegin(-1), inputBegin(0));
}
}
else
{
typename InputIterator::value_type out_before = init;
typename InputIterator::value_type out_current = inputBegin(0);
inputBegin(0) = out_before;
for(++inputBegin; inputBegin != inputEnd; ++inputBegin)
{
out_before = inputBegin(0);
inputBegin(0) = m_scanFunc->CPU(out_current, inputBegin(-1));
typename InputIterator::value_type temp = out_before;
out_before = out_current;
out_current = temp;
}
}
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Vector on the \em CPU with a seperate output vector.
Wrapper for
* CPU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, OutputIterator outputBegin,
ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init).
*
* \param input A vector which will be scanned.
* \param output The result vector, will be overwritten with the result and resized if
needed.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::CPU(Vector<T>& input, Vector<T>& output, ScanType type, T init)
{
if(input.size() != output.size())
{
output.clear();
output.resize(input.size());
}
CPU(input.begin(), input.end(), output.begin(), type, init);
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Matrix on the \em CPU with a seperate output matrix.
Wrapper for
* CPU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, OutputIterator outputBegin,
ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init).
*
* \param input A Matrix which will be scanned.
* \param output The result matrix, will be overwritten with the result and resized if
needed.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::CPU(Matrix<T>& input, Matrix<T>& output, ScanType type, T init)
{
if(input.size() != output.size())
{
output.clear();
output.resize(input.total_rows(), input.total_cols());
}
CPU(input.begin(), input.end(), output.begin(), type, init);
}
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/*!
* Performs the Scan on a range of elements on the \em CPU with a seperate output
range.
*
* \param inputBegin A Vector::iterator to the first element in the range.
* \param inputEnd A Vector::iterator to the last element of the range.
* \param outputBegin A Vector::iterator to the first element of the output range.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::CPU(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd,
OutputIterator outputBegin, ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init)
{
DEBUG_TEXT_LEVEL1("SCAN CPU\n")
if(m_scanFunc->funcType != BINARY)
{
std::cerr<<"Wrong operator type!\n";
return;
}
//Make sure we are properly synched with device data
outputBegin.getParent().invalidateDevice();
inputBegin.getParent().updateHost();
// Uses operator() below instead of * or [] to avoid implicit synchronization and
// unnecessary function calls.
if(type == INCLUSIVE)
{
if(inputBegin != inputEnd)
{
outputBegin(0) = inputBegin(0);
for(++inputBegin, ++outputBegin; inputBegin != inputEnd; ++inputBegin,
++outputBegin)
{
outputBegin(0) = m_scanFunc->CPU(outputBegin(-1), inputBegin(0));
}
}
}
else
{
if(inputBegin != inputEnd)
{
outputBegin(0) = init;
++inputBegin;
}
for( ++outputBegin; inputBegin != inputEnd; ++inputBegin, ++outputBegin)
{
outputBegin(0) = m_scanFunc->CPU(outputBegin(-1), inputBegin(-1));
}
}
}
}

D.4 scan_omp.inl
/*! \file scan_omp.inl
* \brief Contains the definitions of OpenMP specific member functions for the Scan
skeleton.
*/
#ifdef SKEPU_OPENMP
#include <omp.h>
#include <iostream>
#include "debug.h"
#include "operator_type.h"
namespace skepu
{
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Vector with itself as output using \em OpenMP as
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backend. A wrapper for
* OMP(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType type, typename
InputIterator::value_type init).
*
* \param input A vector which will be scanned. It will be overwritten with the result.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::OMP(Vector<T>& input, ScanType type, T init)
{
OMP(input.begin(), input.end(), type, init);
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Matrix with itself as output using \em OpenMP as
backend. A wrapper for
* OMP(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType type, typename
InputIterator::value_type init).
*
* \param input A matrix which will be scanned. It will be overwritten with the result.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::OMP(Matrix<T>& input, ScanType type, T init)
{
OMP(input.begin(), input.end(), type, init);
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a range of elements with the same range as output using \em
OpenMP as backend.
*
* \param inputBegin A Vector::iterator to the first element in the range.
* \param inputEnd A Vector::iterator to the last element of the range.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename InputIterator>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::OMP(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, ScanType
type, typename InputIterator::value_type init)
{
DEBUG_TEXT_LEVEL1("SCAN OMP\n")
if(m_scanFunc->funcType != BINARY)
{
std::cerr<<"Wrong operator type!\n";
return;
}
omp_set_num_threads(m_execPlan.numOmpThreads(inputEnd-inputBegin));
//Make sure we are properly synched with device data
inputBegin.getParent().invalidateDevice();
// Setup parameters needed to parallelize with OpenMP
int n = inputEnd-inputBegin;
int nthr = omp_get_max_threads();
int q = n/nthr;
int rest = n%nthr;
int myid, first, last;
if(q < 2)
{
omp_set_num_threads(n/2);
nthr = omp_get_max_threads();
q = n/nthr;
rest = n%nthr;
}
// Array to store partial thread results in.
std::vector<typename InputIterator::value_type> offset_array(nthr);
#ifdef SKEPU_MEASURE_TIME_DISTRIBUTION
kernelExecTimer.start();
#endif
if(type == INCLUSIVE)
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{
#pragma omp parallel private(myid, first, last)
{
myid = omp_get_thread_num();
first = myid*q;
if(myid == nthr-1)
{
last = (myid+1)*q+rest;
}
else
{
last = (myid+1)*q;
}
// First let each thread make their own scan and saved the result in a
partial result array.
for(int i = first+1; i < last; ++i)
{
inputBegin(i) = m_scanFunc->CPU(inputBegin(i-1), inputBegin(i));
}
offset_array[myid] = inputBegin(last-1);
// Let the master thread scan the partial result array
#pragma omp barrier
#pragma omp master
{
for(int i = 1; i < nthr; ++i)
{
offset_array[i] = m_scanFunc->CPU(offset_array[i-1],
offset_array[i]);
}
}
#pragma omp barrier
if(myid != 0)
{
// Add the scanned partial results to each threads work batch.
for(int i = first; i < last; ++i)
{
inputBegin(i) = m_scanFunc->CPU(inputBegin(i), offset_array[myid1]);
}
}
}
}
else
{
#pragma omp parallel private(myid, first, last)
{
myid = omp_get_thread_num();
first = myid*q;
if(myid == nthr-1)
{
last = (myid+1)*q+rest;
}
else
{
last = (myid+1)*q;
}
// First let each thread make their own scan and saved the result in a
partial result array.
typename InputIterator::value_type out_before = init;
typename InputIterator::value_type out_current = inputBegin(first);
typename InputIterator::value_type psum = inputBegin(first);
inputBegin(first) = out_before;
for(int i = first+1; i < last; ++i)
{
psum = m_scanFunc->CPU(psum, inputBegin(i));
out_before = inputBegin(i);
inputBegin(i) = m_scanFunc->CPU(out_current, inputBegin(i-1));
typename InputIterator::value_type temp = out_before;
out_before = out_current;
out_current = temp;
}
offset_array[myid] = psum;
// Let the master thread scan the partial result array
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#pragma omp barrier
#pragma omp master
{
for(int i = 1; i < nthr; ++i)
{
offset_array[i] = m_scanFunc->CPU(offset_array[i-1],
offset_array[i]);
}
}
#pragma omp barrier
if(myid != 0)
{
// Add the scanned partial results to each threads work batch.
for(int i = first; i < last; ++i)
{
inputBegin(i) = m_scanFunc->CPU(inputBegin(i), offset_array[myid1]);
}
}
}
}
#ifdef SKEPU_MEASURE_TIME_DISTRIBUTION
kernelExecTimer.stop();
#endif
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Vector with a seperate output vector using \em OpenMP
as backend. Wrapper for
* OMP(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, OutputIterator outputBegin,
ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init).
*
* \param input A vector which will be scanned.
* \param output The result vector, will be overwritten with the result and resized if
needed.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::OMP(Vector<T>& input, Vector<T>& output, ScanType type, T init)
{
if(input.size() != output.size())
{
output.clear();
output.resize(input.size());
}
OMP(input.begin(), input.end(), output.begin(), type, init);
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a whole Matrix with a seperate output matrix using \em OpenMP
as backend. Wrapper for
* OMP(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd, OutputIterator outputBegin,
ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init).
*
* \param input A matrix which will be scanned.
* \param output The result matrix, will be overwritten with the result and resized if
needed.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename T>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::OMP(Matrix<T>& input, Matrix<T>& output, ScanType type, T init)
{
if(input.size() != output.size())
{
output.clear();
output.resize(input.total_rows(), input.total_cols());
}
OMP(input.begin(), input.end(), output.begin(), type, init);
}
/*!
* Performs the Scan on a range of elements with a seperate output range using \em
OpenMP as backend.
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*
* \param inputBegin A Vector::iterator to the first element in the range.
* \param inputEnd A Vector::iterator to the last element of the range.
* \param outputBegin A Vector::iterator to the first element of the output range.
* \param type The scan type, either INCLUSIVE or EXCLUSIVE.
* \param init The initialization value for exclusive scans.
*/
template <typename ScanFunc>
template <typename InputIterator, typename OutputIterator>
void Scan<ScanFunc>::OMP(InputIterator inputBegin, InputIterator inputEnd,
OutputIterator outputBegin, ScanType type, typename InputIterator::value_type init)
{
DEBUG_TEXT_LEVEL1("SCAN OMP\n")
if(m_scanFunc->funcType != BINARY)
{
std::cerr<<"Wrong operator type!\n";
return;
}
omp_set_num_threads(m_execPlan.numOmpThreads(inputEnd-inputBegin));
//Make sure we are properly synched with device data
outputBegin.getParent().invalidateDevice();
inputBegin.getParent().updateHost();
// Setup parameters needed to parallelize with OpenMP
int n = inputEnd-inputBegin;
int nthr = omp_get_max_threads();
int q = n/nthr;
int rest = n%nthr;
int myid, first, last;
if(q < 2)
{
omp_set_num_threads(n/2);
nthr = omp_get_max_threads();
q = n/nthr;
rest = n%nthr;
}
// Array to store partial thread results in.
std::vector<typename InputIterator::value_type> offset_array(nthr);
#ifdef SKEPU_MEASURE_TIME_DISTRIBUTION
kernelExecTimer.start();
#endif
if(type == INCLUSIVE)
{
#pragma omp parallel private(myid, first, last)
{
myid = omp_get_thread_num();
first = myid*q;
if(myid == nthr-1)
{
last = (myid+1)*q+rest;
}
else
{
last = (myid+1)*q;
}
// First let each thread make their own scan and saved the result in a
partial result array.
if(inputBegin != inputEnd)
{
outputBegin(first) = inputBegin(first);
}
for(int i = first+1; i < last; ++i)
{
outputBegin(i) = m_scanFunc->CPU(outputBegin(i-1), inputBegin(i));
}
offset_array[myid] = outputBegin(last-1);
// Let the master thread scan the partial result array
#pragma omp barrier
#pragma omp master
{
for(int i = 1; i < nthr; ++i)
{
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offset_array[i] = m_scanFunc->CPU(offset_array[i-1],
offset_array[i]);
}
}
#pragma omp barrier
if(myid != 0)
{
// Add the scanned partial results to each threads work batch.
for(int i = first; i < last; ++i)
{
outputBegin(i) = m_scanFunc->CPU(outputBegin(i), offset_array[myid1]);
}
}
}
}
else
{
#pragma omp parallel private(myid, first, last)
{
myid = omp_get_thread_num();
first = myid*q;
if(myid == nthr-1)
{
last = (myid+1)*q+rest;
}
else
{
last = (myid+1)*q;
}
// First let each thread make their own scan and saved the result in a
partial result array.
typename InputIterator::value_type psum = inputBegin(first);
outputBegin(first) = init;
for(int i = first+1; i < last; ++i)
{
outputBegin(i) = m_scanFunc->CPU(outputBegin(i-1), inputBegin(i-1));
psum = m_scanFunc->CPU(psum, inputBegin(i));
}
offset_array[myid] = psum;
// Let the master thread scan the partial result array
#pragma omp barrier
#pragma omp master
{
for(int i = 1; i < nthr; ++i)
{
offset_array[i] = m_scanFunc->CPU(offset_array[i-1],
offset_array[i]);
}
}
#pragma omp barrier
if(myid != 0)
{
// Add the scanned partial results to each threads work batch.
for(int i = first; i < last; ++i)
{
outputBegin(i) = m_scanFunc->CPU(outputBegin(i), offset_array[myid1]);
}
}
}
}
#ifdef SKEPU_MEASURE_TIME_DISTRIBUTION
kernelExecTimer.stop();
#endif
}
}
#endif
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